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Abstract 

Water management is constantly evolving. Trends, such as population growth, 

urbanization and climate change, pose new challenges to water management. 

Risks and uncertainties have to be taken into account in order to develop 

strategies that remain cost-effective on the long term. Water systems consist of 

different subsystems and interactions, which demand for an integrated approach 

to achieve optimal solutions. Due to the intricate complexity of developing 

adequate strategies, the use of mathematical models that accurately emulate reality 

is indispensable. Conventionally used full hydrodynamic models suffer from 

several fundamental shortcomings, of which a prolonged calculation time, the 

high model complexity and limited flexibility in terms of model adaptability and 

interfacing are arguably the main ones. These deficiencies compel the use of 

parsimonious conceptual models for numerous water management problems, 

which reason from simplified relationships to mimic the response of the system. 

These conceptual models are therefore computationally very efficient and easily 

adaptable to practical needs. This dissertation focuses on the development and 

application of such a conceptual modelling approach for river and sewer 

hydraulic simulations.  

The first part of the dissertation presents the newly developed conceptual water 

quantity modelling approach, which aims to be suitable for a wide range of 

scenario investigations in support of water engineering and management. First, a 

variety of model structures was investigated, applied and improved while 

elaborating several case studies. Besides the in hydrology more traditionally 

employed model structures such as linear reservoir theory and different linear 

structures, special attention was paid to the performance of machine learning 

techniques and expert systems. Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference Systems were 

used for lumped floodplain modelling. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have 

proved successful in emulating complex flows in rivers, floodplains and urban 

drainage systems. In addition, the performance of ANNs for capturing non-
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univocal behaviour in rating curve modelling was compared to that of M5’ model 

trees and of piecewise linear relationships with state dependent parameters. 

Subsequently, these model structures were combined in a generic modelling 

framework. Two conceptual modelling approaches were developed, one for rivers 

and one for urban drainage systems. These approaches aim at mimicking 

simulation results of full hydrodynamic river and sewer models, but at a fraction 

of the calculation time of the detailed models. Both conceptual modelling 

approaches share the same fundamental modelling principles and are based on 

the storage cell concept, but their model topology, structures and 

conceptualization procedure are tailored to each system. Their modular setting, 

which allows the user to combine diverse incorporated model structures freely in 

a single model, results in powerful emulation capabilities. Complex dynamics, 

such as backwater effects, varying water surface profiles in rivers, and reverse and 

pressurized flows in sewers, can be mimicked accurately. The approaches have 

important mechanistic features, such as the closing of the water balance and the 

possible explicit incorporation of dike levels and moveable hydraulic structures of 

rivers. In addition, an innovative calculation scheme with an adaptive time step 

was developed that avoids instabilities and minimizes calculation time. 

The developed approaches were integrated in a new semi-automatic software 

platform to configure the conceptual models, named Conceptual Model 

Developer (CMD). The tool guides the user via graphical user interfaces in a 

stepwise manner through the configuration procedure and assists the user in 

setting up the conceptual model topology. A close integration was foreseen with 

hydrodynamic software packages to import simulation results and important 

model characteristics. All configured model structures are assembled fully 

automatically in a single highly efficient calculation script written in C 

programming language. 

The approach and software were tested extensively on several case studies in 

Belgium. Three of these studies are elaborated in this dissertation. The first case 

study quantified the impact of installing additional retention basins and varying 

operation controls of moveable weirs on flood probabilities along the Marke and 

Dender Rivers. Conceptual models were built of both rivers and consequently 

used for performing long term simulations, thereby accounting for antecedent 

conditions. The second case study used the conceptual model of the Dender 

River to generate flood probability maps. The approach can be incorporated in 

real-time flood forecasting systems. The third study analyzed the impact of 
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combined sewer overflows (CSOs) on the receiving river water quality in the 

Molse Nete catchment. Conceptual quantity models were created of the urban 

drainage systems of the cities of Mol and Geel, and the Molse Nete River. Next, 

these models were integrated and combined with conceptual water quality models 

for performing long term simulations. These conceptual water quality models 

were created in the scope of another PhD research. Other researchers also used 

the in this dissertation developed conceptual modelling approach for applications 

in which flexible simulation models with a very limited calculation time play a 

pivotal role. Conceptual models were configured to assess the impact on urban 

and river floods for three different storage strategies for the city of Turnhout. 

Also, model-based optimization of hydraulic structures to minimize the flood 

damage in the Demer catchment was elaborated using conceptual models. 
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Beknopte samenvatting 

Waterbeheer verandert voortdurend. Trends, zoals de bevolkingsgroei, 

verstedelijking en de klimaatverandering, resulteren in zowel nieuwe uitdagingen 

als opportuniteiten voor het beheer van watersystemen. Om strategieën te 

ontwikkelen die ook op lange termijn effectief blijven, is het nodig om risico’s en 

onzekerheden te kwantificeren en deze in rekening te brengen bij nieuwe 

ontwerpen. Gelet op de vele deelcomponenten en ruime invloedssfeer van 

watersystemen is een integrale aanpak noodzakelijk om optimale oplossingen te 

verkrijgen. Door de intrinsieke complexiteit van het ontwikkelen van strategieën 

is het gebruik van wiskundige modellen die de realiteit accuraat simuleren 

onontbeerlijk. De conventionele hydrodynamische modellen vertonen 

verschillende fundamentele tekortkomingen, waarvan een zeer lange rekentijd, de 

hoge modelcomplexiteit en gelimiteerde flexibiliteit op vlak van 

modelaanpasbaarheid en integratiemogelijkheden de voornaamste zijn. Deze 

gebreken verplichten de modelleerder om spaarse en vereenvoudigde modellen te 

gebruiken voor het onderzoeken en formuleren van oplossingen voor tal van 

problemen omtrent waterbeheer. Deze zogenaamde conceptuele modellen 

baseren zich op vereenvoudigde relaties om de respons van het watersysteem te 

beschrijven. Hierdoor zijn de conceptuele modellen bijzonder rekenefficiënt en 

bovendien eenvoudig aan te passen. Dit doctoraatsonderzoek richt zich op het 

ontwikkelen en toepassen van een conceptuele modelleringsmethodologie voor 

het hydraulisch simuleren van rivier- en rioleringssystemen. 

Het eerste deel van het proefschrift beschrijft de nieuw ontwikkelde conceptuele 

modelleringsaanpak voor waterkwantiteitssimulaties. De methode beoogt 

inzetbaar te zijn voor een breed scala aan toepassingen ter ondersteuning van het 

analyseren en beheren van watersystemen. Eerst werden diverse modelstructuren 

onderzocht, toegepast en verbeterd via het uitvoeren van enkele gevalstudies. 

Naast de modelstructuren die traditioneel toegepast worden binnen de 

hydrologie, zoals die van de lineaire reservoirtheorie en diverse andere lineaire 
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structuren, werd bijzondere aandacht besteed aan technieken rond machinaal 

leren (machine learning) en expertsystemen. Zo werden Adaptieve Neuro Fuzzy 

Inferentie Systemen (ANFIS) gebruikt voor het modelleren van 

overstromingsgebieden op een ruimtelijk geaggregeerde schaal. Artificiële Neurale 

Netwerken (ANN) bleken geschikt voor het emuleren van meer complexe 

stromingen in rivieren, overstromingsgebieden en rioleringssystemen. De 

performantie van ANN, van stuksgewijs lineaire relaties met tijdsvariërende 

parameters (state dependent parameters) en van M5’ modelbomen werd vergeleken 

voor het modelleren van niet-eenduidig gedrag in debiet-waterhoogte relaties. In 

een tweede fase werden deze modelstructuren gecombineerd tot een generieke 

modelleringsaanpak. De modellen die voortvloeien uit deze aanpak trachten de 

simulatieresultaten van gedetailleerde volledig hydrodynamische modellen na te 

bootsen, maar vergen slechts een fractie van de rekentijd van de 

hydrodynamische modellen. Twee conceptuele modelleringsmethodologieën 

werden ontwikkeld: één voor rivieren en één voor rioleringssystemen. Beide 

methodes delen dezelfde fundamentele modelleringsprincipes, maar de 

conceptualisering, modeltopologie en –structuren werden specifiek afgestemd op 

ieder systeem. Modelleerders kunnen de diverse modelstructuren vrij combineren 

tot een conceptueel model. Deze modulaire aanpak is bijzonder flexibel en 

krachtig. Complexere dynamica, zoals backwater effecten, variërende verhanglijnen 

in rivieren en stroming onder druk in rioleringsleidingen kunnen nauwkeurig 

gesimuleerd worden. De ontwikkelde methodes hebben belangrijke 

mechanistische kenmerken, zoals het sluiten van de waterbalans en de 

mogelijkheid om dijkhoogtes en controleerbare hydraulische structuren in 

rivieren expliciet te integreren in de conceptuele modellen. Daarnaast werd een 

innovatief rekenschema ontwikkeld dat instabiliteiten vermijdt tijdens simulaties 

en streeft naar een minimale rekentijd door het gebruik van een adaptieve 

tijdstap. 

De ontwikkelde modelleringsmethodologieën werden geïntegreerd in een nieuw 

ontwikkeld semiautomatisch software platform voor het configureren van de 

conceptuele modellen, genaamd Conceptual Model Developer (CMD). Het 

programma leidt de gebruiker stapsgewijs door het configuratieproces. Er is een 

nauwe integratie voorzien met de hydrodynamische softwarepakketten InfoWorks 

en MIKE om simulatieresultaten en belangrijke modelkarakteristieken te 

importeren. Na identificatie en kalibratie worden de modelstructuren automatisch 

geassembleerd in een efficiënt rekenscript geschreven in de programmeertaal C. 
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De ontwikkelde aanpak en software werden uitgebreid getest op verschillende 

gevalstudies in België. Dit proefschrift beschrijft drie van deze studies. De eerste 

studie kwantificeerde de impact van het installeren van bijkomende wachtbekkens 

en verschillende regelobjectieven van twee controleerbare hydraulische structuren 

op het overstromingsrisico langs de rivieren Marke en Dender. Conceptuele 

modellen werden opgesteld voor beide rivieren, waarna deze gebruikt werden 

voor het uitvoeren van langetermijnsimulaties. Dergelijke langetermijnsimulaties 

maken het mogelijk om rekening te houden met antecedente systeemcondities. 

De tweede gevalstudie gebruikte het conceptuele model van de Dender om 

overstromingskanskaarten te genereren. Deze aanpak kan geïntegreerd worden in 

realtime overstromingswaarschuwingssystemen. De derde gevalstudie analyseerde 

de impact van overstorten van een gecombineerd rioleringssysteem op de 

waterkwaliteit van de ontvangende rivier in het stroomgebied van de Molse Nete. 

Hiertoe werden conceptuele hydraulische modellen opgesteld van de 

rioleringssystemen van de steden Mol en Geel, en van de Molse Nete rivier. 

Vervolgens werden deze modellen geïntegreerd en gecombineerd met een 

conceptueel waterkwaliteitsmodel voor het uitvoeren van een 

langetermijnsimulatie. Dit conceptueel waterkwaliteitsmodel werd in het kader 

van een ander doctoraatsonderzoek geconfigureerd.  

Andere onderzoekers gebruikten de in dit doctoraatsonderzoek nieuw 

ontwikkelde conceptuele modelleringsaanpak reeds voor diverse toepassingen 

waarbij flexibele simulatiemodellen met een zeer korte rekentijd een cruciale rol 

speelden. Zo werden conceptuele modellen opgesteld om de impact van drie 

verschillende bergingsstrategieën voor de omgeving van de stad Turnhout te 

analyseren op stedelijke en landelijke overstromingen. Conceptuele modellen 

gegenereerd met de ontwikkelde methodologie werden ook gebruikt voor het 

modelgebaseerd optimaliseren van de regeling van controleerbare hydraulische 

structuren om de overstromingsschade in het Demerbekken te minimaliseren. 
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Acronyms 

ANFIS Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference Systems 

ANN Artificial Neural Network 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

CM Conceptual Model 

CMD Conceptual Model Developer. A semi-
automatic software tool to configure 
conceptual models. 

CSO Combined Sewer Overflow 

DBM Data-based mechanistic approach. 

DEM Digital Elevation Model 

DHI Danish Hydraulic Institute 

FIS Fuzzy Inference System 

GA Genetic Algorithm 

GIS Geographic Information System 

GL Gate Level 

GP Grid Partitioning (ANFIS) 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

H Water Level 

HC Hypsometric Curve 

HS Hydraulic Structure equations, i.e. 
relationships that describe the flow over a 
certain hydraulic structure. 

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change 

IR Impulse Response 

IUH Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph 
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NLT Non-Linear Transformation 

NSE Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (see also Eq. 2.7) 

PDM Probability Distributed Model 

PLC Programmable Logic Controls 
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Q Discharge 

RC Rating Curve 

RIV Refined Instrumental Variable algorithm 

RMSE Root Mean Square Error 

RR Rainfall runoff 

SC Subcatchment 
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SDP State Dependent Parameter 

SDP-RC State Dependent Parameter Rating Curve 

SRC Simple Rating Curve 

TF Transfer Function 

TS Takagi Sugeno (ANFIS) 

TVP Time Varying Parameter 

VHA Vlaamse Hydrografische Atlas 

VHM Veralgemeend Hydrologisch Model (in 
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VMM Flemish Environment Agency (Vlaamse 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Water management 

Efficient, sustainable and future-oriented water management is an important need 

of society. Such management aims at developing adequate strategies that can 

meet different objectives at the integrated water system level. Firstly, water 

management tries to reduce the flood risk and damage along rivers, in coastal 

zones and urban areas. Floods are probably the number one cause of losses 

worldwide due to natural events (Kron, 2002, 2005). The 1931 Central China 

Floods are an unfortunate example of the destructive power and danger of 

floods. With estimates ranging from 145.000 to nearly 4 million casualties 

(Glantz, 2003), this flood is considered the deadliest natural disaster of the 20th 

century (Pietz, 2002). Flanders is also regularly afflicted by floods with major 

economic losses. The storm of November 2010, for instance, resulted in a 

damage estimated at 238.146.000 US$ (EM-DAT). On the other hand, water 

managers aim at reducing the risk of extreme droughts and at ensuring water 

availability for drinking water production, domestic, industrial and agricultural use. 

Contrary to popular belief, Flanders is a region with very limited water 

availability. The average per capita availability is even scarcer than more southern 

European countries such as Spain, Turkey and Greece. This is mainly caused by 

the high population density and the absence of very large rivers in Belgium 

(MIRA, 2011). Another objective of water management is to achieve a good 

ecological status in all water systems as contemplated by the European Water 

Framework Directive (2000/60/EC) since 2000. 

 1 
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The rapid urban expansion and changing environmental conditions pose new 

challenges to water management. The area in Flanders is being built-up rapidly: 

the percentage of built-up land increased from 7.2% in 1976, to 11.7% in 1988 

and 18.3% in 2000. Projections show that 30% to 50% of the area of Flanders 

will be built-up by 2050 (Poelmans et al., 2010). This sprawling trend of 

increasing built-up area is expected to continue in other European countries as 

well due to a predicted growth of the population (EEA, 2006). It is expected that 

more than 15% of the total territory of Western Europe will be occupied by 

impermeable surfaces by 2030 (WUR, MNP, 2007). Increased built-up surfaces 

lead to a faster runoff and consequently higher peak discharges, which in turn can 

lead to floods. Urban development and expansion also enhance the potential 

economic losses caused by floods. Secondly, climate change can have a major 

impact on hydrology. A worldwide increase in the frequency of extreme rain 

storms as a result of global warming for the late 20th century is reported, and it is 

expected that this trend will continue in the 21st century (IPCC, 2007 and 2012). 

Studies in Flanders have shown that winters will become wetter, summers drier 

but with more extreme rainfall events (Willems et al., 2010; Vansteenkiste 

2011a,b; MIRA, 2015; Tabari et al., 2015). In addition, the expected accelerated 

global mean sea level rise will change coasts and can endanger coastal 

populations, infrastructures, ecosystems and influence rivers (e.g. McLean et al., 

2001). 

Practices in water management have evolved fundamentally over time. In the 

past, strategies were developed on a local scale and with a limited scope. Well-

known examples hereof are the rectification and diking of rivers, enabling 

cultivation and urbanization of natural floodplains. The adverse consequences of 

such interventions are still noticeable. Sewer systems were purely designed for 

draining cities and fulfilling a sanitary function, thereby neglecting the disastrous 

water quality deterioration when overflows spill into rivers during heavy rainfall. 

Excessive groundwater extraction through pumping in phreatic and deeper 

confined aquifers for industry, agriculture and water production resulted in a 

decline of the groundwater table, a loss in pressure and salinization in coastal 

zones (VMM, 2006; MIRA, 2015). 

Present water management strives for efficient and optimal solutions that account 

for the implications of designs on a larger scale and context. The need for 

sustainable and adaptive strategies is broadly acknowledged, which can be altered 

after their realization based on future changes and needs. To achieve such 
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management, modelling tools and a decision support system are required that 

comply with the following requirements:  

 A transdisciplinary and integrated system approach is required, since 

the water system inherently influences numerous other (also non-aquatic) 

factors. Such integrated modelling not only considers the water quantity 

and quality in the urban drainage or river systems, but also the waste 

water treatment plant (WWTP), more downstream receiving water bodies 

and possibly even urban planning, the societal system (Wong & Brown, 

2009; Ferguson et al., 2013) and economic factors (e.g. Hauger et al., 

2002). Developing optimal strategies thus requires broadening the 

investigated scale and scope.  

 The system should enable performing various scenario analyses and 

optimizations. Through the multidisciplinary approach, global 

cost/benefit analyses should lead to optimal strategies under varying 

conditions and constraints. Performing long term simulations is 

necessary to account for the variability in rainfall and other (antecedent) 

conditions in scenario analyses (e.g. Harremoës and Rauch, 1996). 

 Risks and uncertainties should be accounted for. For instance, it is 

known that climate change increases temporal variations in rainfall, 

evapotranspiration and water availability, but the precise progress and 

impact of these changes remain highly uncertain. Developing adequate 

and cost effective management strategies requires a probabilistic 

framework that can account for these and other uncertainties and risks. 

 The general framework and different components should be flexible. 

The system should allow easy integration and efficient use of self-defined 

modules and new water management techniques, such as sustainable 

urban drainage systems. It should be easy to expand, use and maintain 

the different components of the framework. Therefore, these elements 

and their interactions should be transparent and strike the balance 

between parsimony and completeness. 

The importance and potential profits of such an efficient, sustainable and 

integrated approach are being acknowledged increasingly by both practitioners 

and researchers (e.g. Vlachos et al., 2001; Rauch et al., 2002; Mannina et al., 2004; 

Mitchell, 2004; Vanrolleghem et al., 2005; Fratini et al., 2012; Bach et al., 2014; 
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Dotto et al., 2014; Lawson et al., 2014; Urich and Rauch, 2014). This paradigm 

shift from end-of-pipe approaches and traditional technologies to more holistic 

and prescient designs is also reflected by changes in legislations, such as the EU 

Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC) and the Floods Directive 

(2007/60/EC). 

1.2 Water quantity modelling 

Developing cost-effective, sustainable and future-proof water management 

strategies is very challenging due to the complexity of the system, different 

interactions and various objectives. Therefore, mathematical models are required 

that can accurately simulate the response of the system. Such models allow 

explaining the dynamics of a water system, identifying sources of problems and 

how to remedy them, assessing different strategies and analyzing the impact of 

changes. Mathematical models are one of the core elements in the decision 

making process to elaborate management strategies. 

Integrated modelling, which considers different aspects of the water system itself 

and influenced fields (such as economical, ecological and societal aspects), is very 

complex and comprises various models and associated difficulties and pitfalls (e.g. 

Parker et al., 2002; Jakeman and Letcher, 2003; Laniak et al., 2013; Voinov and 

Shugart, 2013; Bach et al., 2014). Therefore, this research is confined to solely 

water quantity modelling of rivers and urban drainage systems. Zoppou (2001) 

emphasized the importance of reliable flow predictions due to strong interactions 

between quantity and quality processes, which was also confirmed by other 

studies (e.g. Rauch and Harremoës, 1996; Schütze et al., 1996; Vanrolleghem et 

al., 1996). 

1.2.1 Model requirements 

The requirements of an effective and future-oriented decision support system for 

water management (see §1.1) are translated into different requisite model 

characteristics. The models should meet the following requirements to ensure 

their usability and fitness in the intended decision support framework: 

 simulate the flow and other state variables in the system accurately, 

including backwater and other relevant dynamic effects; 
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 simulate events with very short calculation times. Many applications in 

water management share the need for computationally efficient models. 

For instance, optimization problems and probabilistic analyses often 

require numerous iterations, while assessing different scenarios 

statistically requires long term simulations.  

 have a flexible model structure to incorporate new technologies and to 

adjust the level of model detail as desired; The models should focus on 

the dominant processes to ensure parsimony, clarity and efficiency  

(e.g. Vanrolleghem et al., 2005;  Muschalla et al., 2015), and be tailored to 

the intended application. Indeed, including all processes in detail is not 

necessary for most applications (Harremoës and Rauch, 1996; Rauch, 

2002): an approach at river basin scale for instance generally requires 

analyses with lower model detail compared to the investigation of certain 

subcomponent interactions, such as between rivers and sewers. 

 suitable for various scenario investigations and optimizing 

strategies. In turn, this requirement imposes demands on the 

incorporated model structures and parameters. For instance, optimizing 

the operation of controllable hydraulic structures generally requires the 

explicit incorporation of hydraulic structures and their parameters in the 

model to ensure constraints can be accounted for. Dike levels often play 

a crucial role in flood control strategies, and should therefore be included 

in the model directly. 

 easy linkable with other models to perform integrated and 

multidisciplinary analyses; 

 fast and easy configuration. The model structure should allow semi-

automatic configuration. 

1.2.2 Synopsis of water quantity models 

A vast variety of different water quantity models exists, often with overlapping 

characteristics, features or objectives. Classification is required to gain insight into 

their features, capabilities and different modelling perspectives. Such classification 

is, however, not exact and different hydrologists may employ different 

definitions. A plethora of divergent classifications can be found in literature (e.g. 

Woolhiser, 1973; Fleming, 1975; Shaw, 1983; Chow, 1988; Willems, 2000; 

Cunderlik, 2003; Wagener et al., 2004). The aim of this section is to give a brief 

overview of the taxonomy of deterministic modelling often found in literature 
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(based on Abbott and Refsgaard, 1996). Note that many models and codes do 

not fit exactly in the described classification. 

A suggested principal division distinguishes deterministic and stochastic models. 

The latter will not be discussed further in this overview and only deterministic 

models will be treated. These models can be partitioned according to their spatial 

representation of the system (distributed or lumped) and their description of 

relevant physical processes (empirical, conceptual and physically-based, 

depending on the model detail and mechanistic characteristics). Since most 

physically-based and conceptual models are distributed and lumped respectively, 

Abbott and Refsgaard (1996) propose the following division:  

 Distributed physically-based models (white box) 

 Lumped conceptual models (grey box) 

 Empirical models (black box) 

1.2.2.1 Physically-based models 

The physically-based models rely on the governing continuum (partial 

differential) equations to calculate the flow and energy. The Navier-Stokes 

equations are the basic governing equations for describing motion of viscous 

fluids in three dimensions. The set of coupled differential equations were 

independently derived in the early 19th century by G.G. Stokes in England and M. 

Navier in France. The equations only admit a limited number of analytical 

solutions. Solving the full equations exactly is very difficult due to the non-linear 

terms. Due to their complicatedness, the Navier-Stokes equations form the 

subject of one of the most difficult open mathematical problems (elected as a 

Millenium Prize by the Clay Mathematics Institute; see also Fefferman, 2000). 

Therefore, the equations are generally solved numerically, which is referred to as 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). However, approximations of the full 

Navier-Stokes equations, such as the two dimensional shallow water equations 

and the further simplified de Saint-Venant equations (1871), yield estimates with 

satisfactory accuracy for most practical applications. The de Saint-Venant 

equations lay the theoretical foundation of nowadays channel routing and consist 

of the conservation of mass equation: 

  

  
 

  

  
   (1.1) 
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and the conservation of momentum equation: 

  

  
 

 

  

  

 
   

  

  
             (1.2) 

 Kinematic Wave 
Diffusive Wave 
Dynamic wave 

in which Q(z,t) is the discharge [m³∙s-1], t is time [s], z is the distance along the 

longitudinal axis of the waterway [m], A(z,t) is the cross-sectional flow area [m²], g 

is the gravitational acceleration [m∙s-2], h(z,t) is the water surface elevation above a 

datum or reference level [m], S0 is the bed slope [-] and Sf is the friction slope [-]. 

The latter may be evaluated using a steady flow empirical formula such as the 

Chézy or Manning equation (see e.g. Chow, 1959; Chanson, 2004; Chaudry, 

2008). The equations are valid under several assumptions (see e.g. Cunge et al., 

1980; Sturm, 2001; Chaudry, 2008).  

The de Saint-Venant equations are widely employed and used exclusively in 

hydrodynamic software, such as MIKE11, InfoWorks, HEC-RAS and SWMM. 

These models are referred to as “detailed” or “hydrodynamic” models in this 

research. As for the shallow water equations, solving the de Saint-Venant 

equations analytically is only feasible for some simple cases. Hence, numerical 

integration is inevitable. Different approaches are elaborated and used to solve 

the de Saint-Venant equations numerically. The MIKE11 software incorporates 

for instance a numerical 6-point Abbott-Ionescu scheme (Abbott and Ionescu, 

1967) with self-adapting time step by monitoring the Courant number. The de 

Saint-Venant equations are not valid when the flow encounters sharp 

discontinuities, such as near hydraulic structures (e.g. Breckpot, 2013). Instead, 

the MIKE11 software treats such locations as internal boundaries, and hydraulic 

structures are preprocessed into a family of static algebraic relationships. Other 

software programs use similar numerical schemes. 

Numerical solution of the full de Saint-Venant equations requires significant 

computational resources and time. Therefore, two simplifications exist that omit 

one or more terms of the full formulation (see Eq. 1.2) in favor of computational 

efficiency. The diffusive wave approximation assumes that the inertial terms are 

less than the gravity, friction and pressure terms, which is valid for primarily 

subcritical flows and slow to moderately rising flood waves in channels of rather 

uniform geometry (Fread, 1985). Backwater effects can still be modelled through 
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the ∂h/∂z –term. The kinematic wave formulation neglects additionally the 

hydrostatic gradient term at the expense of backwater effect calculation. Hence, 

this approximation assumes uniform flow with the friction slope being equal to 

the slope of the channel. Also, different models were developed by linearizing the 

de Saint-Venant equations around uniform flow conditions and by neglecting or 

simplifying the downstream boundary condition or terms of the continuity and 

momentum equations (Fread, 1985; Meunier et al., 2007), such as the models by 

Lighthill and Whitham (1955), Harley (1967), Keefer and McQuivey (1974), 

Dooge et al. (1987), Moussa (1996) and Tsai (2003). A comprehensive summary 

and discussion of these simplifications can be found in Miller and Yevjevich 

(1975) and Fread (1985). Naturally, all these simplifications invoke stringent 

limitations on the conditions for which their solution is valid. Therefore, models 

were developed that switch between different levels of simplifications depending 

on the routing conditions, such as the SURKNET model by Pansic and Yen 

(1982), the SERAIL model of Chocat et al. (1983) and a storage model by Motiee 

et al. (1997). 

Note that the de Saint-Venant equations assume the flow to be one dimensional, 

but flow in large rivers and floodplains is two dimensional (e.g. Chaudry, 2008). 

Quasi 2-D approaches exist that describe floodplains using an additional network 

of streams, while lateral flow channels represent dikes (e.g. Timbe, 2007). In the 

present work, we assume that the solution of the de Saint-Venant equations gives 

a reasonably good approximation under these circumstances. This is a valid 

reasoning for most rivers in Flanders, which are generally controlled by hydraulic 

structures. Secondly, the de Saint-Venant equations do not describe the flow in 

pressurized pipes. To calculate the flow through pipes, a Preissmann slot is added 

to each pipe in most hydrodynamic calculations. The Preissmann slot allows a 

free surface to be maintained and obviates the transition to pressurized flow, 

enabling the use of the de Saint-Venant equations. 

1.2.2.2 Empirical models 

The empirical models (black box) are situated on the other end of the modelling 

spectrum. They are derived entirely from input-output series and are not directly 

based on physical processes. Consequently, most of the parameters lack a direct 

physical interpretation. Generally, these models are characterized by simple 

model structures. The best result is achieved for slowly varying rivers, with 

negligible inflows, backwater effects or floodplain-river interactions. The accuracy 

and extrapolation performance strongly depends on the calibration data and the 
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selected model structure and variables. The empirical models can roughly be 

divided into two main groups (Abbott and Refsgaard, 1996). 

The first group comprises the statistically based approaches and mainly consists 

of regression and correlation methods. The simplest models relate the outflow to 

the inflow within a routing reach using lag models (e.g. Tatum, 1940; Harris, 

1970). Autoregressive (Integrated) Moving Average (ARMA and ARIMA; Box 

and Jenkins, 1970 and 1976) models, Constrained Linear Systems (CLS; Todini 

and Wallis (1977)) and gauge-to-gauge relationships (e.g. Linsley et al., 1949) have 

been developed extensively for flood routing. The latter relate one or more states, 

such as flow and water elevations, at a downstream location in the river to states 

at an upstream station (e.g. Goswami and O’Connor, 2007; Archer and Fowler, 

2008). These methods are often the most used modelling method for many large 

rivers in certain countries, such as India and Bangladesh (Abbott and Refsgaard, 

1996). A plethora of more advanced methods are still being developed nowadays 

using traditional statistical methods, including approaches that also quantify the 

uncertainty (e.g. Porporato and Ridolfi, 2001; Krzysztofowicz, 2002; 

Romanowicz et al., 2008; Beven et al., 2009). 

The second group consists of hydroinformatics based models, such as machine 

learning techniques and evolutionary algorithms. Such techniques are self-learning 

and their model structures can adapt themselves to data provided during 

configuration. The use of adaptive neuro fuzzy inference systems (e.g. 

Bazartseren et al., 2003; Chang and Chang, 2006) and neural networks in 

particular is increasingly popular in water resources modelling (see e.g. Maier and 

Dandy (2000) and Maier et al. (2010) for a comprehensive overview of neural 

networks used for forecasting water resources variables). 

1.2.2.3 Conceptual models 

The group of conceptual models finds itself between the (distributed) physically-

based and empirical models, and seeks for a compromise between these two 

groups. The conceptual models can be regarded as a macroscopic representation 

of reality, meaning that they represent processes as they are observed. Hence, 

abstraction is made from several microscopic processes that underlie the 

observations themselves (Willems, 2000). Again, this category comprises a wide 

variety of models, but share basic principles. In contrary to the empirical models, 

these models emanate from the continuity equation by using mutually 

interconnected storages that represent physical elements in the catchment. Hence, 
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the water balance is closed during simulations. Instead of applying the physically-

based formulation of the momentum equation (Eq. 1.2) discussed in the first 

group, a self-defined (possibly empirical) relationship is defined to calculate the 

flow using one or more states of the system. Most of the used model structures 

are simple but mechanistic, meaning that they and their parameters can be 

interpreted in physically meaningful terms. In contrast to the fully physically-

based models, the vast majority of these parameters cannot be measured directly, 

but need calibration from field data or simulation results of more detailed models.  

The simplest conceptual method is a storage routing model that relates the 

storage to solely the outflow. The first development of such model is attributed 

to Puls (1928) and Goodrich (1931). The well-known and ubiquitously used 

Muskingum method, first developed by McCarthy (1938), links the storage to 

both the inflow and outflow. This approach was later improved by Cunge (1969) 

and resulted in the Muskingum-Cunge approach (Miller and Cunge, 1975; 

Weinmann and Laurenson, 1979). Over time, numerous alternative descriptions 

and variations of both Muskingum methodologies were developed (e.g. Linsley et 

al. 1949; Nash, 1959; Diskin, 1967; Koussis, 1978 and 1980; Ponce and 

Yevjevich, 1978; Strupczewski and Kundzewicz, 1980; Dooge et al., 1982; Khan, 

1993; Ponce and Chaganti, 1994; Birkhead and James, 2002; Achleitner et al., 

2007; Kumar et al., 2011; Franchini et al., 2011). A noted variant of the 

Muskingum approach is the Kalinin-Milyukov approach (Miller and Cunge, 

1975), developed in 1958 in the USSR (Fread, 1985). Models were also developed 

that delay the upstream incoming flow, denoted as lag route models (e.g. Linsley 

et al., 1949; Quick and Pipes, 1975). Most of these approaches are direct variants 

of the kinematic wave or diffusion analogy models as demonstrated by 

Weinmann and Laurenson (1979). Later, raster-based (often flood inundation) 

models were created that use Cunge-type storage cells (Cunge, 1975) in 

combination with simple equations to calculate the intercell fluxes (e.g. Estrela 

and Quintas, 1994; Bechteler et al., 1994; Hunter et al., 2007 and 2008; and 

references therein). The LISFLOOD-FP approach proposed by Bates and de 

Roo (2000) is arguably the most well-known and adopted conceptual raster-based 

model. Since calibration and validation of conceptual models can be time-

consuming, some approaches were incorporated in different software packages, 

such as Flupol (Bujon et al., 1992), CityDrain 3 (Burger et al., 2010), Aquacycle 

(Mitchell et al., 2001), KOSIM (ITWH, 2000), KOSIM-WEST (Solvi, 2007), 

WaterAspects (Grum et al., 2004) and SMUSI (Muschalla et al., 2006).  
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All existing modelling approaches rely on a rather simple and limited set of 

equations for flood routing, and therefore have limited accuracy. The ability of 

modelling backwater effects for instance is of great importance, especially in 

urban drainage modelling, since they can have a significant impact on the 

system’s dynamics. Vanrolleghem et al. (2009), among others, demonstrated that 

backwater effects can induce CSO events upstream, but also reduce CSO peaks 

due to the activation of storage volume in the sewer system. Therefore, attempts 

have been made to simulate backwater effects in conceptual models (e.g. the 

combiner-splitter module created by Solvi (2007)), but additional calibration is 

necessary, the usability is limited and flow routing remains highly simplified with 

the associated limitations (e.g. Duchesne et al., 2001; Vanrolleghem et al., 2009).  

1.2.3 Past, present and future use of water quantity models 

As for water management, the modelling of water systems has changed 

significantly over time. The de Saint-Venant equations, the basic theory for one-

dimensional analysis of flood wave propagation, were already formulated in 1871. 

However, due to the mathematical complexity of these equations, simplifications 

were necessary to obtain solutions. Consequently, a profusion of simplified, 

mainly empirical, routing models appeared in literature (Fread, 1985). Initially, 

such very simplified modelling was necessary to alleviate the burden of solving 

systems of equations. These models were in general not physically based and 

lacked accuracy in most cases.  

With the advent of computational resources since the 1950s and 1960s, more 

complex models gained interest and popularity. First, simplified models were still 

used because of the limited available computational power, but more detail was 

added to the models and different conceptual models were developed. At the 

same time, the principal theoretical work on the kinematic formulation of the de 

Saint-Venant equations was done by Lighthill and Whitham (1955). They named 

the theory “kinematic wave” and investigated the applicability of the approach 

extensively (Miller, 1984). Rather simple characteristics of flood waves could be 

simulated, such as the celerity and crest attenuation. More complex dynamics, 

such as backwater and inertia effects, were ignored. To include those phenomena 

in simulations, more elaborate versions and eventually the full solution of the de 

Saint-Venant equations are needed. Stoker (1953) and Isaacson et al. (1954) were 

the first to use the full de Saint-Venant formulation to simulate flood routing on a 

real case. Since then, finding numerical solutions of the de Saint-Venant 

equations has become more and more popular and efficient due to the ever 
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increasing computational power. Since several decades, hydrodynamic software is 

the standard tool for flood routing for most practitioners and researchers. 

For a long time, one of the primary objectives of modellers was to include as 

much detail as possible in their models in pursuit of the most accurate emulation 

of reality. Complex hydrodynamic models were increasingly prevalent. Nowadays, 

simplified models gain attention again. Many advocate the use of simpler models 

and stress the need for pragmatic and parsimonious models (e.g. Willems and 

Berlamont, 2002; Wagener et al., 2004; Freni et al., 2010; Bach et al., 2014). This 

shift to simpler models is driven by several major disadvantages of detailed 

models when used in water management applications. Three principal and 

fundamental shortcomings of detailed models are briefly discussed. 

 Hydrodynamic models suffer from prolonged calculation times, which 

is arguably the most critical problem. The long simulation times impede 

the use of detailed models for applications requiring a large number of 

iterations, or for performing long term simulations. Such applications 

and analyses are essential to deal with uncertainties, risks, scenario and 

impact investigations, and optimization questions.  

 Hydrodynamic models are highly inflexible due to the character of the 

underlying equations. The level of model detail cannot be adjusted given 

the amount and accuracy of available data or specified objectives. 

Therefore, models are often overly complex for the intended 

application. The inflexible nature also results in imbalanced models: 

model components with ample calibration data and hence lower 

uncertainties are interfaced with simpler components that lack accuracy. 

Similarly, processes often act on different time and spatial scales. 

Momentary sewer overflows result in an acute burdening and 

deterioration of the water quality of the receiving river, which could 

persist for much longer times. The spatial scales in integrated urban 

drainage models vary from small, individual households to the design of 

centralized SUDS and up to the receiving river catchment scale 

(Makropoulos et al., 2008). The non-adaptable model structures and 

equations of detailed models are too rigid to efficiently deal with such 

varying scales and uncertainties. 

 The detailed models are characterized by a rigid and closed model 

structure and implementation, which makes interfacing and 
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integration with other models often difficult. Due to the typically 

closed programming implementation of detailed models, the interfacing 

with other models and platforms is technically challenging or even 

impossible. Workarounds are being developed, such as Delft-FEWS, but 

the use of such platforms is often cumbersome and limited. In many 

cases, bilateral interactions, in which two interfaced models can influence 

each other at every time step during a simulation, can often not be 

accounted for. In addition, linking complex models leads to an even 

increased model complexity and calculation time. 

Even if computational resources evolve significantly during the next decade, 

these issues, including the long calculation times, will persist and remain 

problematic for numerous applications in water management. The detailed 

models do not meet the model requirements outlined in §1.2.1. Mainly due to 

their flexibility and computational efficiency, simplified models overcome these 

limitations. The importance of simplified modelling approaches is also reflected 

by the large number of studies and analyses in which they play a pivotal role. 

Optimization problems necessitate fast quantitative predictions of the river’s 

state, such as conjunctive water use and resource management (e.g. Peralta et al., 

1995; Fredericks et al., 1998; Rejani et al., 2009; Montazar et al., 2010), operation 

of reservoir systems (e.g. Yeh, 1985; Faber and Stedinger, 2001; Forster et al., 

2008; Alemu et al., 2011; Castelletti et al., 2012a) and operation of hydraulic 

structures for flood control (e.g. Breckpot et al., 2013; Van den Zegel et al., 2014; 

Yazdi and Salehi Neyshabouri, 2014). Efficient river models also form a vital tool 

to generate real time flood forecasts (e.g. Pedregal et al., 2009), to predict the 

river’s state for different input time series such as for ensembles of rainfall 

forecasts (e.g. Demeritt et al., 2007; Cloke and Pappenberger, 2009; Van 

Steenbergen and Willems, 2014) and to asses various impact and scenario 

analyses, such as climate or land use change (e.g. Ashley et al., 2005; Booji, 2005; 

Dobler et al., 2012). Models with short calculation times are also being used in 

many applications in the field of urban drainage, including uncertainty 

assessments (Willems, 2008; Achleitner et al., 2009; Freni et al., 2009), sensitivity 

analyses and auto-calibration of model parameters (Kanso et al. 2003; Kleidorfer 

et al., 2009; Freni and Mannina, 2010), and real-time control (RTC) and other 

multi-objective optimization problems (Vanrolleghem et al., 2005; Borsányi et al., 

2008; Fu et al., 2009; Dirckx et al., 2011; Vezzaro et al., 2014). 

It is clear that each modelling approach is bound by its limitations, and thus no 

universally superior model exists. The choice for a model type depends on the 
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objective, the considered problem, the knowledge of the modeller and the 

available computational resources and data (Yen, 1994). The selection, 

implementation and interfacing of models should be carefully tailored to the 

intended research or application. A mixture of models, each with its own 

strengths, is needed to tackle the present and future challenges in water 

management. 

1.3 Towards a generic framework for decision support for 

water management  

A generic framework is proposed for the mathematical modelling related 

component of decision support systems for an efficient, sustainable and future-

oriented water management. The framework builds further on the ideas proposed 

and applied in Willems (2000) and related studies, and is based on the 

complementary use of conceptual and detailed hydrodynamic models to fully 

benefit from the advantages of both model types. Such synergetic approach 

allows for the efficient development of optimal water management strategies. 

Figure 1.1 schematizes the proposed framework for integrated modelling in 

support of water management analyses and planning. 

As discussed in §1.2.3, detailed hydrodynamic models are unsuited for many 

applications in water management. The significant shortcomings of the 

conventionally used detailed models impose the use of alternative and simplified 

modelling approaches. We advocate the use of flexible surrogate models, which 

emulate the physically-based detailed models, but rely on much simpler and more 

parsimonious relationships. Due to their uncomplicated characterization, their 

calculation time is several orders of magnitude shorter than that of detailed 

models. Additionally, simplified models make use of more flexible model 

structures that can be adapted easier. All these features enable these models to be 

integrated on large scales. To ensure these simplified models meet the 

requirements identified in §1.2.1 and are thus effectively usable for developing 

future-oriented and optimal water management strategies, only conceptual-type 

models can be employed. In contrary to the even simpler empirical models, 

conceptual models still have important and requisite mechanistic features. Hence, 

their main characteristics and advantages make conceptual models well suited to 

be used in decision support systems and other applications requiring fast 

(integrated) models. 
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Figure 1.1: Generic framework based on the complementary use of conceptual 

and detailed models to develop water management strategies. (adopted from 

Willems, 2000) 

Conceptual-type models cannot replace detailed models entirely though. Firstly, 

the configuration of conceptual models demands a significant amount of data 

because many parameters lack a direct physical interpretation (e.g. Willems, 2006; 

Hunter et al., 2007). Collecting all requisite data through measurement campaigns 

is an expensive and time-consuming task (Vanrolleghem et al., 1999), and 

consequently infeasible in nearly all cases. Therefore, using simulation results of 

hydrodynamic models to configure conceptual-type models has become standard 

practice to compensate for the lack of accurate measurement data (e.g. Vaes, 

1999; Meirlaen et al., 2001). Secondly, physically-based models remain necessary 

for spatially detailed analyses, since conceptual model aggregate processes and 

only give a lumped representation of the system. This bilateral interplay between 

the conceptual and detailed models is illustrated by Figure 1.1: conceptual models 

used in decision support of water management applications emulate the results of 

the physically-based models, while the latter can be used to assess the outcome of 

such analyses on finer scales or with enhanced accuracy. 

Figure 1.2 schematizes the proposed conceptual modelling framework. Each 

component, such as the river or sewer system, is transformed into a conceptual 
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model. The mechanistic nature of the conceptual models must allow analyzing 

different scenarios and model adaptations, such as the installation of dikes and 

retention basins, applying a water sensitive urban design approach in cities and 

optimizing gate regulations of controllable hydraulic structures. Next, these 

individual models are interfaced at catchment level, enabling integrated analyses. 

In addition, the flexible framework should allow to plug-in other structures and 

user-defined modules, such as a waste water treatment plant or water production 

center. Note that the hydrological component is also indicated on the figure, 

although catchment hydrology is not investigated in this research. Instead, 

different existing hydrological models are used throughout the research. 

 
Figure 1.2: Schematization of the proposed conceptual modelling framework at 

catchment level. 

1.4 Previous work related to conceptual water quantity 

modelling of rivers and urban drainage systems 

In the past, doctoral researchers at the KU Leuven already investigated 

conceptual water quantity models. 

Vaes (1999) studied the influence of rainfall and model simplifications on 

combined sewer system design. He stressed the importance and need for 
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continuous (long term) simulations, so the real variability of rainfall and 

antecedent conditions can be accounted for. To enable performing long term 

simulations in a short time frame, he developed a simple yet efficient conceptual 

modelling approach to calculate combined sewer overflow emissions. The 

approach was based on reservoirs and comprised only three main parameters for 

flow routing, namely the storage, throughflow and concentration time of the 

system. In addition, the total storage was divided in static and dynamic storages, 

and an extra storage component during overflow events. He already recognized 

the need to account for instantaneous relationships, instead of using solely 

maximum values, and applied a piecewise linear parameterization of these 

relationships. The approach was incorporated in the modelling system Remuli. 

Although the approach is useful for many applications, it suffers from several 

fundamental shortcomings. It is, for instance, not suitable of modelling variable 

backwater effects, or pressurized and reverse flows. This severely limits model 

accuracy. In addition, the flexibility in terms of model structures and topology, 

and integration capabilities are also restricted. 

Different researchers focused on conceptual river modelling. Timbe (2007) 

developed a first conceptual modelling approach based on the classical reservoir-

type topology that emulates the results of detailed full hydrodynamic river 

models. Flow routing was based on linear reservoir theory, while floodplains were 

connected to the river using simple weir-type equations. Water levels were 

calculated using linear equations. Different Master theses (Van Steenbergen and 

Verbelen, 2009; Swennen and Vreys, 2010; Vissers and Wolfs, 2011) elaborated 

this approach to conceptualize the Dender River. Villazon (2011) expanded the 

flow routing component to transfer functions (TFs), and added a non-linear 

transformation (NLT) to account for floods without the need of explicitly 

modelling fluxes to and from floodplains. He applied the approach to a part of 

the Dender River in Belgium, and the Piraí River in Bolivia. 

The use of simplified river models for model-based optimization of hydraulic 

structures for flood control was also studied. Barjas Blanco (2010) and 

Breckpot (2013) approximated the de Saint-Venant equations using a linear 

model for every reach. They solved a quadratic programming problem to obtain 

the optimal flows at locations near weirs given certain constraints, set-points and 

rainfall predictions, and consequently calculated the corresponding gate positions. 

Due to the complexity of the problem, they only applied their approach to a very 

small part of the Demer River at the inlet of the Schulensmeer. Chiang (2015) 

used an alternative conceptualization strategy which is very similar to the 
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approach introduced by Timbe (2007), but incorporated weir equations explicitly 

in the model for flow routing. He used genetic algorithms in a model predictive 

control setting to obtain the best gate regulations in real time for a larger part of 

the Demer River. 

All these studies did not primarily focus on the conceptual modelling of rivers 

specifically, but rather used conceptual models as a means of reaching other 

objectives. Consequently, additional research is required to address several critical 

shortcomings of the used preliminary conceptual modelling approaches. Firstly, 

the conceptualization procedure is not formalized and no generic approach exists, 

forcing modellers to rely on self-programmed algorithms and to determine how 

to conceptualize the system on their own. Logically, this leads to inaccurate 

models and possibly even to erroneous simulations. Secondly, and more 

fundamentally, the developed approaches are too simplistic. All listed researchers 

used very similar and conventional model structures for flow routing and the 

simulation of other states, which lack powerful emulation capabilities to capture 

all important and significant effects. In particular, aggregating processes on 

different scales, which is needed to focus on dominant mechanisms as discussed 

in §1.2.1, can be very challenging since more and more factors affect the 

investigated process. The incorporated model structures should be flexible 

enough to adapt themselves to the desired level of aggregation and emulate reality 

closely. Conventional linear reservoir theory and derivates are not appropriate for 

such emulation modelling. The limited number of incorporated model structures 

can lead to significant model deviations. Thirdly, the models have been used for 

only a few applications and not yet for scenario investigations. It is unclear if and 

how the conceptual models can be employed for such analyses. Fourthly, 

conceptual model can, just as the detailed models, suffer from numerical 

instabilities. Since even no fixed numerical calculation scheme exists for the 

conceptual models, model stabilization techniques have not been investigated at 

all. Finally, and arguably the major reason that impedes a broad uptake of 

conceptual modelling in general, is the lack of user-friendly and effective 

calibration software and the resulting complexity of configuring conceptual 

models. As stated earlier, the modellers have to decide themselves how to 

delineate the conceptual model topology, which algorithms to use, how to handle 

all calibration and validation data, and how to assemble all elements in a model 

suitable for performing simulations. 
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1.5 Objectives 

Based on the proposed framework for developing optimal water management 

strategies and the needs identified in the literature review summarized in the 

previous sections, the following three main objectives were defined: (i) 

development of a new efficient and accurate conceptual water quantity modelling 

approach for rivers and sewers, (ii) development of an accompanying semi-

automatic model structure identification and calibration tool and (iii) application 

of the developed modelling approach and tool on various selected case studies.  

The first objective aims at developing a conceptual water quantity modelling 

approach applicable for rivers and sewer systems that is employable in the 

proposed decision support system for optimal, integrated and future-oriented 

water management. The modelling approach should be developed from a 

pragmatic perspective: the aim of the approach is, as ever, to give a realistic 

representation of the considered system, while ensuring that the structure and 

algorithms are tailored to specific technological needs and applications in water 

management. As identified in previous sections, the model should thus emulate 

reality accurately, while striving for parsimony and simplicity. The requisite high 

computational efficiency and the ability to simulate events in a very short time 

span are crucial in the development of the modelling approach. Other key 

requirements are described in §1.2.1. Existing conceptual models mainly lack 

accuracy, flexibility and/or suffer from a difficult and time-consuming 

configuration, and therefore do not meet the outlined requirements. To achieve 

this objective, the following tasks were identified: 

 Inventory, apply, improve and expand different existing conceptual 

model structures and techniques for identification and calibration. 

Besides more conventionally used structures in hydrology such as 

reservoir-type structures, special attention should be paid to powerful 

upcoming modelling technologies, such as neural networks and other 

self-learning models. The selected structures must be employed in 

experiments at subcomponent level and be evaluated for aspects such as 

accuracy, stability, robustness, ease and speed of configuration, and 

extrapolation behavior. If needed, the structures are expanded and 

improved. 

 The model structures must be integrated in a modelling framework. This 

requires adjusting and generalizing the investigated model structures, and 
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formalizing the conceptualization procedure and model topology. The 

interaction of different model structures and the error propagation 

during simulations are examined. 

 The numerical stability during simulations and model robustness to 

structure or input changes are investigated. Different techniques for 

model stabilization are analyzed and applied. 

The second objective encompasses the development of a semi-automatic tool 

for conceptual model configuration. Setting up conceptual models is a time 

consuming process requiring expert knowledge. Therefore, a software tool must 

be developed based on the created modelling approach (objective 1) that 

supports the configuration of conceptual models in a step-wise manner. The tool 

must assist the user in defining the conceptual model topology, and propose 

appropriate model structures and parameter sets, which can be accepted or 

adjusted by the modeller. This approach also allows including expert knowledge 

of the modeller. Finally, the configured model components must be gathered 

fully automatically by the software in a model script.  

Most rivers and sewer systems in Flanders are already modelled in hydrodynamic 

software. To ensure maximum use is made of such existing models, an interfacing 

must be foreseen with the widely used InfoWorks and MIKE software packages 

to import simulation results and relevant network parameters. The software must 

be equipped with graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to improve user-friendliness. 

Future expansion of the software and interfacing with other software 

components, such as for conceptual water quality modelling, must be possible. 

The third objective encompasses the application of the developed modelling 

approach and software on several case studies. This ensures that both are 

applicable for a wide range of applications and the models meet the requirements 

for future-oriented and optimal water management. Multiple case studies were 

carefully selected involving both river and sewer models with varying response 

characteristics, different analyses and objectives. Section 1.7 elaborates on the 

elected study areas. 

1.6 Chapter by chapter overview 

The doctoral dissertation can be divided in two main parts. The first part, 

comprising Chapters 2 to 5, presents the research on different model structures, 
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algorithms, the developed conceptual modelling approaches for rivers and sewer 

systems, and accompanying software tools. These chapters address the first two 

objectives as defined in §1.5. The literature overview and analyses of model 

structures and algorithms are not described in separate chapters. Instead, the 

developed conceptual modelling methodologies for rivers and sewer systems are 

presented in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively, which are the result of the extensive 

research on model structures and algorithms. These two chapters form a synopsis 

of the most fundamental developments of the doctoral research and are therefore 

presented first. The chapters have a very similar structure, facilitating comparison 

of both methodologies. Next, Chapters 4 and 5 focus on two specific modelling 

problems, namely the modelling of floodplains and rating curves. Additional 

model structures and modelling approaches are presented, that can be used as an 

extension to the general conceptual modelling methodologies. Each chapter in 

this part contains an application of the presented work on a case study to 

demonstrate the features and functionality of the research.  

The second part of the dissertation, consisting of Chapters 6 to 8, focuses on 

several applications in water management. By elaborating these case studies, the 

use, applicability and potential of conceptual models that are configured 

according to the developed approaches are illustrated. These chapters address the 

third and final objective of the doctoral research. 

Figure 1.3 provides a schematic overview of the different chapters and their 

relation to the three predefined objectives. The following text summarizes the 

content of each chapter. 

Chapter 1 articulates important requisite model characteristics to comply with 

the needs of future water management. Next, a classification is given of different 

model types for water quantity modelling, together with a brief discussion of past, 

present and possible future use of the identified model types. A generic modelling 

framework is proposed towards future-oriented, sustainable and integrated water 

management. Based on research needs, three main objectives were defined for 

the doctoral research. 

Chapter 2 presents the newly developed conceptual modelling approach for 

rivers. First, fundamental modelling principles are discussed, together with the 

general conceptualization procedure of rivers. Different model structures 

incorporated in the modular methodology are presented. In addition, a new 

innovative discrete solver based on the Runge-Kutta family is introduced. This 
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solver uses an adaptive time step to ensure model stability and minimizes 

computational effort during simulations. Next, the developed accompanying 

semi-automatic software tool, named Conceptual Model Developer (CMD), is 

presented. The conceptual modelling approach and tool are demonstrated on a 

case study, in which a detailed full hydrodynamic InfoWorks RS model of the 

Marke River is transformed into a conceptual model. 

Chapter 3 discusses the developed conceptual modelling approach for sewer 

hydraulic simulations. The methodology reasons from the same modelling 

perspective as the approach presented in Chapter 2, but is tailored to urban 

drainage systems. Consequently, a modified model topology and other model 

structures are employed. These changes and the general content of the approach 

are documented extensively. Again, a software tool was developed. This tool has 

the same name as the tool to model rivers, but is coded independently, although 

both tools share basic programming scripts and functions. In contrast to the 

modelling approach for rivers, a simple rainfall runoff module is incorporated, 

since calculating the runoff and other input series is highly intertwined with the 

definition of the model topology. Finally, a case study is treated by conceptually 

modelling a sewer system near Ghent based on simulation results and data of a 

detailed InfoWorks CS model. 

Chapter 4 presents an alternative and powerful method for lumped floodplain 

modelling using Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) with Takagi-

Sugeno structures in a mechanistic setting. This approach originated from the 

research on different model structures and algorithms. The flow dynamics of a 

floodplain and river-floodplain interactions can be very complex. Due to the 

combination of several state-of-the-art model structures, the presented approach 

can emulate such complex dynamics accurately. Although the modelling approach 

presented in Chapter 2 can emulate the vast majority of floods and dynamics 

accurately, more powerful approaches can be needed when lumping processes on 

very large scales, or exceptionally high accuracies are required. In such cases, this 

approach can be used as an extension to the general methodology for the 

conceptual modelling of rivers. The methodology is compared to the more 

conventional use of fixed optimized weir equations for four different sites along 

the Dender River. The results show that the approach using ANFIS models 

outperforms the use of weir equations for the investigated case study. The 

approach was not incorporated in the CMD software, since thorough knowledge 

is required to properly configure ANFIS structures, and the CMD tool includes 

model structures that can adequately emulate floods in most situations. 
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Chapter 5 focuses on the modelling of discharge-stage relationships, also known 

as rating curves, that are affected by hystereses. This problem of non-univocal 

relationships proved to be an interesting topic to investigate different model 

structures, and has great potential for future applications due to the widespread 

use of rating curves in hydrology. Several approaches are investigated that try to 

emulate looped rating curves using different model structures. The performance 

of the commonly used single rating curve is compared to a variant that 

incorporates a time varying parameter, which is estimated using a state dependent 

parameter algorithm. In addition, two machine learning techniques are examined, 

namely the rarely used M5’ model tree and artificial neural networks. All 

approaches are tested on two case studies in the Dender catchment using data of 

detailed hydrodynamic models. Each model’s sensitivity to limited data 

availability, discontinuities and outliers in the configuration data, and the 

extrapolation performance are assessed. Naturally, this research can be used to 

model rating curves, but most structures were subsequently incorporated in the 

general conceptual modelling approach for rivers presented in Chapter 2. Their 

use is not limited to solely simulating flows based on water levels (as in rating 

curves), but they were employed in various settings. 

Chapter 6 is the first chapter of the second part of the dissertation, which 

focuses on different applications in water management. This chapter presents a 

first application: the impact analysis on flood probabilities of retention basins that 

will be built or expanded in the future and varying gate controls of several 

hydraulic structures along the Marke River. The conceptual model configured in 

Chapter 2 was coupled with a conceptual model of the Dender River, and used to 

perform long term simulations. The conceptual models allowed incorporating the 

investigated adaptations explicitly. Due to their very short calculation time, long 

term simulations can be performed quickly. Such long term simulation is required 

to account for antecedent conditions. By statistically analyzing the simulation 

results of the models representing the current and future states of the rivers, it 

was possible to quantify the reduction of flood frequency and magnitude versus 

empirical return periods. 

Chapter 7 presents a second application using conceptual models to generate 

flood probability maps for the Dender River. This river is part of the operational 

flood forecasting system of Flanders Hydraulics Research. The conceptual model 

transforms the confidence intervals of forecasted water levels and exceedence 

probabilities of predefined alert levels at gauged locations, which are provided by 

the flood forecasting system, into flood extents. Conceptual models are required 
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due to their computational efficiency: these probability maps must be generated 

in real-time, enabling emergency units to take appropriate action in time. This 

study also illustrates how the outcome of conceptual models can be visualized 

using flood maps.  

Chapter 8 illustrates the proposed generic framework for integrated water 

management introduced in §1.3 in practice. The impact of combined sewer 

overflows (CSOs) is quantified using coupled river-sewer conceptual models that 

simulate both water quantity as quality. The conceptual quantity models were 

individually calibrated using simulation results of detailed full hydrodynamic river 

and sewer models. The models were coupled to form one simulation model, and 

then used to perform long term simulations. The impact on the river water 

quality is quantified by comparing the 90th and 99th percentiles with and without 

taking into account the extra discharges that enter the river through the CSOs. 

Chapter 9 summarizes the findings of the research and articulates some future 

research subjects. 
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1.7 Study areas 

This section summarizes the different study areas and investigated applications. A 

more elaborate discussion of the study areas, available data and models can be 

found in the specified chapters or references. Figure 1.4 illustrates for which 

rivers and sewer systems the developed conceptual modelling approach was 

employed. 

 
Figure 1.4: Overview of Flanders with the different VHA-zones demarcating the 

main river catchments, and all navigable rivers and rivers of first category (blue). 

Unnavigable rivers of second category of relevant basins are also marked (pale 

blue). The basins (rivers) and cities (sewer systems) that were conceptually 

modelled are indicated. 

The conceptual modelling approach and software were developed by elaborating 

selected case studies. This allowed for identifying practical model requirements 

and obstacles during the early stages of model development, and ensured broad 

and effective applicability of the modelling approach. The modelling 

methodology and software were developed based on simulation results of 

detailed hydrodynamic models comprising: 

 The Marke and Dender Rivers (Chapters 2, 4 and 5) 

 The sewer system of Oostakker and Sint-Amandsberg, two districts of 

the city of Ghent (Chapter 3) 

The developed methodology and tool were used in several applications. Three 

studies are described in depth in the PhD manuscript. 
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 Application 1: Impact quantification of flood control basins and varying 

operational rules of hydraulic structures along the Marke River (Chapter 

6) 

 Application 2: Flood probability mapping on the Dender River (Chapter 

7) 

 Application 3: Impact analysis of combined sewer overflows on the 

water quality of the Nete River (Chapter 8) 

During the course of the research, the conceptual model and software were also 

used by other researchers for several applications. The two most extensive 

applications are briefly described hereafter, but are not adopted in the remainder 

of the text. The reader is referred to literature for additional information. 

 The first study quantified the impact of source control versus end-of-

pipe solutions on sewer and river floods (De Vleeschauwer et al., 2013 

and 2014). The efficiency of three adaptation strategies in terms of the 

reduction in sewer and river flood frequencies and volumes, and sewer 

overflow volumes was evaluated for the city of Turnhout: (i) source 

control as a result of blue-green water integration (retention and 

infiltration in open and/or green spaces in the city center), (ii) retention 

basins located downstream of storm water sewers, and (iii) end-of-pipe 

solutions based on river flood control reservoirs. A conceptual model of 

the sewer system of the city of Turnhout was coupled with conceptual 

models of the Aa and Visbeek Rivers. All conceptual models were 

calibrated using simulation results of detailed hydrodynamic models. The 

integrated river-sewer conceptual model was used to perform a long term 

simulation (historic 100-year rainfall series), followed by a statistical 

analysis of the results. The study illustrates the importance of improving 

the interface between urban design and water management, and between 

sewer and river flood management. 

 The second study used conceptual river models for real time control of 

hydraulic structures to minimize flood damage along rivers in the Demer 

basin using Model Predictive Control (MPC) and Genetic Algorithms 

(GA). The conceptual models play an essential role as their 

computational efficiency allows numerous iterations in real-time. 

Preliminary results are described in Vermuyten et al. (2014) and Van den 

Zegel et al. (2014). 
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2 Conceptual modelling 

approach and software for 

rivers 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the newly developed conceptual modelling approach and 

accompanying software for river systems. First, fundamental modelling principles 

are discussed, which are also valid for the modelling approach of sewer systems 

(this approach is presented in Chapter 3). Both methodologies reason from the 

same theory and modelling perspective, but incorporate different conceptual 

model topologies and structures, tailored to the type of system. The remainder of 

this chapter focuses solely on the conceptual modelling approach for rivers. The 

model topology and different incorporated structures are discussed, together with 

the software that incorporates the modelling methodology. A case study is 

described to illustrate the conceptualization procedure, the functionality of the 

modelling approach, and the model’s accuracy and calculation speed. 

The next section (Section 2.2) describes the basic modelling principles and 

configuration procedure. Section 2.3 describes the different model components. 

Since the modelling approach has a modular structure, a wide gamut of model 

structures is incorporated to calculate discharges and water levels. The user can 

select the most appropriate model structure based on the river dynamics, 

 2 
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available data and intended use. An optional extension is presented using neural 

networks to account for rapidly changing water surface profiles. Section 2.4 

presents an innovative discrete solver based on the Runge-Kutta family that uses 

an adaptive time step during simulations to ensure stability and maximize the 

computational efficiency. It is possible to apply the solver solely to model 

components which are prone to instabilities. In Section 2.5, we discuss the 

accompanying semi-automatic software, named Conceptual Model Developer 

(CMD). This tool facilitates and speeds up the time-consuming process of model 

structure identification, calibration and build-up. It is closely interfaced with the 

InfoWorks RS software, but can handle spreadsheet data as well. It collects the 

required data, guides the user in a step-wise manner through the entire set-up 

process and proposes the best suitable model structures using advanced 

identification and optimization techniques for model calibration. After set-up, the 

different configured model components are automatically gathered and combined 

into a model script that represents the derived conceptual model, together with 

the requisite boundary data to simulate selected events. Finally, Section 2.6 

illustrates the applicability and effectiveness of the conceptual modelling 

approach and the presented calculation scheme by investigating a case study. A 

conceptual model of the Marke River is built using simulation results of a detailed 

hydrodynamic InfoWorks RS model. 

The chapter is based on the following publication: 

WOLFS, V., MEERT, P., WILLEMS, P., 2015. MODULAR CONCEPTUAL MODELLING 

APPROACH AND SOFTWARE FOR RIVER HYDRAULIC SIMULATIONS. 

ENVIRONMENTAL MODELLING AND SOFTWARE 71, PP. 60-77. 

2.2 Conceptualization of the river system 

2.2.1 Modelling principles 

The conceptual modelling approach is developed from a pragmatic perspective: it 

tries to emulate reality accurately, while meeting the various model requirements 

outlined in §1.2.1. It is of paramount importance to assure its applicability as 

decision support tool for developing water management strategies and for 

performing various water system analyses. 

Applying solely a structure-based dynamic emulation approach (Castelletti et al., 

2012b), in which the mathematical structure of a full hydrodynamic model is 
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manipulated to produce a simpler and computationally more efficient form (e.g. 

the simplification from the full dynamic equation to the kinematic formulation; 

see also §1.2.2.1), yields models with insufficient computational improvement. 

Instead, a data-based mechanistic approach is applied to configure a conceptual 

model with different model structures using simulation results of a detailed model 

or measurements. To strike a balance between computational efficiency, and 

model credibility and accuracy, the presented modelling methodology 

manipulates the original model on two levels, namely the network topology and 

the momentum equations used to estimate the states in the system. The so-called 

lower-fidelity approach (e.g. Razavi et al., 2012) is used to simplify the network 

topology by applying the storage cell concept, in which the entire system (both 

the river and floodplains) is divided into distinct units. Such division can be 

physically based and preserve the main topology of the system, but lumps the 

processes in space and is less detailed than a full hydrodynamic (high-fidelity) 

model. Surface response surrogate relationships, which are data-driven function 

approximations of the true response, are derived to calculate the states of the 

cells and inter-cell fluxes. Flows can for instance be estimated via the more 

traditional approach of storage-flow relationships, but can also be related to water 

levels. The latter is imperative for dealing with externally controlled discharges as 

pointed out by Fenton (1992). Different state-of-the-art model structures are 

incorporated in the modelling approach, resulting in a highly flexible approach 

that can be tailored to the user needs and system response. 

Due to the data-driven character of the conceptual modelling methodology, a 

large amount of data is required to ensure that all system components are 

identifiable. The data required to set-up a conceptual model comprises time series 

of flows, water levels and gate levels, but possibly also parameters and logic 

controls of (controllable) hydraulic structures. Numerous other studies have 

discussed this necessity for extended data sets (e.g. Hunter et al., 2007). Since 

obtaining reliable data is difficult and expensive, the use of “virtual” data in the 

form of simulation results of more detailed (e.g. full hydrodynamic) models is 

often proposed to configure conceptual models (e.g. Meirlaen et al., 2001; 

Vanrolleghem et al., 2005). Hydrodynamic models do not require such a large set 

of water level and flow measurements due to the purely physically-based 

equations they incorporate. The presented methodology is therefore primarily 

aimed at the nominal emulation of these detailed models. However, if detailed 

models cannot be employed for some reason, one can also use (a limited set of) 

measurement data to configure the model. Restricted data availability has three 
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major consequences on the model set-up. Naturally, the overall accuracy of the 

model will likely decrease. Dynamic effects, such as backwater effects, that are 

not present in the data set, cannot be predicted due to the data-based character of 

the approach. Secondly, the modeller is confined in its use of model structures to 

predict variables. Some structures rely on parameters without direct physical 

meaning and require comprehensive data sets to estimate (see §2.3 for an 

overview of the incorporated model structures). Thirdly, the model detail (i.e. the 

level of detail in the network topology) is limited by the available data. Fluxes 

need to be calibrated between the different elements constituting the topology, 

which require either data to estimate, or hypothetico-based parameter 

estimations. The latter is, however, not always straightforward or even possible. 

2.2.2 Model configuration procedure 

The configuration of the conceptual model starts with defining the desired 

network topology. Since the storage cell concept underlies the proposed 

methodology, the river and floodplains are transformed into multiple 

interconnected cells. All processes are lumped in space and the defined cells do 

not have to form a regular or even Cartesian raster, but can cover irregular 

polygonal areas. The extent of each cell, and hence also the degree of 

agglomeration, depends on the intended use, the desired accuracy and the 

behaviour of the river. It is therefore not possible to fully automate this process, 

and hence the user must define the system topology manually using template 

spreadsheets (see Appendix A). These template spreadsheets enable the 

developed modelling software to interpret the desired network, collect the 

required data and build the model (see also Figure 2.1 and §2.5). Based on 

experience, some qualitative guidelines where cells are usually demarcated can be 

given. In general, the river network will be divided at (controllable) hydraulic 

structures and other elements that can influence the flow significantly or cause 

(variable) backwater effects, such as bridges and constrictions. Naturally, dikes 

and embankments have a significant impact on the river’s dynamics and are 

therefore usually incorporated as cell boundaries. The river is also partitioned just 

downstream of confluences and bifurcations to allow for flow estimation in each 

branch. Finally, in areas where model accuracy is of paramount importance, one 

can consider to define smaller cells. This reductionist and lumped approach has 

both supporting and opposing arguments. It is beneficial that the modeller is 

forced to analyse the river dynamics and to think about to which scale processes 

need to be simulated explicitly. By lumping processes and thereby reducing the 
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number of model elements, the overall complexity of the conceptual model 

lessens and consequently, the required calculation time decreases. Naturally, this 

entails intrinsically a loss of accuracy on the fine-scale level, including distributed 

patterns of turbulence, velocity and acceleration, but the developed methodology 

is not designed to account for such dynamics at all. Instead, the simplified 

equations and modules are constructed to give a good representation at reach 

scale. In addition, it is likely that uncertainties in the representation of roughness 

and topography will influence the results more than potential inaccuracies in the 

hydraulic representation at smaller scales (Molinaro et al., 1994). Thus, it is up to 

the modeller to find the optimal balance between simplifications and the required 

accuracy. 

Next, the model structures have to be identified and calibrated. This is a complex 

and time-consuming task, due to the use of different techniques and data 

requirements. Therefore, a software tool (Conceptual Model Developer, CMD) 

was developed. This tool automates many of the time-demanding tasks. Section 

2.3 describes the different available model structures incorporated in the 

methodology and software, while §2.5 elaborates on the functions and features of 

the software tool. 

 
Figure 2.1: Different steps of the set-up procedure of the conceptual models. 

The three main stages for model set-up identified in the beginning of this section 

can be split up in the 6 steps depicted in Figure 2.1. This figure synthesizes the 

workflow of setting up conceptual models using the presented methodology and 

software. The CMD software guides the user through steps 3-5, while simulations 

are performed in the MATLAB environment (see §2.5.1 for further details). 
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2.3 Model components 

The presented modelling approach is based on the principle of modular and 

mechanistic design. Therefore, the modelling framework comprises different 

model structures for predicting flows, volumes, water levels and gate positions of 

controllable hydraulic structures. Depending on the (nonlinear) behaviour of the 

river, the modeller can pick the most suitable and effective model structure to 

emulate a state. These different subsystems can be freely connected and 

combined in a conceptual model, without the need of introducing additional 

relationships or transformation modules. The interfacing of different subsystems 

is done automatically using the CMD software (see §2.5.4). Table 2.1 summarizes 

the incorporated model structures, their inputs and application domain. The 

following sections elaborate on each of these model structures. 

2.3.1 Flow calculation 

Calculation of the flow forms the core element of a conceptual river hydraulic 

model. The approaches to calculate the discharge can be categorized into three 

distinct groups, namely based on (1) water levels (see §2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.2), (2) 

storage (§2.3.1.3 and 2.3.1.4) and (3) an artificial set of rules or a Programmable 

Logic Controller (PLC, §2.3.1.5). The methods that rely on water levels are 

applicable when there is no linearity between rainfall excess or upstream inflow 

and the stream flow response. More specifically, this makes them capable of 

emulating backwater effects and tidal influences between different cells. 

2.3.1.1 Option 1: Weir equations 

The first and probably most obvious manner to calculate the flow based on water 

levels is by applying a selected set of weir equations. Such equations are deemed 

to describe the flow over a specific fixed or movable hydraulic structure, such as a 

weir, sluice, culvert, spill or orifice. Numerous formulations can be found in 

literature for each of these structures (e.g. Henderson, 1966; Liggett and Cunge, 

1975; Swamee 1992; Yen et al., 2001). This study uses the discharge equations 

implemented in the full hydrodynamic InfoWorks RS software, which were either 

derived and tested on a physical model, or adopted from literature (see Innovyze 

(2014a) for further details). Most of the equations differentiate free and 

submerged (drowned) flow. One can simply adopt a set of parameters if known a 

priori, but it is also possible to identify the optimal set given some flow and stage 

data. 
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Table 2.1: Overview of the different modules, their inputs and usage or advantages. Symbols: Q = flow; V = volume; WL = 
water level; GL = gate level; HS = hydraulic structure; ANN = artificial neural network; TF = transfer function; NLT = 
non-linear transformation; PWL = piecewise linear relationship; PLC = programmable logic control; RC = rating curve; HC 
= hypsometric curve; M5’ = M5’ model tree; WSP = water surface profile. 

Output Type Model structure Inputs Usage or advantages 

Q 

HS equations - WLup, WLdown, GL Explicit modelling of hydraulic structures 

ANN ANN WLup, WLdown Emulation of complex flow dynamics 

Storage-flow PWL V 
Simplest flow regimes, transparent, 
computationally efficient 

TF (and NLT) TF (and PWL) Q 
Natural flow regimes without variable 
back water effects 

Abstractions PLC Various states 
Flow influenced by controls or manual 
operations (e.g. pumps), infiltration 
modules 

V Continuity equation - V, Q Closes water balance in each cell 

WL 

RC PWL, M5’ Q, ∆Q(1) 
Default water level prediction method. (1) 
∆Q is only applied for M5’. 

HC PWL, M5’ V, ∆V(2) 

If the use of RC is infeasible (e.g. when 
the flow is controlled by movable 
hydraulic structures). (2) ∆V is only applied 
for M5’. 

Rotating WSP (3) ANN Various states 
Correct WL predictions for dynamic 
effects. (3) extension to HC and RC 

GL - PLC Various states 
Estimation of gate positions of movable 
hydraulic structures 
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Two different optimization algorithms are implemented in the CMD software for 

the optimization of parameters of the weir equations. The first is the Shuffled 

Complex Evolution (SCE-UA) algorithm (Duan et al., 1992; Sorooshian and 

Gupta, 1995). This is an efficient and robust global optimization algorithm with 

widespread use in hydrological applications and was later on further improved 

(see SCEM-UA: Vrugt et al. 2003a; 2003b). The second tries to determine the 

best parameter set via a constrained interior-point optimization (see Byrd et al. 

(2000) and Waltz et al. (2006) for more information), which is faster in 

convergence than the SCE-UA algorithm, but could result in local optima. We 

recommend using the interior-point optimization by default due to the much 

faster convergence towards a solution. If the results are unsatisfactorily and the 

optimization algorithm may have found a local optimum, the modeller can use 

SCEM-UA. Optimization termination is determined based on several tolerance 

criteria involving the coefficient of determination R² between the fitted and 

original time series of flow. 

2.3.1.2 Option 2: Artificial neural networks 

The rate of flow in rivers and floodplains is influenced by many natural 

phenomena. The flow over embankments in particular is a very complex matter 

due to the often irregular topography and different vegetation covers (and hence 

resistance forces). It is possible that weir equations fail to adequately emulate the 

flow process due to their rigid model structure and confined flexibility. Naturally, 

even the most advanced optimization algorithms cannot overcome such 

limitations and consequently alternative model structures should be explored. 

Soft computing models are due to their flexible nature and learning capabilities 

well qualified for these problems. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) in particular 

can deliver more accurate results compared to optimized weir equations when 

emulating the flow between a river in and adjacent floodplains, as demonstrated 

by Wolfs and Willems (2014a) for a Belgian case study. The ANNs are driven by 

a selected up- and downstream water level, similar to the weir equations. 

Different ANNs can be constructed using the early stopping technique or a 

Bayesian regularization framework (as proposed by MacKay, 1992) to ensure 

adequate generalization capabilities of the obtained networks. Training of the 

ANN is stopped in the early stopping technique when the error on validation 

data increases during a selected number of subsequent epochs. Bayesian 

regularization minimizes, in addition to the squared errors as done in early 

stopping, also the weights in the ANNs. Next, different ANNs can be combined 
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via averaging to yield an ensemble ANN with enhanced generalization. Due to 

their adaptable structure and data-driven nature, the obtained ANNs can 

outperform the optimized weir equations, especially when aggregating processes 

on a larger scale. 

2.3.1.3 Option 3: Direct storage-flow relationship 

In some situations when no backwater effects prevail and the flow is not 

externally controlled, it is possible to identify a direct relationship between flow 

and storage. In such straightforward cases, the relationship between both can be 

captured by simple piecewise linear equations. Hence, this approach is virtually 

equal to the widely adopted linear reservoir concept and avoids the optimization 

or identification of more complex structures. 

2.3.1.4 Option 4: Transfer function (TF) and optional non-linear 

transformation 

Simple direct relationships between storage and flow will often not deliver the 

desired results. Elaborations of the concept of a relationship between storage and 

throughflow have been developed (e.g. Nash, 1957; Dooge, 1959; Diskin, 1964; 

Kulandaiswamy, 1964 and see §1.2.2.3). It is common practice to combine 

multiple linear reservoirs in cascade, parallel or both to enhance the predictive 

power of the model. It has been proven (e.g. Jakeman et al., 1990; Willems, 2000; 

Beven, 2001) that such configuration can be represented by a transfer function 

(TF) of the following form: 

    
      

          

     
          

          (2.1) 

 

with a1, ..., an and b0, ..., bm time-invariant coefficients, δ a general delay element, I 

and Q the incoming and outgoing flows respectively and ξ an error model. The 

backward shift operator z is defined as z-1Qt = Qt-1. 1 

                                                      
1 This equation uses the discrete formulation of TFs. Due to their flexibility, good 
emulation performance and interpretability, TFs are also incorporated in the newly 
developed conceptual modelling approach for sewer systems presented in Chapter 3 (see 
§3.3.3.3). In the text on conceptual sewer system modelling, the TF theory is approached 
from the continuous time domain. Section 3.3.3.3 also shows the link between TFs, linear 
reservoir theory and the Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (IUH) method. The use of the 
discrete and continuous formulation of TFs for river and urban drainage modelling 
respectively by the research group has grown historically.  
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Most of the above cited methodologies are special cases of the TF (see e.g. Spolia 

and Chander, 1974). These TFs are ideally suited for rivers without controllable 

hydraulic structures, or when there is no time-varying backwater influence. It is 

computationally less expensive and more robust than the presented methods 

based on water levels. The flow used as input in the TF equation is determined 

substantially by the flow coming from upstream located reservoirs, but is of 

course also affected by tributaries and floodplains. If the magnitudes of such side-

flows are known, they can simply be summed up. However, this information 

often lacks in practice. In such cases, one could model each unknown flow 

individually using the earlier described methods and still take them into account 

when determining the input. Alternatively, a non-linear transformation (NLT) can 

be performed on the input. This combination of NLT and TF converts the flow 

prediction model in a “Hammerstein” non-linear model type. Such NLT is of 

particular interest for flows from or to floodplains, since they are most often 

characterized by some reciprocity. This NLT obviates the need of modelling such 

flows explicitly. The NLT involves a dynamic correction factor applied to the 

input that depends on the state of the river (usually the upstream incoming flow 

or storage in the reservoir) and can be identified via a state dependent parameter 

algorithm (see e.g. Young et al., 2001). Hence, the values of the parameters of the 

NLT structure vary with the value of the selected state, making it possible to 

capture non-linear interactions. For instance, large incoming flows can be 

decreased or attenuated via this NLT to imitate the flow passing to floodplains. 

In contrary, during the recession limb of the hydrograph, the input flow of the 

TF can be increased using the NLT to emulate the emptying of adjacent 

floodplains. 

Transfer functions can be configured manually by calibrating each reservoir 

separately, assessing the recession constant and delay data-based (Willems, 2009), 

and finally transforming the obtained structures into one transfer function. 

Alternatively, direct model structure identification and calibration can be 

performed using various algorithms. Direct identification and calibration of TFs 

avoids prior judgment on the configuration of the linear reservoirs since no 

predefined order is required. After TF configuration, partial fractal 

decomposition of the obtained TF can provide useful insight into the system 

dynamics if the roots of the TF are real (see e.g. Young, 2006 and references 

therein for several case studies and physical interpretation of the derived systems; 

and §3.3.3.3). This study favours the Refined Instrumental Variable algorithm 

(RIV, Young, 1984) for TF set-up due to the computational efficiency, 
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performance and capability of assessing parameter sensitivity explicitly. The RIV 

algorithm is incorporated in the CAPTAIN toolbox for MATLAB® (Taylor et 

al., 2007; Young et al., 2007). The ideal model structure is chosen based on the 

RT² value and YIC criterion (Young, 1989), which weighs goodness of fit against 

model complexity. 

2.3.1.5 Option 5: Abstractions 

Lastly, flows can be estimated based on a set of logic rules that depend on other 

states, such as the river water levels, discharges (at other locations or previous 

time steps), or manually controlled switches. This set-up is particularly useful for 

incorporating complex structures, such as pumps or infiltration modules. The 

rules themselves can also contain other flow calculation mechanisms (e.g. §2.3.1.1 

to §2.3.1.4). 

2.3.2 Water balance 

Volume continuity is ensured by closing the water balance explicitly. This is done 

by applying the discrete form of the continuity equation and taking all incoming 

and outgoing flows of a storage cell into account. Note that it is unnecessary to 

calculate the continuity equation if a transfer function is applied to calculate the 

flow that already uses the sum of all discharges of a storage cell as input and has a 

steady state gain of unity.  

2.3.3 Water level calculation 

2.3.3.1 Model structures 

It is possible to relate the water level to different states of the river, namely the 

flow, storage or a water level at a different location. Depending on the chosen 

state, respectively rating curves (RC), hypsometric curves (HC) or direct stage-

stage relationships (HH) are defined. Of course, the configured relationship of 

each water level is location specific. 

Although the state dependencies differ, the same model structures are available to 

parameterize these relationships, including straightforward piecewise linear 

(PWL) equations and the more advanced M5’ model trees (see Figure 2.3). PWLs 

are equivalent to one-dimensional lookup tables. Hence, they are configured by 

defining a set of coordinate couples. Linear interpolation is used to calculate 

intermediate values. The incorporated M5’ model trees use in addition to the 
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selected state also the change of the state between two consecutive time steps. 

This enhances flexibility of the model element, but also increases its sensitivity to 

instabilities. M5’ model trees share their structure with the more conventional 

decision and regression trees, but the leaves consist of linear functions instead of 

discrete class labels. Quinlan (1992) laid the foundation for the M5 trees, which 

were later on improved by Wang and Witten (1997) and since then denoted as 

M5’. The reader is referred to the latter publication for further details on the 

optimization procedure. Jekabsons (2010) incorporated this procedure in a 

MATLAB toolbox. No prior assumption of the underlying relationships between 

the explanatory variables and response is required. In addition, their simple if-

then structure in combination with straightforward linear relationships makes 

them easy to interpret. M5’ have been widely applied to other water resources and 

environmental modelling problems (e.g. Bhattacharya and Solomatine (2005), 

Elshorbagy et al. (2010) and Galelli and Castelletti (2013)).This approach can also 

emulate hysteretic behaviour as illustrated for several case studies in Chapter 5. 

Section 5.4.4 provides a more in-depth discussion of the use and configuration of 

M5’ model trees. 

2.3.3.2 Extension for non-univocal water surface profiles 

The model structures discussed in the previous section determine the water level 

based on one state variable (and additionally the difference of this state variable 

over two consecutive time steps as second input in case of the M5’ model 

structure). More specifically, such structure depends on the discharge (in case of 

an RC), the volume (HC) or a water level at another location (HH). If a univocal 

relationships exists for the investigated calibration and validation set, such simple 

set-up succeeds in emulating the water level perfectly. It is important to note that 

these model structures do not impose a constant water depth over a modelled 

river reach (represented by a single cell in the conceptual model). Similarly, the 

modelled water level does not have to be parallel to the bottom slope of the 

reach. In fact, the model structures can account for curved water surface profiles 

(WSP) as long as there exists an (approximate) univocal relationship between the 

sought water level and a state variable of the system. Figure 2.2b illustrates this 

principle for a theoretical and strongly simplified example. The water levels are 

calculated at sections A and B using separate model structures. The WSP rotates 

around a point outside of the investigated river reach. It is likely that for both 

WSP1 and WSP2 a univocal relationship exists between, for instance, the water 

levels at locations A and B and the discharge or volume of this reservoir. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2: Schematization of various rotating water surface profiles (WSP). The 

end of the river reach is indicated by the schematized weir. Separate model 

structures are created to calculate the water levels at locations A and B. Rotation 

point inside the river reach itself which will likely lead to non-univocal behaviour 

and thus necessitating a correction module (a) and downstream of the 

investigated river reach, possibly leading to a simple univocal relationship (b). 

In practice, the water level depends on many more factors than solely one system 

state. The water level and surface profile is also determined by, amongst others, 

the slope of the channel and the flow at a specific location. Consequently, such 

univocal relationships that can be emulated by the simple structures described in 

§2.3.3.1 do not exist in all situations. Therefore, an extension to the 

aforementioned model structures is required to account for such dynamic 

behaviour. A theoretical example that requires such correction module is shown 

in Figure 2.2a. One can easily see that the volume in the river reach for WSP1 and 

WSP2  are approximately equal, while the water levels in A and B differ. Hence, 

the relationship between the volume and water levels in A and B will show 

hysteretic behaviour. However, if this reservoir is controlled downstream by a 

moveable hydraulic structure which gate opening or level depends on the water 

level at locations A or B, the modeller can only resort to HC-type curves (i.e. a 

water level – volume dependency). Thus, the ordinary PWL model structures (see 

§2.3.3.1) cannot capture such relationships. In case of more complex hysteretic 

effects, it is possible that even the M5’ model trees cannot emulate those 

dynamics accurately, and consequently, an additional correction module is 

necessary. The modelling of hysteretic effects using M5’ model trees and other 

time varying model structures is discussed in-depth in Chapter 5.  

To handle the problem of rotating water surface profiles that lead to non-

univocal relationships between the water level and a single elected variable, an 

additional module is introduced in this section. Such hysteretic behaviour can 
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have numerous causes, such as tidal influences, controllable hydraulic structures 

or dynamics effects. Therefore, this module must be very flexible. Not only the 

additional model structure itself needs to be adaptable, but also the used input 

set. Note that reaches without controllable structures or strong variable 

backwater effects usually do not show such complicated behaviour, and 

consequently, the basic model structures already succeed in predicting the water 

levels accurately. 

In the first phase during the configuration of the water level calculation 

component, one of the aforementioned model structures (PWL or M5’ model 

tree) for one of the possible relationships (RC, HC or HH; see also §2.3.3.1) is 

identified and calibrated. The PWL structures ignore the hysteretic effects 

completely, but can already give an indication of the (approximate steady-state) 

water level. Next, a time varying correction factor is estimated to tackle the 

hysteresis. This factor is calculated by comparing the outcome of the earlier 

calibrated model structure (PWL or M5’ model tree) with the calibration data. 

The correction factor can depend on one or more states, such as (part of) the 

incoming flow or outgoing flow, the storage of one or several cells, or a 

combination of these. Combinations can be made of all state variables of the 

system. Indeed, the input set must be this flexible, since it is impossible to 

enumerate a priori all possible situations and driving forces that cause the 

hysteretic behaviour. Hence, a data-based set-up is suggested, which involves the 

use of time series that exhibit such dynamics for the module’s identification and 

calibration. As discussed earlier, ANNs are well suited to identify and 

parameterize such dependencies and are therefore used as model structure for 

this correction module. This approach also implies that it is the task of the 

modeller to select the most suitable input set via a trial-and-error procedure. In 

many cases, this will be the incoming flow of the cell. The developed software 

tool (see §2.5.3) facilitates and speeds up the investigation of different input sets. 

Secondly, due to the data-driven character of the additional correction module, 

only dynamic effects that are already incorporated in the calibration set can be 

emulated. It is very likely that fundamentally different behaviour, such as the 

widening of a hydraulic structure that regulates the outgoing flow, cannot be 

emulated correctly. 

Figure 2.3 summarizes the functioning of the set-up during simulations. For every 

location in the river where water levels are being calculated, such scheme is 

configured. First, the water level is calculated via a PWL or M5’ model tree. One 

and two states are being used respectively for this PWL and M5’ model tree, as 
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discussed in §2.3.3.1. Next, the optional correction factor is being calculated as 

the outcome of a trained ANN that depends in turn on one or two states in the 

system. Note that this factor is only being calculated if the module has been 

configured for this specific location. Finally, the simulated water level from the 

PWL or M5’ model tree is multiplied with the obtained correction factor to yield 

the final water level prediction at the desired location. 

 

Figure 2.3: Presentation of the different modules that estimate the water level at a 

specified location with an optional component that accounts for water surface 

profiles with time varying slope. 

This methodology has the advantage that the water balance is still closed 

explicitly, since only the water level calculation is being affected. Secondly, this 

module is a rather transparent yet powerful extension to the aforementioned 

model structures. It is possible to emulate many complex and dynamic effects due 

to the self-learning and flexible character of the ANNs. The outcome (i.e. the 

time varying correction factor) of such an ANN can be estimated a priori for 

several input sets and can be confined during simulations. Hence, it is possible to 

assess the response of the extension under varying conditions, including 

extrapolation. Furthermore, the extrapolation of the core model structures, either 

a PWL or an M5’ model tree, can easily be assessed and manipulated during 

configuration.  
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2.3.4 Gate level calculation of controllable hydraulic structures 

The final category of calculation modules is designed to determine the gate 

opening or level of controllable hydraulic structures along a river or floodplain. In 

practice, gate openings are usually calculated by a fixed set of logical rules, similar 

to a so-called abstraction that determines the flow (see §2.3.1.5). Hence, the gate 

opening can depend on flows, water levels, or gate openings of other hydraulic 

structures. In contrast to the flow abstractions, the gate opening is confined to a 

minimum and maximum position, and can only move at a limited speed. Such 

constraints can also be taken into account. 

2.4 Calculation scheme and code 

The final phase of model construction comprises the set-up of the calculation 

scheme and programming code. Due to the modularity of the modelling 

approach, it is in most cases very difficult or even impossible to find an analytical 

solution of the set of equations representing the conceptual model. Hence, a 

numerical solution method should be implemented. 

The temporal variations in a river system have different time scales for different 

components. The system can react or change very quickly over time, but 

solutions vary only gradually during most of the simulation horizon. Such systems 

are often referred to as stiff systems in numerical mathematics. To find solutions 

efficiently in such settings, implicit numerical schemes are usually employed. The 

commercial MIKE11 software, for instance, uses an implicit 6-point Abbott-

Ionescu scheme to calculate the dynamics in river systems. Such implicit schemes 

obtain solutions by solving a set of equations that involve both the current state 

of the system and the sought state. However, such implicit schemes suffer from 

several disadvantages. Firstly, the implementation of an implicit scheme is 

considerably more difficult than explicit methods (Amitai et al., 1998). Especially 

given the modularity of the modelling approach and the required component 

interoperability (e.g. in terms of adding new elements for scenario investigations 

or integrated analyses), the implementation of explicit schemes is significantly 

easier (e.g. Barros, 2007). Moreover, explicit schemes are simpler to adjust 

afterwards and easier interpretable by the end-user of the model. Finally, the use 

of implicit fixed-step solvers can be problematic in the context of real-time 

simulations, since the number of requisite iterations to find a solution is 

theoretically unbounded (Thiele et al., 2014), although different techniques are 
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being developed to overcome this issue by minimizing and limiting the number 

of iterations (e.g. Elmqvist et al., 2002). Due to these disadvantages of implicit 

schemes, the use of explicit solvers is investigated. 

The main downside of such explicit solvers is that they are only conditionally 

stable. Therefore, chequerboard oscillations (e.g. Cunge et al., 1980; Hunter et al., 

2007) can quickly originate and affect the entire model if the selected time step is 

too large during simulations. Different solutions are proposed in literature to 

obviate instabilities. For instance, flow limiters can be employed that confine the 

maximum discharges. Such approach is rather simplistic and can significantly alter 

the behaviour of the river and floodplains (Horritt and Bates, 2001; Bates et al., 

2010). Hunter et al. (2005) state that most storage cell codes use such or 

equivalent conditions to ensure stability. Another remedy lies in reducing the time 

step as is done in many continuous variable time step solvers when instabilities 

are detected. The optimal time step is however both space and time dependent, 

and cannot be selected a priori. Indeed, some model elements are more prone to 

instabilities, and require therefore a smaller time step than others. It would be 

highly inefficient in most cases to create a calculation scheme prior to a 

simulation with one fixed time step for the entire model that avoids all 

instabilities. More adjustable and thus complicated approaches are required. 

Hunter et al. (2005) use a time step based on theoretical considerations of model 

stability, similar to the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy condition for advective flows (see 

also Beffa and Connell, 2001; Bradbrook et al., 2004). Such constraints are 

difficult or even impossible to formulate analytically for the modelling approach 

presented in this chapter due to its modular design. Theoretical time step 

limitations can only be deducted with acceptable effort for calculation nodes on a 

Cartesian raster and when simple momentum equations are employed. Hunter et 

al. (2005) apply a time step which alters during the course of a simulation, but is 

still fixed in space at each time step. Secondly, the optimum stable time step 

reduces quadratically with decreasing grid size, which leads to inacceptable 

simulation times for storage cells with small resolutions (e.g. Bates et al., 2010). 

Consequently, the need for an efficient solution to prevent or at least confine 

instabilities using straightforward discrete calculation schemes becomes apparent. 

A simple three-phase solver is presented that does not require the analytical 

formulation of a maximal allowable time step or cell size to tackle the instability 

issues. The solver is particularly efficient if the model comprises one or more cells 

that require a smaller time step than the majority of cells, since the applied time 

step can be both time and space specific. The user can choose to apply the 
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variable time step solver only on instability prone cells, and all other cells are only 

calculated at a fixed time step. When activated, the discrete and explicit solver 

performs the following three actions: (1) calculate all states of all cells with a fixed 

prescribed time step, (2) analyze the dynamics of the cell to detect unstable 

behaviour and, if the results show erratic behaviour, (3) reject the solution and 

reiterate with smaller time steps. 

The developed three-phase scheme with variable time step falls within the 

emerging category of so-called asynchronous or multi-rate solvers. In these 

schemes, each part of the system can be calculated using a different time step, 

enabling fast numerical solutions (Barros, 2007). Hence, the computational 

domain is divided into smaller subdomains in such a way that still accurate global 

solutions are obtained. Such domain decomposition strategy is often used to 

implement (even implicit) schemes on parallel computers (Amitai et al., 1998). 

Different schemes are being developed under the umbrellas of asynchronous (e.g. 

Barros, 2007; Small et al., 2013) and multi-rate solvers (e.g. Günther et al., 2001; 

Constantinescu and Sandu, 2007; Savcenco et al., 2007; Schlegel et al., 2009; and 

references therein). These solvers have a space-specific time step that can result 

in fast and efficient simulations, since instability-prone components of the system 

can be solved separately with a smaller time step. 

The newly developed scheme is similar to already existing asynchronous or 

variable step size solvers, but differs in three respects. Firstly, the scheme is 

tailored to the presented conceptual modelling approach and models. The typical 

demarcation of the system in interconnected cells is inherently embedded in the 

scheme. Consequently, the domain decomposition into several clusters is done 

automatically on the level of individual cells. Within each cell, many equations are 

interlinked, while the interfacing between different cells is limited. Figure 2.4 

shows a typical conceptual model of a small river reach, together with the 

different types of variables that are being calculated. Although this topology is 

limited to a single reach, one can easily expand the reasoning to more complex 

systems that include floodplains or bifurcations. The numerical scheme calculates 

all variables in all cells at a specific time t with a prescribed fixed time step ∆t. 

Next, the dynamics of specified cells are analyzed to detect instabilities. If such 

instability is noticed, part of the model is being recalculated with a smaller time 

step. Section 2.4.2 discusses more in-depth which variables are being recalculated 

in case instabilities are detected. 
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Figure 2.4: Asynchronous time stepping using the newly developed three-phase 

numerical scheme. 

Secondly, a new instability detection criterion is formulated. Most existing 

variable step solvers monitor the local error to estimate the optimal step size, 

such as the widely used Runge-Kutta Dormand Prince solver (Dormand & 

Prince, 1980). This solver uses for instance function evaluations to calculate the 

fourth- and fifth-order accurate solutions. The difference of both solutions is 

then taken to be the error of the (fourth-order) solution. Other solvers with 

variable time steps use similar schemes. However, such approach induces 

significant overhead costs in the calculation. Moreover, the magnitude of the time 

step is purely chosen by inspecting the local error, which could still result in 

instable dynamics. Therefore, an alternative criterion is formulated to detect 

instabilities and determine a suitable time step. This criterion and alternatives are 

discussed in §2.4.1. The third main difference with existing asynchronous 

schemes is the precise formulation of the numerical solver itself. Due to, amongst 

others, the easier implementation and greater model scheme adaptability, a 

discrete and explicit solver is preferred. Therefore, an equally-weighted discrete 

and explicit Runge-Kutta solver is implemented that can easily deal with different 

time steps. The asynchronous domain decomposition is also incorporated in the 

formulation of the solver. This technique is elaborated in detail in §2.4.2. 

2.4.1 Instability detection criterion 

Instabilities result in oscillating simulated states. Hence, the problem of instability 

detection is reducible to recognizing such oscillatory patterns. An effective 

detection should not only identify such oscillations, but also fulfill the following 

requirements (1) performable online (i.e. “on the fly”), (2) computationally very 

efficient and (3) transparent and applicable with very few changeable parameters. 

Numerous methods exist in literature to detect oscillations in a univariate time 
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series, including approaches based on integrated error (e.g. Hägglund, 1995; 2005; 

Thornhill & Hägglund, 1997), auto-correlation functions (e.g. Miao & Seborg, 

1999), spectral peak analysis (e.g. Karra and Karim, 2009), auto-regressive and 

moving average models (e.g. Salsbury & Singhal, 2005) and discrete cosine 

transformation (e.g. Li et al., 2010). Almost all mentioned detection algorithms 

were designed for application in the process-control industry, which involves 

complex processes and oscillation patterns. In contrast, oscillations in storage cell 

models are generally characterized by rapidly growing chequerboard oscillations 

with a simple recurrent pattern. These oscillations are much easier identifiable, 

and hence do not require such sophisticated detection methods. All of the cited 

methods cause substantial overhead in their computation and would involve a 

complex implementation, and are therefore not ideally suited for the rather 

straightforward instability detection for storage cell models. 

Many solvers use zero-crossing detection to recognize instabilities and determine 

the optimal time step size. A simple alternative is proposed in this chapter based 

on the size of fluctuations of the simulated states around a linear trend line, 

instead of simple zero-crossings: 

   
      -   

 - 
   

 - 

     -     
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 (2.3) 

      
 

   
   

 

  
 
 
  

 
(2.4) 

with yi the simulated storage of a cell at time step i, r the time span which is 

investigated (in number of time steps) and θ the non-linearity factor indicating the 

magnitude of the oscillations. The trend is determined using linear interpolation 

through the averaged first and second halves of the investigated time span. 

Therefore, r  must be an even number. The denominator of Eq. (2.2) represents 

the average change per time step along this linear trend, while the numerator 

calculates the average change of the simulated state per time step. The more the 

signal deviates from the linear path over the selected time span, the further θ 

deviates from unity. This criterion consists of few simple arithmetic operations, 

and can therefore be assessed very rapidly during simulations. Figure 2.5 

illustrates the proposed criterion. The black dashed line represents the linear 
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trend of the simulated values, while for different oscillating time series are shown, 

together with their θ-factor values. 

Once the θ-factor exceeds a predefined threshold value, reiterations of the 

examined cell will take place. The criterion assumes that the oscillating signal 

follows a linear trend. This is only valid for slowly evolving states. Therefore, the 

simulated storage is used to assess the θ-factor. In cases where the trend of the 

monitored state changes more rapidly and highly non-linear compared to the 

investigated time span r, the proposed criterion can still be used, but the most 

effective time span r and threshold value should be determined using trial-and-

error. 

 

Figure 2.5: Calculation of the magnitude of oscillations (i.e. a measure of the non-

linearity) of different simulated time series using the proposed instability 

detection criterion. 

2.4.2 Variable time step solver 

The third phase of the proposed solver is a discretized version of the equally 

weighted s-stage Runge-Kutta scheme and can be summarized by the following 

set of equations: 

  
      

     

 

   
 (2.5) 
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(2.6) 

With   
  the unknown storage of cell C at time step tn, which is the sum of the 

current value     
  and the sum of s sample increments ki. The amount of 

reduction of the time step can depend on the non-linearity detected in the 

previous phase: the larger the non-linearity θ, the more samples s can be 

introduced and hence the smaller the reduced time step will be. Each increment 

ki is in turn the product of the reduced time step (i.e. ∆t/s) and the sum of the 

estimated fluxes of the cell specified by the function f. Each flow Qz is related to a 

vector of states X in the system, depending on the elected model structures (see 

§2.3.1). For instance, if flow Qz is determined by a controllable hydraulic structure 

(see §2.3.1.1), it would depend on the up- and downstream water levels and gate 

position. All states of cell C itself (such as water levels and the storage), together 

with the z inter-cell fluxes are denoted as “internal states” (XC) and are 

recalculated using the reduced time step. Other relevant “external” states (X~C), 

such as water levels that are located in other cells but are necessary to calculate 

these inter-cell fluxes, are copied from the most recent prediction at tn or tn-1.  

The functioning of the variable step solver is also illustrated in Figure 2.4. First, 

all states are being calculated at time tn+1 using the predefined time step size ∆t 

based on the available states at tn. No instabilities are detected, and consequently 

no iterations are necessary. Next, the states of all reservoirs are calculated at time 

tb+2. The calculated θ-value of Reservoir 2 surpasses a specified threshold, indicating 

an instability originated in this cell. Therefore, the volume (V2), water levels in 

this cell (WL2) and flows Q and Q’ are being recalculated with a smaller time 

step. Note that the water levels WL1 and WL3 are not being recalculated, since 

they are located in other cells, and therefore treated as “external” states. 

Hence, the proposed solver is a modified version of the original Runge-Kutta 

family, in which all relevant states are recalculated at the reduced time step to 

estimate the inter-cell fluxes. Applying a Runge-Kutta solver without this 

reduction of calculation nodes would be tantamount to recalculating the entire 

model with the smaller time step, thereby spoiling the advantage of applying a 

spatial variable time step. Such asynchronous and adjustable time step is an 

essential part of the proposed solution for obviating instabilities in a 

computational efficient manner. Indeed, irregular storage cell models are often 
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characterized by a few instability-prone cells, while most vary gradually between 

two consecutive time steps. The latter imposes an important condition when 

applying this modified scheme and puts a limit on the allowable general time step 

∆t. If the overall time step is chosen too large, the external states used during the 

reiterations will differ from their true values and this can affect the behaviour of 

the model. If multiple instability-prone cells are directly interconnected, changing 

the calculation scheme so that all these cells are recalculated simultaneously can 

result in improved stabilization and performance. After all cells are treated, the 

storages are recalculated using all obtained fluxes to ensure that the water balance 

remains closed. 

Applying an adjustable time step also has implications on the calibrated M5’ 

model trees and transfer functions. M5’ model trees rely on the state difference 

between two consecutive time steps. To enable simulations with different time 

steps, the relevant input is scaled during simulations by multiplying it with the 

ratio of the time step of the training data over the simulation time step. This 

ensures that the conditions that determine which linear relationship is addressed 

and the content of this relationship itself remain unchanged. Estimated 

continuous transfer functions are converted to their discrete form to incorporate 

them in the calculation scheme. Since the parameters of discrete transfer 

functions are also dependent on the sampling interval, the discretization is 

calculated for different sampling times. All other incorporated model structures 

rely solely on instantaneous state predictions, and thus do not require alterations. 

2.5 Software 

A software tool was created to facilitate the main part of the model set-up. The 

tool is called Conceptual Model Developer (CMD). Before the CMD can be 

applied, the modeller must manually define the conceptual river topology via 

template spreadsheets (see §2.2 – step 2). Next, the CMD can be used to speed 

up the final three stages of the set-up procedure (see §2.2 steps 3-5), which are 

the most time-consuming tasks. Figure 2.6 summarizes the three main functions 

of the CMD. 
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Figure 2.6: The three main functionalities of the CMD software, together with the 

required input files and the outcome of each function. The file formats are 

indicated between brackets. 

2.5.1 Software implementation 

The CMD software is implemented in MATLAB and equipped with a GUI. The 

software can be compiled in a standalone application, which means MATLAB is 

no longer required to run the software. In addition, all data structures that are 

created by the CMD tool are internally passed from one function to another. This 

implies that no MATLAB or programming knowledge is required to operate the 

CMD tool.  

The calculation scheme of the conceptual model is written in a single file in the C 

programming language. Scripts compiled in C are computationally much more 
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efficient than ordinary MATLAB code. The boundary file, which contains all 

relevant time series to simulate events, is stored in a MATLAB structure variable. 

The conceptual model can be simulated in MATLAB by simply calling the model 

script and passing the boundary file as input argument. This means that the code 

can easily be implemented in other user-defined MATLAB or SIMULINK 

modules. Several scripts and functions were developed to visualize and interpret 

the simulated results, and to compare them with the original data sets used for 

model configuration. 

2.5.2 Function 1: Data extraction and organization 

When the first function is triggered by the user, the CMD tool imports the 

desired conceptual model topology. It is therefore required that the modeller 

defines this topology using predefined spreadsheets (see Appendix A). The use of 

such spreadsheets has the advantage that the tool can be employed to emulate 

any detailed network, and it is not compatible with solely one software type. 

Secondly, the topology is clearly structured in a transparent tabular form. 

Importing the network topology enables the software to learn which data is 

required for the model set-up and how different calculation nodes are inter-linked 

spatially. The latter is crucial information to ensure a fast and automated model 

build-up later on (see Function 3, §2.5.4). Next, the CMD tool automatically 

extracts all essential data from predefined databases based on the delineated 

conceptual network topology for selected events. This includes time series of 

water levels, flows and gate positions. A close integration was provided with the 

InfoWorks RS (IWRS) software which enables the tool to interpret and convert 

the content of logical rules that define gate openings or flow abstractions (see 

§2.3.1.5 and §2.3.4) into new formulations that can be used directly in the final 

conceptual calculation scheme. In addition, it can also extract other essential 

parameters from the IWRS network file, such as those of hydraulic structures that 

are modelled explicitly and gate opening limitations, including the maximum 

movement rate and most extreme allowable positions. Although the CMD is 

tailored to IWRS models, it can also be used in situations where such model is 

unavailable. Finally, the information is stored in several MATLAB data structures 

that will be consulted and modified during the following stages. These structures 

are automatically passed to other functions inside the CMD software. 
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2.5.3 Function 2: Model structure configuration 

Next, the user can select one or more cells of which the model structures should 

be identified and calibrated. The tool goes in a step-wise manner through the set-

up procedure of each module and proposes a parameter set for the elected model 

structure. The structures for each module are outlined in §2.3 of this chapter. The 

algorithms or toolboxes required to configure each module are incorporated in 

the CMD software itself and are listed in Table 2.2. Two different methods are 

included to estimate TFs, namely the RIV algorithm (see §2.3.1.4) and a function 

from MATLAB’s System Identification Toolbox. The latter function allows 

constraining parameters during estimation. After calibration of a module, its 

simulated values are plotted together with the calibration and validation data. The 

user can choose to adopt the proposed model structures and parameter sets, or 

select new ones. These objective criteria depend on the selected model structure 

and are discussed in §2.3. Hence, although the tool is highly automated, expert 

knowledge can still be incorporated. Lastly, ANNs are transformed before being 

stored again in organized MATLAB data structures. These ANNs are converted 

into one or two dimensional lookup tables with variable resolution (see also 

Wolfs and Willems, 2014). Such low dimensional tables can be visualized easily, 

thereby allowing the user to assess the extrapolation behaviour and the physical 

soundness of the ANN. Furthermore, this transformation facilitates their 

incorporation in the final calculation scheme written in C and these tables are 

computationally less demanding to estimate the output. 

2.5.4 Function 3: Model assembly 

The third main function of the CMD software is the creation of the script that 

represents the configured conceptual model and the required boundary files to 

run simulations. This is done by assembling all configured modules for selected 

reservoirs. Since the user specified the river topology, this interfacing between 

different modules and variables is completely automated. The boundary data 

required for the selected events that will be simulated is prepared, together with 

arrays to store the states of the model that will be calculated. The latter allows for 

memory pre-allocation, which speeds up the simulation. It is vital to be able to 

include only parts of the river in a model, so the influence of one reservoir on 

another and vice versa can be studied, and modules requiring adjustments can be 

identified easily. 
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Table 2.2: Algorithms and toolboxes included in the CMD software to identify 

and calibrate model structures. 

Model structure 
and functionality 

Module Algorithm and/or toolbox 

Weir equation 
optimization 

Q 

MATLAB implementation of SCE-UA (Duan 
et al., 1992) 

MATLAB Optimization Toolbox 

Transfer Function Q 

RIV – CAPTAIN Toolbox (Young et al., 
2007) 

MATLAB System Identification Toolbox 

Non-Linear 
Transformation 

Q SDP – CAPTAIN Toolbox (Young et al., 
2007) 

Artificial Neural 
Network 

Q/WL MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox 

Piecewise Linear 
Relationship 

Q/WL MATLAB algorithm PWL LSQ fit 

M5’ Model Trees WL MATLAB toolbox by Jekabsons (2010) 

2.6 Case study 

2.6.1 Study area and events 

A conceptual model was built of the Marke River in Belgium to demonstrate the 

presented modelling methodology and software tool. The developed conceptual 

model was afterwards used for the impact analysis of flood retention basins along 

the Marke River on river floods in the Dender catchment. The results of this 

study are described in Chapter 6. 

The Marke is a non-navigable and flood-prone river with numerous floodplains, 

some of which are embanked. The flow is controlled by 11 gated weirs that rely 

on a set of logic rules and water level measurements to determine their gate 

positions. Most of these gated weirs are equipped with parallel fishways to allow 

fish migration. The aim is to create a model that predicts the behaviour of the 

considered river during normal and high flow conditions and requires a minimal 

computation time. A small part of the Dender River which receives water from 

the Marke was also incorporated in the conceptual model. Therefore, interactions 

at the confluence of both can be studied.  
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A large amount of flow and stage measurements is required to set up an accurate 

conceptual model due to the grey box nature of the modelling methodology. In 

addition, precise gate level readings are vital, since these can significantly affect 

the flow over gated weirs in the river. These extensive data requirements are 

often a key confining factor when developing simplified models (see also Hunter 

et al., 2007). Because reliable field data were only available at a few locations for 

this study, “virtual” data were employed instead. These data were generated by 

simulating different events with a detailed full hydrodynamic IWRS model of the 

Marke River. The detailed model incorporates cross-sections measured every 50 

meters and includes all important hydraulic structures. It was calibrated by the 

Flemish Environment Agency (VMM) using gauge measurements, field surveys, 

maps of recently flooded areas and digital elevation models. Different PDM 

models (Moore, 2007) distribute the rainfall runoff to the river. The logic rules 

that determine the gate positions are also implemented in the IWRS model. 

During simulations, calculated water levels and previous gate positions are used 

instead of measured stages in the logic rules. Note that this IWRS model was also 

used in Chapter 5 to model rating curves affected by hysteretic behaviour. A 

more comprehensive discussion of a looped water level-flow relationship near a 

movable weir can be found in §5.3.1.  

Simulation results of the flood events of November 2010 and March 2008 were 

used for calibration of the conceptual model, while the event of January 2011 acts 

as validation data. The storm of November 2010 was very extreme and caused 

significant damage in the entire region. The March 2008 storm is characterized by 

limited flooding, while the January 2011 storm caused serious inundations at 

multiple locations. During the November 2010 storm, the highest water level was 

measured since the installation of fixed limnigraphs in 1976. Figure 2.7 shows the 

measured water levels near the city of Viane, which is a few kilometers upstream 

of the confluence of the Marke and Dender Rivers, together with predicted 

values by the InfoWorks RS and the derived conceptual model (see §2.6.2). 
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Figure 2.7: Water level measurements near Viane, and InfoWorks RS and 

conceptual model (CM) simulation results for the events of November 2010 

(‘Nov2010’), March 2008 (‘Mar2008’) and January 2011 (‘Jan2011’). 

Significant water level differences can be noticed between the IWRS simulated 

water level and available field data, especially for the November 2010 storm 

(Figure 2.7). This can, however, be expected due to the very extreme character of 

this event. Many of the measurement devices malfunctioned during this storm, 

due to debris or simply because they themselves were flooded. In such situations, 

the gated weirs are configured to open completely, thereby reaching their 

maximum capacity. This behaviour was not captured by the IWRS model, since it 

relies on simulated water levels in its gate position determination. In addition, 

other factors may explain the deviations, such as parameter and model structure 

uncertainties of both the IWRS model and the used hydrological PDM models, 

and measurement errors of rainfall and the investigated water level series. Even 

though the IWRS model cannot simulate the river’s state very precisely, it can be 

used perfectly to exemplify the developed conceptual modelling approach. Figure 

2.7 already presents the simulated water levels at Viane of the conceptual model, 

although the set-up of this model is only discussed in the following section. It 

shows that the additional uncertainty on water level predictions induced by the 

simplifications of the conceptual model is very limited compared to the mismatch 

between the detailed IWRS model and the field data. Note that the conceptual 

model does not aim to emulate reality more precisely than the detailed model. In 

fact, due to the data-driven character of the conceptual models, they cannot 

outperform the hydrodynamic models to which they were calibrated (naturally, 

improved predictions are sporadically possible due to variations in the models 

and inputs though). The conceptual models can only mimic the dynamics that are 

present in the simulation results of the detailed models. 
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Three synthetic events, all variants of the November 2010 storm, with the 

following characteristics were created for additional validation (and to assess the 

extrapolation behaviour, see also §2.6.3.2): 

 Nov2010 – S1: All incoming flows are increased by 20%; 

 Nov2010 – S2: The November 2010 storm is simulated twice after each 

other; 

 Nov2010 – S3: The width of the peak of all incoming flows is halved, so 

the rising and falling limbs of the incoming hydrographs are much 

steeper. 

The gate positions of hydraulic structures were determined using the 

implemented logic control rules of the IWRS model during simulations. These 

storms allow assessing the extrapolation capabilities of the conceptual model. The 

Nov2010-S2 storm can be used to investigate the emptying of floodplains better. 

In addition, this event is more extreme than the historical November 2010 since 

not all floodplains are empty when the second peak arrives. The fast rising and 

decaying incoming flows of the Nov2010-S3 storm could induce additional 

dynamic effects, and test the response of the gate level logic controls. 

2.6.2 Conceptual model configuration 

To set-up the conceptual model, the workflow discussed earlier is followed (see 

Figure 2.1). First, all data is gathered that is required to configure the model: the 

river network and logic controls of movable structures are exported from the 

IWRS model to csv-files, together with the IWRS simulation results of flows, 

volumes, water levels and gate positions. The IWRS simulation results of each 

event used for calibration and validation comprise 30 days and were saved every 

100 seconds. The conceptual model employs the same rainfall-runoff as in the 

detailed hydrodynamic model. 

2.6.2.1 Topology conceptualization 

The next step of the model set-up is the division of the river and accompanying 

floodplains into an arrangement of storage cells. River segments confined by 

controllable hydraulic structures or sections that influence the flow in the river 

significantly are merged into one storage cell in the conceptual model. The 

floodplains are conceptualized likewise, although they are most often bounded by 

dikes instead of hydraulic structures. All interconnected storage cells of one 
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floodplain are grouped into a “floodplain cluster” (FPC). Hence, such FPC can 

contain multiple distinct storage cells and represents one floodplain. Figure 2.8 

shows the river topologies of the detailed IWRS and conceptual models.  

 

 
Figure 2.8: River network in InfoWorks RS used to set up the conceptual 
model (top) and in the conceptual model (bottom). The set-up of the cells 
enclosed by the orange rectangles is shown in more detail in Figure 2.9 and 
discussed in Sections 2.6.2.2 and 2.6.2.3). 
 

Next, the templates defining the network topology are imported in the CMD 

software and the required data is extracted from the collected data sets by the 

tool. Next, different model structures are identified and calibrated using the CMD 

software. Two sections of the conceptual model are discussed more in-depth to 

illustrate some of the available modules and the calibration process. These two 

sections are marked by the orange rectangles in Figure 2.8, and are shown more 
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closely in Figure 2.9. The other elements of the conceptual model are configured 

similarly. 

 
Figure 2.9: Schematic conceptual network of (left) three river reservoirs (‘R1’ to 

‘R3’) and four floodplain clusters (‘FPC 1’ to ‘FPC 4’), and (right) two river 

reservoirs (‘R29’ and ‘R30’) and two floodplain clusters (‘FPC 17’ and ‘FPC 19’). 

Water levels are calculated at each blue node. The discharge is estimated through 

the thin green lines between different cells. Red rectangles represent hydraulic 

structures. 

2.6.2.2 Area 1: Retention basin Herne and surrounding cells 

The first area focuses on the most upstream part of the river and comprises 

several floodplains and three controllable hydraulic structures that regulate the 

flow in the river. These structures demarcate the first three storage cells (see “R1” 

to “R3” in Figure 2.9 - left). It is essential to include them explicitly in the 

conceptual model, since they significantly affect the flow and consequently, their 

control rules need to be translated to the conceptual model as well. It is possible 

to adopt the parameters of these weirs directly from the detailed model, because 

the conceptual model employs the same equations (see §2.3.1.1 for more info on 

this module). Alternatively, it is possible to optimize the parameters for given 

stage and discharge time series with one of the optimization algorithms 

incorporated in the CMD, or use self-defined discharge relationships. The logical 

rules (PLC) that determine the gate openings of the hydraulic structures are 

transferred from the InfoWorks RS model to the conceptual model as well (see 

§2.3.4 and §2.5.2). Next, the locations at which the water level should be 

calculated are identified based on the defined topology, such as up- and 

downstream of weirs, near floodplains embankments or for PLC. The CMD 

software proposes simple piecewise linear hypsometric curves (see §2.3.3.1) for 

each of these locations (see e.g. Figure 2.10c), relating the water level to the 
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storage of the cell. Because the hypsometric curves are almost univocal, it was not 

necessary to use more advanced model structures or include a state dependent 

correction (see §2.3.3.2). Note that it is impossible to use rating curves (which 

presume a relationship between the discharge and the water level) due to the 

presence of controllable structures. The final module closes the water balance by 

summing up all incoming and outgoing flows. Naturally, this module does not 

require further calibration, since the relevant flows are deduced from the defined 

topography. 

 

Figure 2.10: Grid with variable resolution that emulates the outcome of the 

trained ANN and is used to estimate the flow (left), approximated flow in 

function of time by the ANN for the calibration event (top right) and calibrated 

PWL hypsometric curve of a water level in cell “R3” (lower right). 

Floodplain cluster 3 is partially used as retention basin during high flood events. 

It consists of three storage cells that are filled and emptied via fixed 

embankments and flapped orifices. Hence, filling and emptying is controlled by 

regulating the water level in the river. Present orifices are modelled separately by 

adopting the relationships and parameters from the detailed model directly. The 

flow over dikes is modelled by several spills in the IWRS model that take the 

irregular form of the embankments into account. These overflows are lumped to 

limit the number of calculation nodes in the conceptual model and are emulated 

by fixed broad crested weir equations. The CMD software considers different 

combinations of up- and downstream water level locations for optimizing the 

parameters. First, the dike level is estimated for a set of up- and downstream 

water level time series by identifying the first overtopping of the dike (i.e. flow 

different from zero). Next, the parameters of the broad crested weirs are 
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optimized via the interior-point algorithm incorporated in the CMD software. 

The combination of water levels yielding the highest accuracy is retained by the 

software, together with the calibrated parameter sets. The water levels and 

volume calculations are similar as in the cells described above. 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are employed to estimate the flow from and to 

the storage cells of FPC2 to illustrate their use and configuration procedure (see 

§2.3.1.2). Note that due to the rather simple dynamics exhibited by the 

investigated flows, the use of weir equations showed comparable emulation 

performance in this case. The use of ANNs is particularly beneficial when flows 

are lumped on much larger scales than in this study (see e.g. Wolfs and Willems, 

2014a), or when the embankments have very irregular shapes. Each flux is 

represented by a separate ANN, which uses the up- and downstream water levels 

of the flux as inputs. After the CMD software has estimated the dike level for a 

set of up- and downstream water levels, the training data (consisting of the flow 

and these water levels) are pre-processed by removing all samples with both water 

levels below the dike level. The training of the ANNs is purely focused on non-

zero flows, while a simple binary classifier (if/else-condition) determines if the 

water levels overtop the dike. During simulations, the outcome of ANNs in the 

future conceptual model is only assessed when at least the up- or downstream 

water level surpasses the dike level, while a flow of zero is returned for lower 

water levels. This not only reduces calculation time, it also ensures that the dike 

level determines the moment of overtopping. Next, different neural networks 

with a limited amount of hidden nodes are trained in the CMD software using the 

early stopping technique. As done for the weir equations, this process is repeated 

for multiple combinations of up- and downstream water levels. Again, the set 

yielding the best performance is preserved. This set of water level locations is 

used to retrain the neural network with different numbers of hidden nodes. Trial 

and error showed that the use of ANNs with eight hidden nodes yields the best 

emulation results. Finally, the CMD tool transforms the ANN into a two 

dimensional lookup table (see also Section 2.5.3 for further details). Figure 2.10 

shows the obtained neural networks of the flux between storage cells A and B 

(see Figure 2.9– FPC2). The automatically generated grid representing the ANN 

has a variable resolution: subspaces that are more likely to be addressed during a 

simulation or show more distinct variations have a denser resolution than other 

spaces. This speeds up the calculation during simulations since it reduces the grid 

size and hence the look-up operations. Secondly, the form of the grid is physically 

meaningful (flow is defined positive from cell A to B) and smooth. However, 
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ANNs remain data-driven and can therefore only be used effectively in a limited 

domain. To limit extrapolation errors, the boundaries of the grid are extended 

horizontally. 

2.6.2.3 Area 2: Cell ‘R29’ 

The second discussed area contains a culvert and several floodplains. These 

floodplains are again modelled using weir equations in combination with 

hypsometric curves to estimate the water levels. The culvert is located in the river 

itself and limits and delays the flow. Hence, such structure can cause backwater 

effects, but analysis of the available flow and stage data shows that these effects 

have a recurrent character. The culvert cannot be controlled externally and can 

therefore likely be emulated by a transfer function (see §2.3.1.4). Since the flow 

towards the adjacent floodplains is modelled explicitly, the incoming flow of the 

transfer function is equal to the upstream flow minus the discharge of the 

floodplain overflows. Alternatively, it is possible to perform a non-linear 

transformation of the upstream flow (see §2.3.1.4). Identification and estimation 

using the built-in functions from the System Identification Toolbox incorporated 

in the CMD tool yields a simple first order, continuous transfer function. The 

steady state gain of the TF is constrained to unity to preclude the loss or creation 

of water during simulations, and certifies that the water balance is closed. To 

speed up the calculation and simplify the conceptual calculation scheme, the 

obtained transfer function is converted to the discrete domain for different 

sampling times. Finally, rating curves are determined that relate the water levels 

required for the calculation of the flow towards floodplains to the discharge 

estimated by the transfer function. 

2.6.3 Results 

2.6.3.1 Accuracy assessment 

All configured modules are assembled into one model script by the CMD tool. 

The derived conceptual model was then used to simulate all six investigated 

events. The complete model contains 144 storage cells, whereby at 331 and 316 

different locations respectively water levels and discharges are estimated. Only a 

few crucial and important calculation nodes are selected spread over the model 

for assessing the accuracy, since it is impossible to present the performance at all 

locations clearly. The conventional Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) is calculated 

for each location in the selection list: 
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 (2.7) 

with Y the investigated variable, i the value at a specific time step, n the number 

of entries of the time series. Predicted refers to simulation results of the 

conceptual model. The simulation results of the InfoWorks RS model used to 

configure and validate the conceptual model are denoted as “observed” data.The 

NSE can range from -∞ to 1. An efficiency of unity implies a perfect match 

between observed and predicted data, while a value of zero indicates that the 

predicted values are as accurate as the mean of the observed data. A negative 

NSE-value occurs when the observed mean is a better predictor than the model 

being used. Hence, the closer the efficiency is to 1, the more accurate the model 

is. Not enough data from gauges was available to perform a thorough comparison 

with in-situ measurements.  

Table 2.3: NSE values of the total outgoing flows for selected storage cells (in the 

river) for the calibration (‘Nov 2010’ and ‘Mar 2008’) and validation (‘Jan 2011’ 

and ‘Nov 2010 – S1/S2/S3’) events. These values compare the simulation results 

of the conceptual and InfoWorks RS models. 

 Nov 
2010 

Mar 
2008 

Jan 
2011 

Nov  
2010 – S1 

Nov  
2010 – S2 

Nov  
2010 – S3 

R3 0.997 0.996 0.992 0.996 0.995 0.991 

R5 0.974 0.900 0.922 0.972 0.974 0.936 

R7 0.958 0.896 0.923 0.966 0.960 0.928 

R9 0.965 0.870 0.927 0.950 0.968 0.915 

R11 0.979 0.926 0.954 0.965 0.982 0.957 

R23 0.995 0.998 0.996 0.993 0.996 0.994 

R29 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

R30 0.983 0.998 0.986 0.892 0.987 0.980 

R33 0.964 0.734 0.958 0.936 0.971 0.945 

R35 0.985 0.977 0.981 0.982 0.988 0.979 
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Table 2.4: NSE values of the water level predictions for selected storage cells (in 

the river) for the calibration (‘Nov 2010’ and ‘Mar 2008’) and validation (‘Jan 

2011’ and ‘Nov 2010 – S1/S2/S3’) events. These values compare the simulation 

results of the conceptual and InfoWorks RS models. 

 Nov 
2010 

Mar 
2008 

Jan 
2011 

Nov  
2010 – S1 

Nov  
2010 – S2 

Nov  
2010 – S3 

R3 0.977 0.883 0.953 0.981 0.972 0.944 

R5 0.895 -1.248 0.513 0.913 0.916 0.768 

R7 0.569 0.085 0.700 0.569 0.734 0.388 

R9 0.965 0.818 0.916 0.953 0.967 0.897 

R11 0.969 0.702 0.917 0.974 0.964 0.917 

R23 0.967 0.972 0.958 0.938 0.976 0.980 

R29 0.999 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.999 

R30 0.996 0.996 0.995 0.996 0.997 0.992 

R33 0.942 0.659 0.918 0.940 0.959 0.892 

R35 1.000 0.780 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

 

Table 2.3 shows the calculated NSE values for the total outgoing flow (i.e., the 

sum of all flows defined positively from the examined storage cell to others) and 

Table 2.4 shows the NSE-values for the water level predictions at the selected 

locations. Although a storage cell can contain multiple nodes where the water 

level is calculated, only one water level is used here in the assessment since those 

water levels are usually highly correlated anyway. The NSE values for all outgoing 

flows are very close to unity, indicating a good fit. The lower NSE values for the 

water levels indicate that the predicted states of the conceptual model deviate a 

little  from the simulated water levels by the detailed model. The water level 

prediction of reservoir ‘R5’ even has a negative NSE value, which implies that the 

mean of the time series provides a better fit than the model. The lower 

performances for the stage predictions in reservoirs ‘R5’ and ‘R7’ are caused by 

the gated weirs that aim to regulate the water levels in a very narrow band as 

illustrated by Figure 2.11d. The differences in water level predictions remain in 

these two reservoirs very limited in absolute terms, but result in poor NSE values. 

The conceptual model manages to emulate the InfoWorks RS results in reservoir 

‘R29’ almost perfectly, as shown by the NSE values of nearly unity. This reservoir 

is located in a tributary of the Marke that is not affected by backwater effects or 

controllable hydraulic structures, and exhibits simple flow dynamics. Note that 
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the results of some validation events outperform those of calibration events. This 

is not surprising due to the mechanistic nature of the modelling approach: each 

module is configured individually and based on physical principles. In addition, 

the dynamics encountered during some calibration events might be more 

complex than during certain validation events, leading to poorer results. 

Table 2.5: NSE values of the water level predictions for selected storage cells (in 

floodplains) for the calibration (‘Nov 2010’ and ‘Mar 2008’) and validation (‘Jan 

2011’ and ‘Nov 2010 – S1/S2/S3’) events. These values compare the simulation 

results of the conceptual and IWRS models. During the ‘Mar 2008’ storm, no 

flooding occurred in these floodplains in both the conceptual and IWRS models 

and are therefore marked as ‘n.a.’. 

 Nov 
2010 

Mar 
2008 

Jan 
2011 

Nov  
2010 – S1 

Nov  
2010 – S2 

Nov  
2010 – S3 

FPC 36 – cell C 0.996 n.a. 0.986 0.982 0.997 0.995 

FPC 28 – cell I 0.977 n.a. 0.926 0.984 0.874 0.845 

FPC 37 – cell E 0.980 n.a. 0.996 0.973 0.998 0.982 

FPC 28 – cell H 0.983 n.a. 0.728 0.989 0.749 0.757 

FPC 32 – cell D 0.966 n.a. 0.974 0.960 0.962 0.930 

FPC 36 – cell A 0.926 n.a. 0.743 0.876 0.979 0.978 

FPC 37 – cell B 0.944 n.a. 0.972 0.934 0.682 0.878 

FPC 37 – cell D 0.964 n.a. 0.984 0.956 0.887 0.917 

FPC 28 – cell G 0.909 n.a. 0.430 0.860 0.973 0.495 

FPC 36 – cell C 0.995 n.a. 0.987 0.986 0.997 0.996 

 

Next, the 10 floodplain cells with largest storage during the “Nov2010” event are 

selected, together with the largest storage cell from Floodplain cluster 3 which 

configuration was discussed (see §2.6.2.2). Table 2.5 summarizes the NSE-values 

for the calculated water levels in each storage cell. Again, NSE-values close to 

unity can be found, except for some locations during the “Jan2011” storm. 

During this event, some water levels in the river fluctuate around the dike levels 

of certain floodplains. Small inaccuracies in such river water level predictions 

make the difference between overtopping of the dikes and hence filling the 

floodplains, or remaining just under the dike level. This can easily lead to 

significant differences in water level predictions in floodplains, and hence lower 

performance criteria. Figure 2.11c shows the maximal water depths in all 

floodplain storage cells during the simulated events. It is clear that the storage 
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cells that have the greatest maximal water depths during simulations with the 

IWRS model are emulated very accurately by the conceptual model, but some 

scatter is noticeable for floodplain cells with smaller inundation depths. 

Finally, the water balance is checked explicitly to ensure no water is lost or 

created during simulations. Comparison of the volume water stored in the river 

and floodplains with the incoming and outgoing flows shows that there is only 

very little difference. The volume error did not exceed 10-6 m³ and is hence 

caused by rounding errors. 

 
Figure 2.11 (first part): Water level and discharge simulation results of the detailed 

InfoWorks RS (dashed line) and conceptual (CM, full line) models. 
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Figure 2.11 (continued): Water level and discharge simulation results of the 

detailed InfoWorks RS (dashed line) and conceptual (CM, full line) models. 

2.6.3.2 Extrapolation performance 

Data-driven models often have difficulties with extrapolation. Since the presented 

approach reasons from a mechanistic, physically based concept (i.e. the network 

topology as well as most incorporated model structures and parameters can be 

interpreted in physically meaningful terms), it can be applied for extrapolation to 

some extent though. To assess the extrapolation behaviour of the configured 

conceptual model and the approach in general, its different modules and how 

each will respond during extrapolation are briefly discussed. Volumes and gate 

levels are simply predicted using the continuity equation in its discrete form and 

programmable logic controls respectively, and are hence not affected when values 

are simulated beyond the calibration range. Water levels are simulated via 

piecewise linear relationships or M5’ model trees which depend on a flow or 

volume (see §2.3.3.1). During model set-up, one can easily estimate the outcome 

of these structures for larger inputs. Finally, different structures are incorporated 

to simulate flows. Hydraulic structure equations (see §2.3.1.1) can be used for 

extrapolation, since they are physically based and effects such as drowned flow 

are accounted for (if present during calibration). To estimate the extrapolation 

behaviour of ANNs (see §2.3.1.2), the network is transformed in a one- or two-

dimensional lookup table that is visualized during the calibration process. This 

allows the user to see the outcome of ANNs for data other than the training set. 

Transfer functions (see §2.3.1.4) act similarly to an arrangement of linear 

reservoirs, which are probably familiar to many readers. 
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Hence, the modeller can (to a great extent) predict how the model will behave 

during extrapolation, but not how accurate it will be. Indeed, due to the data-

driven character of the approach, only effects that are already incorporated in the 

calibration data set can be captured. Hence, if the river exhibits fundamentally 

different behaviour (e.g. overtopping of dikes that were not flooded in the 

calibration set), the model cannot account for such effects. An advantage of the 

presented approach is that it allows for partial recalibration specifically targeted at 

emulating this new behaviour, while other model structures are not affected. 

Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 show that the conceptual model emulates the simulated 

flows in the IWRS model very accurately for the three extrapolation events (Nov 

2010 – S1 to S3). All NSE values, except for one, surpass 90%. The accuracy of 

the water level predictions in the river and floodplains (see Table 2.4 and Table 

2.5) does not drop significantly either, but there is some additional scatter 

noticeable for the maximal attained water depths in floodplains (see Figure 2.11c). 

Higher flood depths are still modelled very accurately though. The emulation of 

the water depth in FPC37 – cell B dropped significantly for event ‘Nov 2010 – 

S2’. These deviations are caused by the steepness of the defined hypsometric 

curve of this cell: minor deviations in low volume predictions in floodplain cells 

result in large water level errors (see Figure 2.12). This very steep hypsometric 

curve can be caused by topographic features or by filling Preissmann Slot-type 

elements in the detailed IWRS model. For the same reason, some water level 

predictions in FPC28 for the ‘Nov 2010 – S3’ event are inferior compared to 

those of the historical events. 

In general, one can conclude that the emulation capabilities of the configured 

conceptual model are adequate. Although the synthetic storms differ significantly 

from the calibration events, water levels and floodplains are still modelled 

satisfactorily. The overall high NSE-values for water levels and flow predictions 

at various locations in the catchment indicate that the conceptual model succeeds 

in simulating the river’s and floodplains’ states accurately, which was its main 

performance goal. 
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Figure 2.12: Water level (a) and volume (b) predictions for FPC37 – cell B for the 

‘Nov 2010 – S2’ event of the IWRS (green, dashed line) and conceptual (blue 

line) models. Although the water level predictions of the conceptual model 

deviate significantly from the IWRS simulations, the volume predictions are very 

accurate. These large water level deviations are caused by the steep hypsometric 

curve of this cell at smaller volume values (c). 

2.6.3.3 Computational efficiency 

Some reservoirs have a limited storage capacity, while their water level can vary 

rapidly. Such reservoirs are prone to instabilities and can cause fluctuations that 

spread rapidly over the entire model. To overcome this, the discrete variable time 

step solver presented in §2.4 is applied to 11 strategically selected storage cells 

with limited capacity. If the non-linearity estimator of such storage cell surpasses 

a specified threshold (set to 1.9 in this case) and hence oscillations originate, the 

time step is reduced to 12.5 seconds and the calculation of this storage cell is 

repeated. Storage reservoirs without variable step solver are calculated at the fixed 

interval of 100 seconds. 

Simulating the 25000 time steps of the “Nov2010” event with the conceptual 

model with a fixed time step takes 0.83 seconds (averaged over 100 runs) on a 

computer with i7 processor clocked at 3.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM memory using 

a single core, while the calculation time amounts 1.12 seconds if the variable time 

step solver is used. This is much faster compared to the approximately 50 

minutes required to do the same simulation with the detailed IWRS model. Figure 

2.13 illustrates the effectiveness of the adaptive time step scheme (see §2.4). The 

estimated volumes in the conceptual model start to oscillate rapidly when a fixed 

time step is used for the entire simulation (i.e. without adaptive time step), while 

such fluctuations are avoided almost completely when the variable time step 
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scheme is applied for instability-prone storage cells. The time step is reduced and 

the solution is iterated when the stability indicator shown on Figure 2.13 is equal 

to one. After the peak of the storm, the variable time step solver is still activated 

in FPC2 – Cell B, because the volumes in both the IWRS and conceptual models 

balance just above zero and are in unstable equilibriums. 

 
Figure 2.13: Simulation results of the storage in two storage cells for the 

“Nov2010” event of the IWRS (green) and conceptual models with (red) and 

without (blue) adaptive time step. 

2.7 Conclusions 

This chapter discussed the development of a novel and highly flexible conceptual 

modelling methodology for river hydraulic computations that can cope with the 

complex dynamics of rivers and floodplains. The approach combines advanced 

model structures and matching optimization techniques in a mechanistic and 

modular framework. The methodology is based on the storage cell concept and 

supports high level conceptualization of river segments, but it is also possible to 

incorporate essential elements of the river system explicitly, such as dike levels, 

controllable weirs, pumps and sluices. Such modular design ensures that the river 

dynamics can be mimicked accurately at reach scale, and the models are suitable 

for a wide variety of applications.  
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To facilitate and speed up the set-up of these conceptual models, a 

comprehensive and semi-automatic tool (Conceptual Model Developer, CMD) 

was developed that assists the modeller during model configuration. Close 

integration was foreseen with the InfoWorks RS software, but it can also handle 

spreadsheet data sets and is therefore compatible with virtually all software 

packages. 

Alongside this modelling approach and software tool, a new calculation scheme 

was developed that supports a time and space varying time step. This maximizes 

computational efficiency while avoiding instabilities. The proposed scheme has 

great potential if some parts of the model are more prone to instabilities than 

others, and can also be applied to other storage cell models, including the sewer 

modelling approach presented in Chapter 3. 

To illustrate the applicability and efficiency of the modelling approach and 

solution scheme, a conceptual model was created of the Marke River in Belgium. 

The results show that the conceptual model manages to emulate a detailed full 

hydrodynamic InfoWorks RS model accurately for all investigated events, while 

the calculation time is reduced by more than 2000 times compared to a full 

hydrodynamic model. 
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3 Conceptual modelling 

approach and software for 

sewer systems 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the newly developed approach to conceptually model sewer 

systems. The methodology emanates from the same pragmatic perspective and 

modelling principles as the modelling approach for rivers presented in Chapter 2, 

but is tailored to urban drainage systems. Therefore, an adapted model topology 

and other model structures are employed. Again, a software tool was developed 

that incorporates the conceptual modelling approach. This tool was implemented 

mainly independently from the software to conceptually model river systems, 

allowing easier maintenance, expansion and future implementation in other 

systems. Naturally, the tool for conceptual sewer modelling shares certain 

fundamental programming scripts and functions with the tool developed for 

conceptual river modelling. A case study demonstrates the modelling approach. 

This chapter is structured similarly to Chapter 2 to facilitate comparison between 

both modelling approaches. First, the conceptualization of the sewer system is 

discussed. Section 3.3 presents the different model components. Compared to 

the modelling approach for rivers, there are two main differences with the 

methodology for sewer systems. The latter only calculates volumes and flows, and 

 3 
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hence does not simulate water levels or gate levels. Secondly, the sewer inflow 

(consisting of rainfall runoff, dry weather flow, trade and industrial flow, etc.) is 

also modelled in this approach, since the modelling of inflows is highly 

intertwined with the conceptual model topology. Detailed information on parcel 

level is often necessary to estimate the incoming flow. Next, Section 3.4 describes 

the development and functionality of the software to semi-automatically set up 

the conceptual sewer models. As for the software for river systems, this tool is 

also named CMD. Again, an interfacing is foreseen with the InfoWorks software. 

Lastly, Section 3.5 presents a case study to illustrate the system conceptualization 

and the use of model structures. A conceptual model of part of the city of Ghent 

is configured from simulation results of an InfoWorks CS model. 

The chapter is based on the following publications: 

WOLFS, V., VILLAZON GOMEZ, M., WILLEMS, P. (2013). DEVELOPMENT OF A 

SEMI-AUTOMATED MODEL IDENTIFICATION AND CALIBRATION TOOL FOR 

CONCEPTUAL MODELLING OF SEWER SYSTEMS. WATER SCIENCE AND 

TECHNOLOGY, 68 (1), 167-175. 

WOLFS, V., WILLEMS, P., SUBMITTED. MODULAR CONCEPTUAL MODELLING 

APPROACH AND SOFTWARE FOR SEWER HYDRAULIC SIMULATIONS. ADVANCES IN 

WATER RESOURCES. 

3.2 Conceptualization of the sewer system 

3.2.1 Modelling principles 

The presented conceptual modelling approach reasons from the same principles 

as discussed extensively in §2.2.1 and are therefore not repeated in detail. Again, a 

data-driven mechanistic and modular framework is adopted, as was already 

suggested by several authors in the past (Schütze et al., 2004; Vanrolleghem et al., 

2005; Salvadore et al., 2015). The use of such an approach is advocated, since it 

seems impossible to find one general set of equations that is able to describe the 

flow accurately in all sewer systems under varying conditions, and can be solved 

efficiently at the same time. Sewer systems can respond very differently to inputs 

and conditions, such as when backwater effects prevail (Sartor, 1999). The 

conceptual model topology is also based on the storage cell concept, allowing the 

modeller to lump processes on different spatial scales and to solely focus on the 

prevalent processes for the intended applications. 
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The modelling approach for sewer systems differs on several other aspects from 

the methodology for rivers. Naturally, a modified model topology and alternative 

model structures are incorporated in this approach, as is discussed in the next 

sections. Each incorporated predefined set of equations is tailored to tackle 

specific dynamics encountered in sewer systems. The relationships do not hinge 

on stringent a priori assumptions that limit their usability. This results in very 

flexible relationships that can be employed at various scales and under different 

conditions. Secondly, as in most hydrological models, the approach only predicts 

volumes and flows. Simulating water levels in sewer systems is not considered 

due to its complicatedness, and because water levels are often not required in 

applications. Furthermore, experiments show that simulating water levels is not 

pivotal for achieving accurate flow estimations. As demonstrated in this chapter 

(see §3.5), excluding water level simulations does not preclude accurate CSO 

predictions and volume estimations, even when the flow is influenced by pumps 

or other hydraulic structures (such as valves, weirs and sluices). In fact, many 

studies involving model-based predictive control of such structures use models 

that do not incorporate water level predictions (e.g. Schütze et al., 2004; 

Vanrolleghem et al., 2005; Vezzaro et al., 2014). Therefore, the presented 

modelling methodology only simulates volumes and flows. Water levels can be 

used as boundary conditions though, which is for instance often crucial to model 

the interaction with rivers accurately. Thirdly, the inflow into the sewer system is 

also conceptualized and incorporated in the modelling approach and CMD 

software. To determine the total inflow, many different parameters and time 

series on parcel level must be gathered and combined. The conceptual model 

topology, and hence also the lumping of the information of parcels, is determined 

in an iterative procedure (see also §3.2.2). To ensure that the conceptual model 

topology can be modified quickly, the modelling of inflows is also included in the 

methodology and software. The tool automatically assembles all required data to 

calculate new inflow time series when the model topology changes. 

3.2.2 Model configuration procedure 

Setting up conceptual models according to the presented methodology is highly 

similar to the procedure discussed in §2.2.2. Since the modelling approach for 

urban drainage systems differs on some aspects from the developed approach for 

rivers, the procedure is briefly outlined, with special attention to the differences. 

The configuration process comprises several main steps as depicted in Figure 3.1: 

collecting the required data, defining the conceptual model topology, identifying 
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and calibrating model structures that emulate the flows in the system, assemble all 

configured elements in a model script, and finally simulate events and assess the 

accuracy. 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the set-up procedure of conceptual models and 

the functionality of the software tool. 

First, the required data must be gathered to configure the conceptual model. 

Since the presented methodology is generally driven by flows and volumes, 

acquiring accurate and reliable time series of flows is an essential element of the 

set-up process. Time series of water levels, such as stages in rivers or ponds, can 

optionally be employed as boundary data during model configuration and 

simulation, but will not be estimated in the presented modelling methodology. If 

a rainfall-runoff component will also be included in the conceptual model, time 

series of rainfall and information of catchments are required, such as dry weather 

flow, area and runoff coefficients (see also §3.3.2). The methodology and 

accompanying software are designed to handle both measurements as simulation 

results of more detailed models, or a combination of these two. A limited set of 

available data impacts the modelling process, as already discussed in §2.2.2. 

Steps 1 to 3 shown in Figure 3.1 treat the actual configuration of the conceptual 

model. These three steps form an iterative process. After delineating the topology 

(see §3.3.1), the required relationships (see §3.3.2-3.3.3) can be identified and 

calibrated. Finally, the configured modules can be assembled and the model 

accuracy can be evaluated. If the results are unsatisfactorily, the relationships can 

be recalibrated, or the modeller can opt for a completely different set of 

equations. Different topologies can also be examined, for instance by aggregating 

processes on larger or smaller scales. The developed software tool (see §3.4) 

automates these three steps greatly during iterations. 
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3.3 Model components 

First, the principles of setting up the conceptual model topology and semantics 

are discussed. Then, the sewer inflow module is described, followed by an 

overview of the incorporated model structures that emulate the transport of 

mass. Table 3.1 summarizes the included model structures (and can be compared 

to Table 2.1, which lists the model structures applicable for modelling rivers). 

3.3.1 Model topology and semantics 

Since the storage cell concept underlies the presented methodology, the 

catchment and sewer system are divided into multiple interconnected virtual 

storage elements, also denoted as subcatchments (SC). Elements can be lumped 

on different scales: one such SC can comprise one or more parcels and pipes up 

to entire districts. Relevant information of the catchment, such as population and 

areas, are also aggregated to the level of the SC if a rainfall runoff module will be 

configured in the conceptual model. Hence, the same boundaries are used for 

both the rainfall runoff and sewer flow calculations. 

Figure 3.2b schematizes the conceptualization of the district. Three SCs can be 

recognized that are interconnected via several pathways. Each flow path (also 

denoted as a connection) depicts one specific structure of the detailed sewer 

network (e.g. a conduit, pump or other hydraulic structure) for which flow data is 

present.  The whole of connections between two specific SCs is called a flux. 

Thus, such a flux is the accumulation of the water exchange between two SCs. 

Individual connections can also be aggregated as illustrated in Figure 3.2b: three 

connections between SCs 1 and 2 are combined into one link (see SC1-SC2 a), 

while two other flow paths are combined in a different link (SC1-SC2 b). Such an 

assembly of several flow paths (thus part of the flux) is denoted as a subflux. 

Naturally, if all flow paths between two SCs are merged in one link, the subflux 

and flux are identical. A flow relationship must be defined for each subflux. Since 

these relationships are data-driven and the parameters of the conduits or 

hydraulic structures are not used directly, it is also possible to merge multiple 

connections of different types (e.g. merging a connection that represent a pump 

and another that symbolizes a conduit). Combining multiple connections in a 

subflux reduces the number of relationships in the model. This not only facilitates 

the calibration effort, it also decreases the simulation time and overall complexity 

of the model. 
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Table 3.1: Overview of the different modules, and their usage or advantages. The possibility to enable on/off-switches and 

flow constraints (such as limiting the flow to a maximum value) is also indicated. Symbols: Q = flow in the sewer system; V = 

volume; PWL = piecewise linear relationship; TF = transfer function; ANN = artificial neural network; WL = water level; 

GL = gate level of a controllable hydraulic structure. 

Output Type Model structure On/off-
switch 

Flow 
constraints 

Usage or advantages 

V Continuity equation - n.a. n.a. Closes water balance in each cell 

Q 

Fixed flow Constant value Yes n.a. 
Simple constant or alternating 
flows, e.g. fixed pumps 

Static/Dynamic model PWL No No 
Simple to complex flows. The 
optional dynamic component is 
designed to tackle hystereses. 

TF TF Yes No 
Natural flow regimes without 
variable backwater effects 

ANN ANN Yes Yes 
Emulation of complex flow 
dynamics, including backwater 
effects and pressurized flows 

Inflow TF TF No No Modelling of rainfall-runoff 

WL Not modelled in this approach 

GL Not modelled in this approach 
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Figure 3.2 illustrates this process for one district. The area is partitioned into 

three SCs. The extent of each cell, and hence also the degree of lumping, depends 

on the intended use, the desired accuracy, data availability and the behaviour of 

the system itself. This process is not automated fully to ensure the user can still 

incorporate expert knowledge, but the modeller is assisted by the created 

software tool (see also §3.4.1).   

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2: a. Detailed sewer network (pipes and hydraulic structures indicated by 

the blue lines) with an overlay of an exemplary division in three storage cells or 

subcatchments (SCs; red, green and purple shaded areas); b. Schematization of 

the conceptual model topology and aggregation of flow paths in several 

subfluxes. 

Note that temporary storage emanating from urban flooding is not considered 

explicitly in the presented modelling approach. Overland flow between different 

SCs can likely be represented similarly as subfluxes of sewer pipes, but were not 

investigated in this research. 

3.3.2 Sewer inflow modelling 

The conceptual modelling approach incorporates a simple module to calculate the 

inflow into the sewer system. The approach is highly similar to the methods often 

incorporated in models and software packages that employ highly detailed spatial 

catchment information. 

The module adopts the same spatial lumping as the conceptual sewer network 

topology. More specifically, the total contributing catchment is divided into 

multiple smaller areas or plots (independently from the delineated conceptual 

model topology). Next, each such plot is designated to one of the defined SCs in 
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the conceptual model and labelled with a specific land use. A plot can handle 

rainfall time series, various point inflow hydrographs, a population (and 

associated dry weather flow series) and several runoff surface types with 

corresponding areas. Allocating separate rainfall series to every plot also enables 

the use of data from multiple rain gauges or radar, although the spatial 

distribution will degrade depending on the detail of the defined topology. Indeed, 

the plot information and input series are aggregated to the level of the SC. 

Naturally, this implies that the spatially distributed information of population, 

input series and surface types within one SC is lost. Each plot in the catchment 

can incorporate as many surface types as desired, such as pavements, roofs and 

pervious areas with different characteristics (see Figure 3.3). A separate rainfall-

runoff (RR) model is configured for each surface type to transform the rainfall to 

an inflow hydrograph. During simulations, these calculated RR hydrographs are 

accumulated with other input sources and dry weather flow to yield the total 

inflow of a SC.  

 
Figure 3.3: Subdivision of an area based on land uses and surface runoff types 

used by the rainfall-runoff module. 

This approach of modelling the inflow can deal easily with changing conceptual 

model topologies: if a SC is redefined and contains fewer or additional plots, the 

RR models itself do not have to be recalibrated since the parameters of the RR 

models are independent of the number of connected plots. It suffices to 

aggregate the plot characteristics over the newly delimited SCs, which is 

automatically done by the provided software (§3.4.4). 

Many different models exist to describe the transformation from rainfall to 

runoff. Most of these are variants of the reservoir-routing concept. The 

Wallingford model, also known as double linear reservoir method and used by 

default in the InfoWorks CS software, is an example of such approach. It uses 
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two linear reservoirs in series to represent the storage which is available on the 

ground and in minor drains, and the delay induced between the peak rainfall and 

runoff (Innovyze, 2014b). The presented methodology uses a similar approach by 

using an arrangement of multiple linear reservoirs, each with its own 

characteristics. Such arrangements of linear reservoirs can be transformed to 

transfer functions (TF) as proven in the past (e.g. Jakeman et al., 1990; Willems, 

2000). Using TFs instead of linear reservoirs has the advantage that many 

advanced identification and calibration algorithms are readily available. Hence, 

the RR-models can be configured automatically if runoff results are present.  The 

presented modelling approach and software incorporate the MATLAB System 

identification Toolbox to set-up the TFs. The steady state gain of the calibrated 

TF is equal to the runoff coefficient of the surface type and the concentration 

times of the linear reservoirs can be derived directly from the TF. If runoff results 

are unavailable, it is also possible to create a TF directly using estimations of the 

runoff coefficient and concentration time. The RR models do not take losses into 

account explicitly, but instead apply the rainfall directly to the TF. 

3.3.3 Flow calculation 

The main part of the developed methodology concentrates on accurate sewer 

routing. The methodology is designed to predict volumes in SCs and flows 

between these SCs. The volume is calculated in every SC by closing the water 

balance explicitly. This is done by combining all subfluxes to and from a SC in 

the discretized form of the continuity equation. This mechanistic set-up ensures 

no water is created or lost during simulations. The next sections describe the 

different incorporated relationships to model subfluxes. The flow through each 

individual subflux is emulated by one of the presented modules. 

3.3.3.1 Option 1: Fixed flow 

The first and simplest approach to simulate flows is by combining one or more 

constant flows and a switch on/off-criterion. This very straightforward concept 

can be used to mimic the behaviour of pump systems.  

Two different binary classification models are included to determine the state of 

the flux (flow or no flow). The first and most simple approach uses a switch that 

depends on the volume of one of the SCs present in the model. When the 

volume of the selected SC surpasses a specified threshold, the specified constant 

flow is induced until the volume of the SC falls again below the value of the off-
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switch. These on- and off-values can be chosen manually, or calibrated 

automatically based on the presented time series of volumes and flows: the 

minimal volume of all provided calibration events at the time of flow initiation is 

used to determine the on-switch, while the minimal volume when the flow stops 

is used for the off-switch. Secondly, more complicated pattern recognition neural 

networks can be employed to decide when the specified constant flow should be 

activated. These neural networks are constructed with sigmoid and softmax 

transfer functions in the hidden and output layers respectively, and are trained 

using a scaled conjugate gradient algorithm. The output layer returns for a given 

input set the probability of equaling or surpassing the selected constant flow. 

Finally, the modeller chooses from which probability value the constant flow is 

applied. Another incorporated flow routing method uses neural networks to 

predict the magnitude of the flow (§3.3.3.4). The reader is referred to that section 

for further information on the structure, configuration and possible inputs of the 

neural networks in general. Currently, classification is limited to two categories, 

but this can easily be expanded to more classes and associated constant flows. 

3.3.3.2 Option 2: Piecewise linear static/dynamic (S/D) model 

Storage/flow-relationships underlie many hydrologic models. However, most of 

these relationships in sewer systems are characterized by hysteretic behaviour: 

during the rising branch of the hydrograph (i.e. with increasing rainfall intensities) 

a much larger stored volume is present than during the falling branch. Such 

hysteretic behaviour is typical for systems affected by backwater effects. Vaes 

(1999) tried to tackle this issue by identifying a static and dynamic storage 

component. He elaborated this concept for simple sewer systems consisting of 

one throughflow and one overflow, and incorporated this concept in the 

REMULI software. Both storage components are linked via piecewise linear 

relationships to states in the sewer system, such as the throughflow, inflow and 

overflow. Different sewer systems were modelled using this approach (see e.g. 

Vaes (1999) and Wolfs et al. (2013)). 

The presented modelling approach incorporates a module based on the 

static/dynamic-theory developed by Vaes (1999), but in a much more adaptable 

framework. Firstly, due to the flexible model topology, the structure is not 

confined to handling only one through- and overflow. Secondly, the theory is 

extended to different sets of inputs. While the original static/dynamic-theory can 

only associate static and dynamic storage to outgoing and incomings flows 

respectively, the incorporated approach can link virtually any state (flows, 
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volumes, water levels or a combination of these, optionally associated with delay 

elements) to the static and dynamic component via piecewise linear relationships. 

In this setting, the static component links the flow of the considered subflux to 

one of these inputs via piecewise linear equations. The optional dynamic 

component can then be configured to tackle the hysteretic behaviour. Hence, the 

dynamic segment is calculated during calibration as the difference between the 

selected input of the static relationship, and the simulated input using the subflux 

as known time series (i.e. reversed modelling using the earlier defined static 

component). Next, this calculated dynamic component can again be related to 

any other desired input set via piecewise linear relationships. Thus, if the volume 

of the upstream SC and the incoming flow are elected as inputs for the static and 

dynamic relationships respectively, the proposed approach matches the original 

concept developed by Vaes (1999).  

The piecewise linear relationships are defined manually using interactive figures in 

the accompanying software tool (§3.4.3). Segmented linear regression with 

automatic optimization is not incorporated in the current configuration 

procedure, since the added complexity (such as determining the optimal number 

of breakpoints) and increased calculation time outweigh its advantages. 

3.3.3.3 Option 3: Transfer function (TF) 

TFs were already described in §2.3.1.4 in the discrete domain. This section 

approaches the TF theory from a continuous time perspective and shows the link 

between linear reservoir theory and TFs. Using the continuous TF formulation 

for urban drainage modelling and the discrete for river modelling has grown 

historically in the research group. Naturally, the developed conceptual modelling 

approaches are compatible with both formulations and can be interchanged 

freely. 

Linear reservoir models are a popular technique to route flow in sewer systems. 

Such approaches reason from the continuity equation in combination with the 

assumption of a simple linear relationship between the outgoing flow of the 

(virtual) reservoir and its storage        with k a time constant. Elaboration 

yields the following differential equation: 

         (3.1) 
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with s the derivative operator           and I the incoming flow upstream. 

Rewriting this equation according to the ordinary notation of TFs and 

multiplication with a steady state gain G yields: 

 

 
 

 

     
 (3.2) 

 
Analyzing TFs in the continuous domain allows for a much more transparent 

interpretation in physical terms than (equivalent) discrete-time models. The 

inverse Laplace transformation of this TF yields an analytical expression of the 

impulse response (IR), which gives after convolution with the incoming flow I 

the output Q. The IR defines how the system reacts to an instantaneous pulse 

input at a certain time τ which is zero elsewhere. This analytical IR is 

characterized by an exponential decay that is directly related to the earlier defined 

time constant k: at time      , the response recedes to          or circa 37% 

of the initial response at time τ. Alternatively, time constant k reflects the shift of 

the centroid (i.e. the geometric center) of the incoming and outgoing flows. It is 

interesting to note that this IR can also be interpreted as the in hydrology widely 

known Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (IUH; see also Yang and Han, 2006). 

Thus, there is a direct link between simple first order TF systems (Eq. 3.2) and 

the IUH. 

Instead of manually testing different arrangements of linear reservoirs with 

varying parameters, numerous algorithms are readily available to identify the most 

suitable model structure of the TF and calibrate its parameters. As explained 

below, a direct link between such TFs and the linear reservoir theory remains in 

most cases. Equation 3.3 gives the general expression for TFs of higher orders. 

 

 
  

          
            

          
            

            (3.3) 

 
with a and b real coefficients and Td the delay of the TF. In this research, the 

order of the TF is limited to maximal three (i.e. 3 zeros in the denominator, also 

denoted as “poles”) and one zero in the numerator (“zero” of the TF). This range 

of structures should be versatile enough to emulate most systems in hydrology. 

Higher orders lead to more complex systems, which are also more difficult to 

interpret in physically meaningful terms. Note that the equivalent TF formulation 

in discrete form is given by Eq. 2.1 (which additionally contains an error model). 
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Since a TF represents a differential equation, inspecting the position of its zeros 

and poles in the (imaginary) space gives insight into the system response. In 

particular, the system poles define directly the homogeneous response of the 

system as a summation of exponential functions of real or complex values. Since 

the poles are such an important characteristic of the TF, two different approaches 

are incorporated in the methodology to configure TFs with special attention to 

the pole estimation. Firstly, the roots of the TF can be constrained to be real. 

These TFs can be easily decomposed into smaller (first order) TFs using partial 

fraction expansion (see Kuo and Golnaraghi (2002) and Young (2011) for a more 

comprehensive text), such as for example the TF of Eq. 3.2. Thus, these higher 

order TFs can be broken down to smaller and easier interpretable systems. This 

TF can also represent the superposition of several linear reservoirs in series, 

parallel or a combination of both. Multiplying the TF of individual components 

represents a serial connection, while the addition of TFs describes a parallel 

configuration. Thus, although a TF appears to be “black box”, it can actually be 

employed to gain insight into the system’s dynamics. They have a credible and 

adaptable analogy with linear reservoirs (e.g. Jakeman et al., 1990). This approach 

also fits into the data-based mechanistic (DBM) modelling philosophy where 

models are identified and calibrated based on data, but are only accepted to be 

useful if they have a legitimate (but sometimes unconventional) physical 

interpretation (e.g. Young, 1993; Young and Beven, 1994; Young et al., 1997; 

Lees, 2000). In fact, many of the popular conceptual models based on linear 

reservoir theory such as Nash (1957), Diskin (1964) and Kulandaiswamy (1964) 

are special cases of a TF as proved earlier (e.g. Spolia and Chander, 1974). Wolfs 

et al. (2013) showed that the original static/dynamic REMULI model (see 

§3.3.3.2) involving volume can also be translated to a TF when combined with 

the continuity equation. On the other hand, the optimization can allow complex 

poles. Since all coefficients in the denominator are real, such poles will come in 

conjugate pairs. These systems are also referred to as “underdamped” systems 

and are often written in the following form (in case of a 2nd order TF with no 

zero): 

 

 
  

  
 

          
             (3.4) 

  
with ωn the natural frequency of oscillation of the TF and ζ the damping factor. 

Note that for ζ ≥ 1, the TF will be characterized by real roots, and decomposition 

into first order systems is possible as explained above. TFs with ζ < 1 have 
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complex (conjugate) roots and the position of these roots in the complex plane 

determines the homogeneous response. If these roots have negative real parts, 

the TF will react stable, otherwise the system’s response will show oscillations 

that diverge. Purely imaginary poles result in sustained oscillations. The sinusoidal 

response of TFs with complex poles, either decaying or diverging, is unlikely to 

occur in real hydrological systems and thus might indicate an overparameterized 

system. Interpreting the system as an arrangement of linear reservoirs is not 

possible. 

The steady state gain G of the TF can be optimized or constrained to unity. A 

steady state gain of unity implies conservation of mass if the input of the TF is a 

flow. The modelling approach and software tool allows using up to three TFs in 

parallel with different input sets to calculate a subflux. As in the S/D-model (see 

§3.3.3.2), such input set can be very flexible and consist of (a combination of) 

water levels, flows and volumes present in the sewer system. Identification of the 

most suitable TF structure (up to three poles and one zero) is done based on the 

Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike, 1974). This criterion provides a general 

measure of model quality by analyzing the goodness of fit versus the model 

complexity (i.e. the number of parameters in the TF). Finally, the TF can be 

combined with the switch on/off-criterion described in §3.3.3.1. This enables the 

TF to imitate discontinuities in predictions (such as when the overflow starts or 

stops spilling abruptly). 

3.3.3.4 Option 4: Artificial neural network 

As discussed in §2.3.1.2, simplified relations with a fixed or rather rigid model 

structure often have difficulties in emulating more complex flow dynamics, such 

as variable backwater effects, pressurized or reverse flows. It is impossible to 

enumerate even the majority of the influential factors of the flow rate. Machine 

learning techniques, however, are very flexible and can actually learn from the 

data provided during configuration. These structures can adapt themselves and 

can therefore often emulate more complex patterns and relationships.  

Therefore, ANNs are also incorporated in the modelling approach for urban 

drainage systems to estimate the flow through subfluxes. More specifically, 

feedforward networks with one hidden layer and a selectable number of hidden 

nodes can be incorporated with up to three inputs sets. These input sets can be 

defined similarly as for the S/D-model (see §3.3.3.2) and TFs (see §3.3.3.3). One 

of the main problems encountered when training ANNs is the risk of overfitting 
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the structure. In such cases, the model succeeds in mimicking the calibration data 

accurately, but fails to generalize adequately and simulating new data yields 

erroneous predictions. Two techniques are incorporated in the methodology and 

accompanying software tool to improve the generalization capability of ANNs. 

As for the ANNs in the developed conceptual modelling framework for river 

systems (§2.3.1.2), networks are by default configured using the early stopping 

technique in the CMD software. This implies that the data of selected calibration 

events is divided randomly into two subsets: a training (80% of the calibration 

data) and a validation set (the remaining 20%). The training set is used to 

optimize the network weights and biases, while the error on the validation set is 

monitored during this training process. If the validation error increases for a 

specified number of iterations, training is stopped. Finally, the performance of 

the ANN can be checked using the independent validation events (often denoted 

as the “test set”). Secondly, the modeller can use ensembles of configured ANNs 

during simulations. This technique averages the output of a selected number of 

ANNs and is particularly effective when the data set is small or noisy. Each ANN 

in such ensemble is configured using newly created training and validation sets 

and different initialized weights and biases. 

ANNs are continuous mathematical models, meaning that they have difficulties 

with modelling discontinuous system behaviour, such as sudden jumps in flow 

predictions. Therefore, ANNs can also employ the switch on/off modules 

described in §3.3.3.1 to determine when flow initiates and ceases. Similarly, an 

additional switch module can be incorporated to limit the flow to a specified 

maximum. In such case, the switch determines whether this maximal value 

should be used as outcome of the flow prediction model, or the simulated value 

of the ANN. Finally, the outcome of the flow module can be constrained to yield 

solely positive or negative values. This mechanism was implemented to emulate 

flap valves. If the ANN predicts a flow in the inhibited direction during 

simulations, the value is reset to zero. Employing these switches and constraints 

permits to focus on non-zero and non-maximum flows entirely during training, 

resulting in more accurate ANNs with fewer hidden nodes. 

3.4 Software 

As for the approach to conceptually model river systems, the methodology 

presented in this chapter is also accompanied by a semi-automatic software tool. 

The software speeds up configuration and guides the modeller through the 
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different model options. The software is also named CMD, but is coded 

separately in MATLAB from the CMD tool for rivers (see §2.5). This facilitates 

maintenance, development and future interfacing or integration with other tools. 

The CMD tool for urban drainage modelling is equipped with an extensive GUI. 

Again, the conceptual model itself is constructed in C programming language due 

to its computational efficiency and straightforward interfacing options. 

The software is constructed around a framework that manages and organizes all 

data in the background. Different GUIs can be invoked from this framework, 

each representing one of the main functions of the software tool. The outcome 

of the GUIs is mutually passed without intervention of the user. Its main 

functions match the different steps of the model configuration process:  

1. The division of the (detailed) sewer network in multiple interconnected 

SCs (see also §3.3.1) 

2. Aggregating connections between these different SCs into so-called 

subfluxes (§3.3.1)  

3. Handling calibration and validation events and data 

4. Identification and calibration of model structures for each defined subflux 

(§3.3.3) 

5. Configuration of model structures and parameters that determine the 

sewer inflow (§3.3.2)  

6. Model assembly and simulation  

The software’s features for each of these functions are briefly described hereafter. 

The first two functions determine the conceptual model topology. For practical 

reasons, these functions are accessed via separate GUIs in the software, but are 

addressed simultaneously in the following text. 

3.4.1 Function 1: Defining the model topology 

The first main function is designed to define the model topology (see also §3.3.1 

for discussion on the model conceptualization and semantics). A sewer network 

of a detailed InfoWorks CS model (or a model configured in different software as 

long as the network file has a similar template) can be imported. Next, a plot is 

shown with all links and the different hydraulic structures and outfalls can be 

identified. Different types of sewer elements can be distinguished, such as storm, 

combined and other systems. This representation of the detailed system allows 

the modeller to allocate nodes to different SCs easily: nodes can be selected by 
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simply drawing polygons using the cursor, or by selecting a node and calculating 

up- and downstream traces. The software identifies such traces based on the up- 

and downstream node definitions of each link. These traces can also be used to 

designate non-allocated nodes automatically to defined SCs. Finally, water level 

boundary nodes can be selected that will be used to estimate the flows during 

simulations. This functionality is crucial to capture the interaction with external 

systems, such as rivers and ponds. Note that the presented approach does not 

aim to simulate these water levels (see also §3.2.1). Figure 3.4 shows the GUI that 

controls the described function for allotting nodes to specific SCs. 

 

Figure 3.4: GUI for dividing the detailed sewer network in subcatchments (SCs). 

Once the detailed network is imported and the different SCs of the conceptual 

model are delineated, the software interprets which SCs are interconnected and 

via what flow paths. Next, the user can merge different flow paths into one 

subflux. Later, a model structure will be identified and calibrated for each subflux 

(see Function 4, §3.4.4). Consequently, merging links leads to a reduced number 

of model structures and parameters, which in turn results in a lower calibration 

effort, a more robust model and a shorter calculation time. Naturally, different 

hydraulic structures, such as weirs, sluices and regular conduits, can also be 

combined in a single subflux since the parameters of these hydraulic structures 

are not directly used in the emulation model structure. As with the delineation of 
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SCs, the level of aggregation depends on the model behaviour and a trade-off 

between the desired accuracy and calculation speed of the final conceptual model. 

3.4.2 Function 2: Manage event data 

After the model topology is specified, data can be imported from databases to 

configure the model structures that emulate the flow through every subflux. 

These databases should be constructed in a spreadsheet format (such as .xls, .xlsx, 

.csv etcetera), contain the names of the variables and associated time series, and 

the time interval. Thus, these databases can be composed easily or even exported 

directly from the InfoWorks software. The flow through the links of all subfluxes 

and inflow of every node in the sewer network are imported. The water levels of 

selected boundary nodes are also loaded. Next, the tool calculates the volume of 

each SC. In case the model topology or database content is altered by the 

modeller and subflux models are already configured, the software automatically 

removes affected calibrated model structures and warns the user. This ensures no 

model anomalies can originate. The associated GUI gives a comprehensive 

overview of the loading process and allows adding, removing or reloading 

different events.  

3.4.3 Function 3: Calibrate subflux flow models 

Once the model topology is set up and the required data are imported, a model 

can be calibrated for each specified subflux. The user can choose from four 

incorporated model structures (fixed flow (§3.3.3.1), piecewise linear S/D model 

(§3.3.3.2), transfer functions (§3.3.3.3) and neural networks (§3.3.3.4)), together 

with additional integrated modules such as binary classification models. The lay-

out and functionality of the GUI change depending on the elected model 

structure, which ensures that the modeller is led efficiently and in a step-wise 

manner through the configuration of the chosen model structure. A separate 

pane was designed to compose the desired input set for the model structure. All 

necessary algorithms to identify and calibrate the most appropriate relationships 

of the elected module and associated parameters are incorporated in the software 

itself, and can be controlled via the GUI. Different events can be selected for 

calibration and validation. After configuration, the emulated flow is shown 

together with the original calibration and validation time series, together with 

calculated goodness-of-fit criteria. Finally, configured neural networks are 

converted into one, two or three dimensional lookup tables (depending on the 

number of inputs). Such low dimensional tables can be visualized easily, thereby 
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allowing the user to assess the extrapolation behaviour and the physical 

soundness of the neural network. In addition, this transformation facilitates the 

efficient incorporation in the final calculation scheme written in C programming 

language. 

3.4.4 Function 4: Sewer inflow modelling 

The GUI to model the sewer inflow can function isolated from the other GUIs. 

The user can import rainfall time series and additional incoming flows, together 

with network characteristics such as the population, defined land uses, surface 

runoff types and associated areas per parcel. The required formats for these data 

are similar as described earlier (§3.4.2) and these files can again be directly 

exported from the InfoWorks software.  

A separate RR model has to be configured for each defined surface runoff type 

(see also §3.3.2). The tool contains a database that organizes all previously saved 

RR models. The modeller can pick one of these configured structures or choose 

to calibrate a new RR model. For the latter, target values have to be imported as 

well since the calibration procedure is data-driven. Finally, the user has to specify 

the dry weather flow per capita.  

Once the user has defined the conceptual model topology, the tool can be applied 

to assemble all RR model structures and corresponding parameters to simulate 

the inflow of each defined SC. The conceptual topology is passed internally to 

map the detailed parcel information onto the defined SCs. The different rainfall 

series and characteristics of the plots (such as the area per runoff surface type) are 

lumped over the entire SC and finally, one inflow series is calculated by the 

software. Note that the implemented approach does not require redefining the 

sewer inflow model if the conceptual topology is altered. Instead, the tool can 

simply aggregate all parcel information according to the newly defined SCs. 

3.4.5 Function 5: Model assembly and running simulations 

Finally, all configured modules can be assembled into one script written in C 

programming language. A GUI provides a clear and comprehensive overview of 

the subfluxes that have already been calibrated, together with additional details 

such as the elected model structure and associated modules, used input set, 

goodness of fit and the time when the structure was last modified. It is also 
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possible to visually inspect the input(s) and subflux model outcome, and compare 

it with the original time series.  

The user can select the precise content of the conceptual model through the 

provided GUI. One can exclude several SCs from the final calculation scheme. 

Relevant flows (such as subfluxes from SCs that are excluded from the model to 

neighbouring SCs that are incorporated in the calculation, or subfluxes that are 

not represented by a model yet) are passed as boundary information to the 

model. This ensures that the model can still be simulated correctly and allows the 

user to inspect error propagation through the model rigorously. Finally, the user 

can specify a desired calculation time step. Note that the TFs are estimated in the 

continuous domain, and its parameters depend on the sampling interval of the 

calibration data (§3.3.3.3). Therefore, these TFs are converted to the discrete 

domain using a zero- or first-order hold method taking the specified time step of 

the final calculation scheme into account. 

Once the model is written, the software compiles the C-script and simulates the 

included events. It is possible to create an automatically generated report which 

lists all variables that are being calculated in the model, together with all boundary 

data and a detailed overview of the model topology. For each calculated variable 

and every simulated event, the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency is calculated by 

comparing the simulated and original time series. 

3.5 Case study 

3.5.1 Study area and events 

The set-up of the conceptual model of the sewer system of the villages Oostakker 

and Sint-Amandsberg, two districts of the city of Ghent in Belgium, is described 

to illustrate the presented modelling approach and software tool. The area covers 

about 2.750 hectares and is highly urbanized (38% impervious area), with a 

population equivalent of 43.626. Around 84% of the system is configured as a 

combined system, 15% storm type and the remaining is of the conveyed sanitary 

type. The area is very flat, with an average slope of 3.5‰. This results in a very 

looped network as illustrated by Figure 3.5a. A detailed InfoWorks CS model was 

available of the examined sewer system. This model was set-up earlier and 

combines detailed information of the catchment area, implemented pump 

settings and controls, and location, geometry and material of the pipes. The 
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network counts in total 6.025 conduits, 182 hydraulic structures (such as pumps, 

weirs, sluices and orifices) and 5.855 manholes. The system releases water to 

receiving water bodies via 39 outfall nodes. Calibration was performed according 

to the guidelines delineated in the Hydronaut procedure, which is a methodology 

that is commonly used to configure hydrodynamic sewer models (Aquafin, 2005). 

 
Figure 3.5: Detailed InfoWorks CS model of the case study area (a) and the 

conceptual model topology (b). 

3.5.2 Conceptual model configuration 

The aim of the conceptual model is to simulate the outgoing discharges (CSOs, 

pumps, etc.) accurately for given rainfall time series with an absolute minimal 

calculation time. Thus, the conceptual model includes a rainfall runoff and sewer 

transport component. Different synthetic storms are simulated in the detailed 

InfoWorks CS model with frequencies of occurrence of 10 (denoted as ‘f10’) and 

7 (‘f07’) times per year, and return periods of 2 (‘t02’), 5 (‘t05’), 10 (‘t10’) and 20 

(‘t20’) years. The simulation results of every element in the network are stored 

every 300 seconds and used to configure the conceptual model. Setting up a 

conceptual model is an iterative procedure (see also §3.2.2), but only the final 

retained configuration is discussed below. 
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3.5.2.1 Conceptual model topology 

The first step in the set-up of the conceptual model is the definition of the 

topology (§3.3.1). Since the objective of the model is a minimal calculation time, 

processes are lumped extensively. Therefore, the entire system was divided in 6 

SCs, as shown in Figure 3.5b. This division was obtained by calculating the 

upstream flow paths of each outfall node using the built-in functions of the 

software, and clustering the nodes of similar paths in a SC. Due to the looped 

character of the detailed network, it was impossible to isolate SCs completely. 

Instead, the identified SCs are linked via multiple flow paths, but the followed 

approach based on upstream trace calculation minimizes the interconnectivity. 

Finally, any remaining nodes were allocated to SCs by investigating the system 

dynamics. Experiments indicated that fewer SCs would aggregate processes on 

too large scales, leading to inaccurate predictions.  

Once the SCs are delineated, the flow paths between the SCs and to outfall nodes 

can be merged to minimize the number of calculation nodes, and thus reduce the 

calibration effort and simulation time. Figure 3.6 shows the 9 different flow paths 

from SC2 to the sewer outfall nodes for the ‘f07’ storm, each represented by a 

line. One of these links is located just downstream of a pumping station that spills 

into the Scheldt River (Figure 3.6b), while the other links represent conduits or 

flap valves that release water gravitationally to the receiving river and have similar 

flows (Figure 3.6a). Naturally, the flow through the pumping station differs 

significantly from the other flow paths, and therefore, this link was isolated from 

the others and modelled in a separate subflux. Because all other flow paths 

behave similarly to each other and it is not necessary to know the precise spatial 

distribution of the sewer outfall discharges, these 8 paths were merged into a 

single subflux. A similar procedure was followed for all other flow paths to 

outfalls. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.6: Aggregation of the flow paths from SC2 to the sewer outfall nodes in 

two subfluxes. Different flow paths with similar discharge series are aggregated in 
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a single subflux (a), while another flow path with distinctive response 

characteristics is modelled in a separate subflux (b). 

Because of the thoughtful demarcation of SCs, the interlinking between the SCs 

in the conceptual model remains limited. Table 3.2 shows the number of flow 

paths between each SC. All flow paths between two SCs were merged into one 

subflux, except the connection between SC1 and SC6, where the flow 

connections were modelled by two subfluxes.  

Table 3.2: Number of flow paths between the different SCs and sewer outfalls, 

together with the corresponding number of defined subfluxes between brackets. 

 SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 Outfalls 

SC1 - 3 (1) 4(1) 9 (1) 0 6 (2) 10 (2) 

SC2 3 (1) - 1 (1) 0 0 0 9 (2) 

SC3 4 (1) 1 (1) - 2 (1) 0 0 2 (2) 

SC4 9 (1) 0 2 (1) - 8 (1) 2 (1) 9 (1) 

SC5 0 0 0 8 (1) - 1 (1) 9 (1) 

SC6 6 (2) 0 0 2 (1) 1 (1) - 3 (1) 

Outfalls 10 (2) 9 (2) 2 (2) 9 (1) 9 (1) 3 (1) - 

 
Finally, the flow through one of the outfalls of SC6 was significantly influenced 

by the water level of the receiving river. Therefore, this water level was 

incorporated as boundary condition in the conceptual model. The sewer model 

can later on be interfaced with a river model that estimates this water level, and 

thereby model the sewer-river interactions. 

3.5.2.2 Model structures and parameters 

After definition of the conceptual model topology, the identified subfluxes can be 

calibrated. Each subflux is modelled individually. The four incorporated model 

structures are described in §3.3.3. The following text briefly describes the 

configuration of four selected subfluxes to illustrate the functioning of each 

model structure. Other subfluxes were configured similarly. The events ‘f07’, ‘t02’ 

and ‘t20’ were used for calibration, and ‘f10’, ‘t05’ and ‘t10’ for validation. 

A piecewise linear S/D model (§3.3.3.2) was set-up to emulate the earlier 

identified subflux from SC2 to one of the outfalls that represents a pumping 

station (see §3.5.2.1 and Figure 3.6b). The detailed InfoWorks CS model 
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incorporates a vertical sluice, orifice and pump in series to mimic the settings of 

this pumping station. The volume of SC2 was elected as input for the static 

model. It is clear that the pumping rate is closely related to this storage, and even 

no hysteretic behaviour can be noticed (see Figure 3.7a). Therefore, it was not 

necessary to incorporate the optional dynamic component. Note that the 

identified static relationship is extrapolated linearly beyond the calibration range. 

Thus, the modeller can also estimate the extrapolation behaviour of the 

relationship during calibration. The simulation results of this model structure in 

offline mode (i.e. the inputs are copied from the calibration data set and not yet 

simulated by the conceptual model itself) are shown in Figure 3.7b for the event 

‘f07’. Naturally, the rapid oscillations are not captured by the simplified static 

model because it ignores the non-univocal behaviour around the very steep 

upward part of the static model, but this is also not the aim of the model. Instead, 

the conceptual model follows an averaged trend through the rapidly fluctuating 

flow of the detailed InfoWorks CS model and reacts more stable. The higher 

flows are also captured accurately. 

  
(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 
Figure 3.7: Different configured model structures and calibration results for 

selected subfluxes. (a) Static model of subflux “SC2-b”. (b) Calibration result of 

the static model of subflux “SC2-b” for event ‘f07’. (c) Neural network (ANN) of 

subflux “SC4-SC5-a”. (d) Calibration result of the ANN of subflux “SC4-SC5-a” 

for event ‘t05’. 
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Next, an ANN (§3.3.3.4) was configured that mimics the subflux between SC4 to 

SC5, which is the aggregation of 8 different flow paths. The flow is heavily 

influenced by backwater effects and the flow direction changes abruptly during 

simulations with the detailed InfoWorks CS model. ANNs are ideally suited to 

capture such complex flow dynamics. The volumes of SC4 and SC5 were chosen 

as inputs, since these will arguably form the main drivers of the flow. First, a 

simple switch on/off criterion was calibrated based on the volume of SC4 that 

determines whether flow should be initiated or not (§3.3.3.1). Next, a neural 

network with 10 hidden nodes was trained using early stopping and transformed 

to the grid shown in Figure 3.7c. This conversion allows the user to visually 

inspect the outcome of the model for values outside the calibration range, and 

thus assess the extrapolation capability. During simulations with the conceptual 

model, input values outside of the lookup table are mapped to the closest point 

on the grid to control extrapolation. Figure 3.7d shows the almost perfect match 

with the calibration results for the ‘t05’ event. 

A subflux from SC3 to one of sewer outfalls is modelled in the detailed 

InfoWorks CS model by a simple pump with a constant flow rate. Naturally, a 

fixed flow module (§3.3.3.1) was configured to imitate the flow through this 

pump. A switch on/off criterion that depends on the stored mass of water in SC3 

managed to reproduce the operation of the pump accurately, and thus it was 

superfluous to incorporate the more advanced binary classification neural 

network module. The calibration result and original series for event ‘t05’ are 

presented in Figure 3.8a.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.8: Different configured model structures and calibration results for 

selected subfluxes. (a) Calibration result of the fixed flow module of subflux 

“SC3-a” for event ‘t05’. (b) Calibration result of the transfer function (TF) 

module of subflux “SC4-a” for event ‘t05’. 
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A TF model (§3.3.3.3) was identified and calibrated to emulate a subflux from 

SC4 to sewer outfalls. All flows from neighbouring SCs (defined positive towards 

SC4) were summed together with the incoming flow due to runoff and other 

inflow hydrographs to form the input of the TF. Different TF orders were 

calibrated, and finally a TF with a single pole and zero was retained. This TF was 

selected by comparing its Akaike Information Criterion and Nash Sutcliffe 

efficiencies with alternative TFs. The TF is characterized by a recession constant 

of 4196 s and has no additional delay, which corresponds with the centre of 

gravity shift of the incoming and outgoing flow hydrographs. Again, the good 

agreement between the TF module and detailed InfoWorks CS simulations 

results can be noticed in Figure 3.8b. 

After the subflux models were configured, the Qnode inflow model was set-up. 

The Qnode inflow model combines the rainfall runoff (RR) of the catchment 

with dry weather flow (DWF) and other selected inflow hydrographs. A constant 

DWF, equal to the average of the flow in the InfoWorks CS model, is applied in 

the conceptual model. Incorporating the precise time variation of the DWF is 

unnecessary, since this only has a negligible effect on the magnitude of the 

overflow fluxes. The conceptual model mimics this RR module of the available 

detailed InfoWorks CS model. This model contains 4 different surface runoff 

types (see also §3.3.2), and consequently, a separate TF was identified and 

calibrated based on simulation results of the detailed models for each such runoff 

type. Finally, the different events were simulated and the inflow for each defined 

SC was calculated. The Nash Sutcliffe efficiencies of those simulations all surpass 

99% when compared to the simulation results of the detailed models. 

3.5.3 Model accuracy 

The configured conceptual model was then used to simulate all six investigated 

events. It is impossible to evaluate the model’s performance of all calculation 

nodes due to the extensiveness of the model. Instead, the simulated volumes of 

the identified SCs and the overflow fluxes are compared to the simulation results 

of the detailed InfoWorks CS model. The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE, Nash 

and Sutcliffe, 1970) is calculated for every selected flow and volume (see Eq. 2.7). 

An NSE-value of unity indicates a perfect fit. Table 3.3 shows the obtained NSE-

values for all SCs. All events with larger return periods are emulated accurately, 

with NSE-values ranging from 0.82 to 1, and an average value of 0.95 for events 

with a return period of 2 years and more. For events with higher frequency of 

occurrence, the conceptual model results deviate somewhat from the results of 
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the detailed model, with NSE-values of a single SC dropping to around 0.6. This 

can be expected however, since the optimization techniques focus more on the 

events with larger return periods during model set-up. In addition, SC3 is 

characterized by smaller volumes, and is consequently also more sensitive to 

deviations. Even then, the peak volumes are estimated accurately (Figure 3.9a). 

These peak volumes are the main drivers for the sewer overflow fluxes. Since this 

case study primarily aims at predicting these overflow fluxes accurately, it is 

especially important to capture the peak volumes in the SCs correctly. To 

improve the prediction of storms with higher frequency, additional calibration 

events can be incorporated with lower flows, or an alternative objective function 

could be selected that penalizes prediction errors on high flows less. 

Table 3.3: Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencies expressing the fit of the simulated volumes 

in the conceptual model to the results of the detailed InfoWorks CS model for all 

defined SCs and events (‘C’ and ‘V’ indicate calibration and validation events 

respectively). 

 f10 (V) f07 (C) t02 (C) t05 (V) t10 (V) t20 (C) 

SC1 0,97 0,98 0,90 0,93 0,94 0,95 

SC2 0,96 0,96 0,94 0,93 0,94 0,93 

SC3 0,61 0,67 0,90 0,92 0,92 0,92 

SC4 0,75 0,81 0,98 0,97 0,97 0,97 

SC5 0,97 0,98 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 

SC6 0,99 1,00 0,98 1,00 1,00 1,00 

 
Table 3.4 shows the NSE-values of all subfluxes leading to sewer outfalls. In 

addition, the relative volume error (∆) is listed of the cumulated flow of the 

simulation results of the conceptual model compared to the results of the detailed 

InfoWorks CS model, together with the simulated spilled volume of the 

InfoWorks CS results (∆’). 
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Table 3.4: NSE-values indicating the fit of all subfluxes in the conceptual model 

leading to sewer outfalls to the results of the InfoWorks CS model for all events 

(‘C’ and ‘V’ indicate calibration and validation events respectively). The relative 

difference (∆) of the cumulated flows of the conceptual model and the detailed 

model are shown, together with the spilled volume in the detailed model (∆’). 

  f10 (V) f07 (C) t02 (C) t05 (V) t10 (V) t20 (C) 

SC1 – a 

NSE  0,97 0,98 0,99 0,99 0,99 0,99 

∆ -3%  4%  3%  3%  3%  3% 

 ∆’ 18.423 19.368 59.468 73.913 85.453 97.045 

SC1 – b 

NSE 0,95 0,95 0,94 0,94 0,93 0,90 

∆ 0%  -1%  -2%  -2%  -2%  -2% 

 ∆’ 148.823 156.523 217.381 223.315 227.529 231.032 

SC2 – a 

NSE 0,79 0,85 0,98 0,97 0,98 0,98 

∆ -61%  -49%  -11%  -9%  -8%  -6% 

 ∆’ 419 645 3.677 4.897 5.820 6.781 

SC2 – b 

NSE 0,80 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,79 0,78 

∆ -1%  -1%  -1%  -1%  -1%  -1% 

 ∆’ 12.371 12.925 14.077 14.112 14.139 14.160 

SC3 – a 

NSE 0,55 0,50 0,24 0,34 0,34 0,34 

∆ 0%  1%  1%  0%  0%  0% 

 ∆’ 31.113 32.068 39.729 40.317 40.300 40.365 

SC3 – b 

NSE 1,00 1,00 0,98 0,99 0,99 0,98 

∆ 0% 0% 1% 3% 2% 1% 

 ∆’ 0 0 5.313 6.792 8.248 9.718 

SC4 – a 

NSE 0,96 0,97 0,99 1,00 1,00 0,99 

∆ 2%  2%  -1%  -2%  -2%  -1% 

 ∆’ 31.552 35.564 71.043 79.708 86.189 92.558 

SC5 – a 

NSE 0,99 0,99 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 

∆ 0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0% 

 ∆’ 47.719 55.458 112.107 126.340 137.117 148.068 

SC6 – a 

NSE 0,84 0,84 0,87 0,90 0,91 0,94 

∆ 2%  1%  -6%  -4%  -3%  -1% 

 ∆’ -25.890 -24.714 -14.991 -11.861 -9.479 -7.072 
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Most NSE-values surpass 0.9, indicating a good fit. The predictions of subflux 

“SC3-a” have clearly inferior NSE-values compared to the other flows. This 

subflux represents a pump with a fixed discharge. Although the conceptual model 

manages to simulate the cumulated flow very accurately (with a relative error of 

maximum 1%, see Table 3.4) and imitate the on and off switching of the pumps 

reasonably well (see Figure 3.9c), the NSE-values vary between merely 0.24 and 

0.55. The flows of subfluxes “SC2-b” (see also Figure 3.7a and b) and “SC6-a” 

show rapid fluctuations in the simulation results of the detailed InfoWorks CS 

model. The conceptual model does not emulate these fast oscillations, but yields 

more damped and averaged flows (see also Figure 3.9d). Again, this results in 

lower NSE-values, while the cumulated flows show only minor deviations from 

the simulation results of the detailed model. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.9: Simulated volume of SC1 (a) and flows in the detailed and conceptual 

model for subfluxes “SC1-b” (b), “SC3-a” (c) and “SC6-a” (d) for the event ‘t02’. 

The conceptual model has a calculation time of merely 2∙10-3 s for a two-day 

event with a time step of 60 s using a single core of an i7 processor clocked at 

3.40 GHz. This is almost 106 times faster than the detailed InfoWorks CS model, 

which takes approximately 30 minutes to simulate the same event and uses 

multiple cores. Due to this vast speed gain, the conceptual model can be 

employed in numerous applications requiring a short calculation time. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

This chapter presents a novel conceptual modelling methodology for sewer 

hydraulic computations. It was designed to address the requirements for present 

and future urban water management outlined in §1.2.1, and reasons from the 

same principles and modular approach as the developed methodology to 

conceptually model rivers (Chapter 2). The main differences with the approach 

for rivers presented in the previous chapter are (1) a modified conceptual model 

topology, (2) only flows and volumes are modelled, hence water levels and gate 

levels are not simulated, (3) different model structures are employed to calculate 

flows and (4) the inflow into the sewer system is also incorporated in the 

methodology. These changes ensure that the modelling approach is tailored to 

modelling urban drainage systems, and can deal with the complex and fast 

dynamics often encountered in sewers, such as pressurized and reverse flows, and 

variable backwater effects. The novel methodology is highly flexible and 

computationally very efficient. Processes can be lumped on different scales, 

making it possible to focus only on the dominating ones that are relevant for the 

intended application. The modular design allows picking and combining various 

incorporated model structures in a mechanistic setting. The different model 

elements are combined in an adaptable calculation scheme programmed in C 

language, and can therefore be integrated easily with other modules. 

An extensive and semi-automatic software tool (Conceptual Model Developer, 

CMD) was developed that guides the user through the configuration process in a 

step-wise manner. The tool is coded completely separately from the CMD tool 

presented in Chapter 2 (§2.5). It is equipped with several GUIs to enhance user-

friendliness. A close integration with the InfoWorks CS software was foreseen, 

although the tool can handle spreadsheet data as well, making it compatible with 

virtually all software packages or measurement data sets. 

To illustrate the presented modelling approach and accompanying software tool, 

simulation results of a detailed full hydrodynamic InfoWorks CS model were used 

to set up a conceptual model of the sewer system of part of the city of Ghent in 

Belgium. The simplified model emulates the CSO results of the detailed model 

accurately, which was the objective of the study, while the calculation time is 

reduced by more than 106 times compared to the original detailed model. 
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4 Lumped floodplain modelling 

using Takagi-Sugeno models 

4.1 Introduction 

Accurate and fast simulation models of river floodplains play an essential role in 

many water management applications and decision making, as floodplains exhibit 

a significant influence on the flow routing and floods are often the subject of the 

research itself. For instance, inundation depths and flood extents are regularly 

linked to damage functions (e.g. Jonkman et al., 2008), enabling the optimization 

of cost-effective water management strategies.  

Simulating floods using simplified relationships with computationally efficient 

models can be very challenging due to the complex river-floodplain interactions, 

and the mutual interplay between floodplains themselves. This chapter presents 

an extension to the conceptual modelling approach for rivers presented in 

Chapter 2 and is specifically aimed at emulating such complex floods. The 

methodology combines state-of-the-art Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference Systems 

(ANFIS) of the Takagi-Sugeno type with two different approaches to smooth 

target values and ensure proper ANFIS training: assuming that the target training 

values follow a stochastic evolution described by a generalized random walk 

model, or by simply constraining target values. This combination of techniques 

results in a very powerful emulation model. The approach can be integrated in 

the earlier presented modelling approach for rivers and floodplains if desired, but 

is also compatible with other river models and functions as a separate module. 

 4 
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This research is presented as a separate chapter, since it is not included in the 

CMD software to conceptualize rivers and floodplains (see §2.5). We deliberately 

choose not to incorporate this approach in the CMD tool, since it uses advanced 

and more complex model structures and algorithms that require very specialized 

expert-knowledge for proper usage. The CMD software, in contrary, is also 

designed for non-expert users in data-driven modelling. Secondly, the model 

structures incorporated in the CMD tool succeed in emulating the floods 

accurately in the vast majority of situations. However, the approach presented in 

this study provides a powerful tool to emulate more complex flows and floods 

with enhanced accuracy, and is therefore a valuable extension to the earlier 

presented methodology.   

The next section of this chapter provides a detailed overview of the fuzzy logic 

techniques used in this study. Section 4.3 presents the methodology to simulate 

the flow from and to floodplains, and water levels in flooded areas. A simple set 

of equations is formulated based on water level differences, thereby ensuring that 

the driving forces of the flow are incorporated in the model. A discharge 

coefficient is then approximated by an ANFIS model that relies on water levels in 

the river and/or floodplain. The training values are smoothed before ANFIS 

training to avoid that the training values diverge to infinity for very small water 

level differences. This smoothing can be performed by assuming that the 

coefficients follow a generalized random walk model, or by constraining the 

target values to a specified range. In addition, a second and completely 

independent approach is elaborated based on fixed weir equations that are 

optimized using simulation results of detailed hydrodynamic models. This 

approach is a simplified version of the methodology presented in Chapter 2 

(using weir equations as model structures) and included to compare the use of 

fixed weir equations with the newly developed approach using ANFIS models. 

Both approaches were tested on four floodplains along the Dender River. Section 

4.4 presents the case study area and available data in detail, while the results are 

discussed in Section 4.5. 

This chapter is based on the following publication: 

WOLFS, V., WILLEMS, P. (2013). A DATA DRIVEN APPROACH USING TAKAGI-

SUGENO MODELS FOR COMPUTATIONALLY EFFICIENT LUMPED FLOODPLAIN 

MODELING. JOURNAL OF HYDROLOGY 503, PP. 222-232. 
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4.2 Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy inference systems (FIS) are non-linear modelling approaches that map an 

input space to an output space using a set of fuzzy “If-Then rules”. The classical 

notion of binary membership in a set has been modified to include partial 

membership ranging from 0 to 1 (Zadeh, 1965), hereby creating fuzzy sets with 

imprecise boundaries. Therefore, uncertainties inherent in the system can be 

reckoned with.  

The IF-THEN rule statements are used to formulate the conditional statements 

that comprise fuzzy logic, e.g. “IF antecedent proposition, THEN consequent 

proposition”. Depending on the structure of the consequent, the following two 

types of fuzzy systems can be distinguished: linguistic (Mamdani Type) (Zadeh, 

1973; Mamdani 1977) and Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy models (Takagi and Sugeno, 

1985; Sugeno and Kang, 1988). The first group has fuzzy sets in both the 

antecedent and consequent proposition, whereas TS models have crisp output 

functions of the input. Considering their simplicity and efficiency, first-order TS 

models are employed in this work.  

4.2.1 Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy inference system 

The process of formulating the mapping from a given input to an output using 

fuzzy logic is called fuzzy inference (Jang, 1993). Characteristics of input data are 

allocated to input membership functions, input membership functions to rules, 

rules to a set of output characteristics and output characteristics to a single-valued 

output (Jang et al., 2002).  

In the first-order TS fuzzy systems, the rule consequent forms a first order 

polynomial of the input variables x: 

                               
                   (4.1) 

 

where x  Rp is a premise part, yi  R is the consequent of the ith rule and M is 

the number of rules. In the consequent, ai is the parameter vector and bi the 

scalar offset. The terms Ai in the antecedents of the rules represent fuzzy sets 

(Zadeh, 1965) which are used to partition the input space into overlapping 

regions. Each multivariate fuzzy set Ai of the ith rule is defined by the degree of 

fulfillment (DOF,   ) of the ith rule, which is in this study evaluated using a t-

norm (Piegat, 2001; Zimmerman, 2001), such as the algebraic product:  
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 (4.2) 

 
where xj is the jth input variable in the p dimensional input data space, and μij the 

membership degree of xj to the fuzzy set describing the jth premise part of the ith 

rule. This evaluation is also known as the “AND fuzzy operator” with the 

“product method”. Several types of membership functions of the fuzzy sets in 

the antecedents of the rules are examined later on in this study. 

For the input x the total output y of the TS model is computed by aggregating the 

individual rules contributions: 

            

 

   
 (4.3) 

 
where ui is the normalized DOF of the antecedent clause of the ith rule: 

      
     

        
    

 (4.4) 

 

4.2.2 Generation of TS fuzzy model 

TS fuzzy models can be built using several identification methods. The 

computation of the antecedent membership functions using Grid Partitioning 

(GP) is widely used. Alternatively, fuzzy clustering techniques can be employed, 

which divide the data space into fuzzy clusters. Such methods generate a Fuzzy 

Inference System (FIS) with the minimum number of rules required to 

distinguish the fuzzy qualities associated with each of the clusters. Both 

antecedent identification techniques are described and applied in this study. Next, 

the consequent parameters can be computed by solving a linear least squares 

problem. 

4.2.2.1 Identification of the antecedent membership functions 

a. Grid Partitioning 

This method proposes independent partitions of each antecedent variable (Jang, 

1993). Using prior knowledge and experience, the modeller can define the 

membership functions of all antecedent variables. However, the division into the 

different partitions is often impeded due to the lack of knowledge.  Therefore, 
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the domains of the antecedents are simply divided in homogeneously spaced and 

equally shaped membership functions. If input-output data is available, the 

location of these membership functions can be optimized. A major drawback is 

that the membership functions for every variable are constructed independently 

of each other. Therefore, relationships between the variables are ignored. 

Secondly, grid partitioning generates rules by enumerating all possible 

combinations of membership functions of all inputs. This leads to an 

exponentially increasing number of rules with increasing number of inputs. 

b. Subtractive Clustering 

Clustering is a popular unsupervised pattern classification technique which 

partitions the input space into C regions based on similarity or dissimilarity 

metrics (Jain and Dubes, 1988). Various methods have been described in 

literature, such as mountain clustering (Yager and Filev, 1994), subtractive 

clustering (Chiu, 1994) and fuzzy C-means clustering (Bezdek, 1973). In this 

study the subtractive clustering (SClust) technique is applied, which is an 

extension of the mountain clustering method.  

First, data points are mapped into a unit hyperbox based on their minimum and 

maximum value. Each data point xj  Rp of a set of N points is a candidate for 

cluster centers. A density measure Dj is calculated based on the location of the data 

point with respect to all other data points: 

         
       

 

       
 

 

   
 (4.5) 

 

with ra a positive constant called cluster radius and     the Euclidean distance. The 

density measure increases when more data points are closer. The data point 

having the largest density measure, denoted by DC1, is chosen as first cluster 

center xC1. Next, the density measure of all other points is recalculated as follows: 

     
        

          
        

 

       
  (4.6) 

 
with rb = η∙ra the radius defining the neighborhood that will have measurable 

reductions in density measure, and η a positive constant, denoted as squash factor. 
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Again, the data point with the largest measure density DC2 is taken to be the next 

cluster center xC2, if 

           (4.7) 
 

with    the accept ratio. The data point is still considered as cluster center xC2 if the 

following condition holds, even if the first condition (Eq. 4.7) failed: 

    

  
 

   

   
   (4.8) 

 
with dmin the minimal distance between xC2 and the previous cluster center. This 

process will be repeated to obtain new cluster centers. If a potential cluster center 

does not meet the above described conditions, it is rejected. The density measure 

of that data point is then set to zero and the one with the next largest density 

measure is selected and re-tested. The clustering ends if the following condition 

holds: 

           (4.9) 
 

with   the reject ratio. Each cluster center is considered as a fuzzy rule (Chiu, 

1994). The DOF μi of input x to rule i is calculated in terms of the distance to the 

defined cluster centers: 

         
       

 

         (4.10) 

 
4.2.2.2 Computing the consequent parameters 

Finally, the linear consequent parameters ai and bi of each rule i can be estimated 

simultaneously solving a least squares problem (Babuška, 1998).  For a set of N 

data points, and a system with M rules, the problem has the following form:  

 

  

 
  

   
(4.11) 
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with yk the outcome of the consequent part for the kth data point, xj(k) the value 

of the jth variable in the kth data point, ui the basis function defined in Eq. 4.4  

for i = 1,…,M and ai,j and bi the consequent parameters defined in Eq. 4.1 for j = 

1,…, p with p the dimension of input x. 

4.3 Methodology 

As described in the introduction, the aim of the proposed methodology is dual: 

creating a model that can emulate the flow rate between river and floodplain on 

the one hand and the level in the floodplain on the other hand, based on the 

water level in the river. The model is derived from time series data of flows and 

water levels in the river and the floodplain for a number of flood events. The 

following paragraphs elaborate on the two main goals of the model, namely 

approximating the flow and stage in the floodplain. Finally, the model’s 

calculation schemes are shown. 

4.3.1 Calculation of the flow 

In order to have great generalization ability and to enhance interpretability, it is of 

paramount importance that the model is based on physical principles. The 

overbank or dike overtopping flow near a floodplain is highly similar to the flow 

over a weir. The simplest variant of the equations to calculate the flow over a 

weir is given by: 

           (4.12) 
 
with c a coefficient of discharge, b the weir opening width and H the head above 

the crest level. It is endemic to this strong simplification that multiple distinct 

mechanisms operating over a wide range of time and length scales are not 

captured accurately (Stewart et al., 1999). The irregular roughness and shape of 

the embankment for instance will have a significant impact on the calculated 

discharge. With augmenting level, the width of the overtopping is likely to 

increase. Additionally, as the stages in the river and the floodplain converge, the 

free flow can be altered into a reduced drowned flow. To take this latter issue 

into account, Brater and King (1976) proposed the following factor: 

        
  

  
 
   

 

     

 (4.13) 
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with H1 and H2 respectively the upstream and downstream head above the weir 

crest and Q the discharge over the weir that would be obtained in free flow 

conditions at head H1. Similar relationships can be found in literature (e.g. 

Rössert, 1964; Innovyze, 2013).  

Furthermore, it is likely that the influencing factors of the flow will show 

different behaviour for flow from the river to the floodplain and contrariwise. 

Therefore, the data is divided into two sets based on the stages: one series 

containing all data with stages in the river surpassing those in the floodplain, and 

a second series for the opposite case. A model will be built for each of both 

acquired sets. First, models with a rigid form are discussed. Because of the great 

number of influencing factors, more flexible and sophisticated models using 

ANFIS are examined as well. 

4.3.1.1 Rigid formulation 

The following set of equations was employed in this research, adopted from 

Innovyze’s hydrodynamic software InfoWorks RS, to calculate the flow over 

certain hydraulic structures (Innovyze, 2013): 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                              

                  
          

    

                                                 

                                                                                            

                
          

    

                                                 

  (4.14) 

 
with hr and hFP the water levels in the river and floodplain respectively, hd the dike 

level, C1 and C2 constant coefficients and m1 and m2 modular limits. This type of 

equations in particular is well-suited to calculate flows over broad crested weirs 

with rectangular throats, or weirs with a parabolic or triangular control section 

(Innovyze, 2013). By allocating different coefficients to flow going from the river 

to the floodplain and vice versa, the equations have greater ability to adapt to the 

presented time series. The coefficients were optimized using a MATLAB built-in 

interior-point algorithm (see Byrd et al., 2000). A value of 18.25 m was chosen for 

hd, which is equal to the maximum water level in the floodplain or river 

corresponding to the minimum non-zero flow between river and floodplain. 
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4.3.1.2 ANFIS approach 

The second methodology reasons from a different, more transparent set of 

equations:  

 
 
 

 
 

                                                                           

                                                 

                                               

                                               

                    
                         

  (4.15) 

 
Again, the second and third equations represent flow from the river to the 

floodplain, the last two the opposite. To reduce the range of parameters C1 and 

C2, the difference of stages in river and floodplain is used when both surpass the 

dike level. Both set-ups imply that the latter two parameters should account for 

all factors affecting the flow, including varying width, roughness, flow conditions 

(e.g. free versus drowned), etc. Soft computing techniques, such as ANFIS, are 

due to their flexibility and learning ability likely well qualified for approximating 

these coefficients. During the model structure identification and training of 

ANFIS, target values must be presented. These values can be obtained by simply 

dividing the observed flow rates by the predicted flow rates (Eq. 4.15) for all n 

time steps: 

   
           

            
                   (4.16) 

 
However, this simple approach induces values striving to infinity for calculated 

flows around zero. Such target values encumber proper ANFIS training. 

Therefore, a pre-processing procedure is compulsory. A plausible approach is the 

assumption that the coefficients C show a stochastic evolution described by a 

generalized random walk process (Jakeman and Young, 1981), such as a Random 

Walk, Integrated Random Walk, autoregressive process, Smoothed Random 

Walk, etc. Hence, the sought coefficient is a time varying parameter that can be 

estimated via the following dynamic linear regression: 

                                                   (4.17) 
 
where ei is an irregular component, normally defined for analytical convenience as 

a serially uncorrelated and normally distributed Gaussian sequence with zero 
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mean. The calculated flow obtained via Eq. 4.15 acts as an exogenous regression 

parameter. The Captain Toolbox (Taylor et al., 2007; Young et al., 2007) for 

MATLAB provides various functions for extensive time varying parameter 

analyses (e.g. Young et al., 2001). Depending on the chosen generalized random 

walk process, the acquired coefficients will follow a smoother course, obviating 

leaps towards infinity. However, incautious process association or improper use 

of the available tools can deliver erroneous estimations and impose trends to the 

target values of the ANFIS, yielding inaccurate results. For that reason, this study 

advocates a much simpler yet efficient approach, by constraining the target values 

obtained via Eq. 4.16: all values surpassing a certain threshold (e.g. the median of 

the retrieved values multiplied by a chosen factor) are removed prior to ANFIS 

identification and training. This ensures that the ANFIS construction focuses on 

most data points instead of some outliers. In addition, rescaling the input-output 

space to a unit hyperbox is possible as often proposed (e.g. Vernieuwe et al., 

2006). 

Two ANFIS models will be built to approximate C1 and C2 separately, denoted as 

‘ANFIS1’ and ‘ANFIS2’ respectively. The most relevant inputs for the ANFIS 

are unknown, but it seems reasonable to relate the coefficients C to the stages in 

the river and floodplain. Therefore, ANFIS are built with two different input sets: 

ANFIS1 with one input (hriver-hd) and two inputs (hriver-hd and (hFP-hd)/(hriver-hd)), and 

ANFIS2 with one input (hFP-hd) and two inputs (hFP-hd and (hriver-hd)/(hFP-hd)). This 

set-up is closely related to the aforementioned theory (see Eq. 4.13), but allows 

for capturing other dynamics than submerged flow as well. The two identification 

techniques discussed earlier, namely grid partitioning and subtractive clustering 

are examined. The obtained ANFIS will be trained via a hybrid learning 

algorithm. 

4.3.2 Calculation of the stage in the floodplain 

The water level in the floodplain is calculated via a stage-volume relationship 

(denoted as hypsometric curve; see also §2.3.3.1). The hypsometric curve itself is 

determined via retrieved stage-volume couples from simulation results and 

parameterized by means of a simple univocal piecewise-linear relationship.  

For larger floods, one can follow a different approach to increase accuracy and 

robustness. When the water level in the river exceeds a certain threshold, the 

water level in an adjacent floodplain often becomes linearly correlated or even 

equal to that of the river. The floodplains and river seem to merge into one 
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channel. Figure 4.1 shows water levels of the Dender river (hriver) and a 

neighbouring floodplain (hFP) acquired via simulations with a full hydrodynamic 

model. One can clearly notice the univocal relationship between both water levels 

(further denoted in the text as an ‘H-H relationship’)  that surpass 18.5 m. Hence, 

for larger floods, the water level in the floodplain can directly be linked to that in 

the river, without the need of calculating the flow rate. However, knowledge of 

the discharge between river and floodplain at all times is important for most 

hydrodynamic river models. For such cases, the discharge can be estimated via 

the inverse hypsometric curve and the volume at the previous time step. 

 
Figure 4.1: Water levels of the river (hriver) and contiguous floodplain (hFP) 

obtained using simulations with a full hydrodynamic model. The parameters of 

the linear regression curve (H-H relationship) are shown for river water levels 

exceeding 18.5 m, together with their 95% confidence intervals. 

4.3.3 Calculation schemes 

The above methodology leads to two different calculation schemes, shown 

schematically in Figure 4.2. For each time step, one of the two schemes is 

executed. Note that the second calculation scheme can only be followed if the 

stages in river and floodplain exhibit an (approximate) univocal relationship for 

certain stages (e.g. Figure 4.1).  
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Figure 4.2: Schematic overview of the two calculation schemes. 

The water level in the river hriver comes in this study from a full hydrodynamic 

MIKE model. In practice, it can be a measured water level, or a simulated value 

from another model that is likely affected by the flow between the river and the 

considered floodplain. If the stage in the river does not exceed the specified 

threshold value, the first scheme is followed. In this case, Eq. 4.14 or 4.15 are 

used to calculate the discharge. Next, the discrete continuity equation is used to 

calculate the volume in the floodplain, which in turn leads to a water level 

estimate via the hypsometric curve. Scheme 2 on the other hand determines the 

stage in the floodplain directly through the H-H relationship. If desired, the flow 

between the river and the floodplain can be rated via the continuity equation. 

4.4 Study area 

The modelling approach will be tested on four floodplains (denoted as ‘FP 1 – 4’) 

located along the navigable river Dender in Belgium. The four floodplains are 

situated near the city of Geraardsbergen. Their sizes vary between 4 and 104 ha. 

Floods ravage the area regularly: larger historical floods occurred in 1993, 1995, 

1999, 2002 and 2010. Whereas the average discharge at the upstream gauging 

station of Overboelare is 5 m³/s, the discharge rose to more than 100 m³/s 

during the flood of November 2010. 

Due to the scarcity of accurate measurement data, simulation results from a 

detailed, one-dimensional full hydrodynamic MIKE11 model were used. 

Floodplains were incorporated in a quasi 2D setting to reduce calculation costs 

(Willems et al., 2002; Willems, 2013a): they are described as a network of 
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fictitious river branches and spills connected to the main river. The model was 

built using two dimensional spatial information of the floodplain’s topography, 

and measurements of water levels and flows (Figure 4.3). 

  

Figure 4.3: (Left) Topographic map of the city of Geraardsbergen and the 

Dender river. The cross sections of the hydrodynamic model of the four 

modelled floodplains (FP 1 – 4) cover the shaded areas. (Right) The flooded are 

of the storm of November 2010 (dashed orange) versus the modelled flooded 

area (area shaded in blue). 

After calibration and validation of the MIKE11 model for historical flood 

periods, simulations were also conducted for synthetic runoff events. These 

represent input hydrographs for given return periods. See Vaes et al. (2000), 

Willems et al. (2002) and Willems (2013) for more details on these synthetic 

events and the simulations. 

Simulation results of three events, each lasting around one month, were 

employed in this study. The results were saved on a 10-minute base, resulting in 

4320 time samples for each event. The data used to identify and train the ANFIS 

consists of the MIKE11 synthetic event simulation results for a return period of 

100 years (denoted as ‘event1’). This event led to a flood in all four floodplains. 

The reason for selecting a complete event as input is to include all different 

overflow conditions, which should result in a more robust model. Simulation 

results of the historical storm of November 2010 (‘event2’) were used as checking 
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data to prevent overfitting of the ANFIS, while results of the synthetic design 

storm with a return period of 25 years (‘event3’) were employed as (independent) 

testing data. In this study, the acquired simulation results of stages along the river 

and the floodplain are averaged over the calculation nodes for simplicity, so only 

one stage in river and one in the floodplain are retained. Accordingly, the 

discharges over all spills between the river and the floodplain are cumulated, 

resulting in one time series of flow data. 

4.5 Results and discussion 

The model performance is evaluated by means of the following indices: 

(i) The criterion of Nash and Sutcliffe (1970) (NSE): see Eq. 2.7 

 
(ii) The root mean square error (RMSE): 

       
                            

 
   

 
 (4.18) 

 
(iii) The bias (B): 

   
           

          

 (4.19) 

 
(iv) The mean absolute error (MAE): 

     
                           

 
   

 
 (4.20) 

 
with Yobserved,i the value of the full hydrodynamic simulation result of parameter Y 

for time i, Ypredicted,i the outcome of the model for time i,    the average of 

parameter Y over all time steps and n the number of time steps. Only data points 

are considered of time steps with Qobserved different from zero, hence the beginning 

and ending of the simulation, when there is no flooding, are not taken into 

account. 
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4.5.1 Evaluation rigid formulation approach 

First, the performance of Eq. 4.14 is investigated for modelling FP1. 

Optimization with the data of event 1 yielded values of 230.62 and 35.87 for C1 

and C2 respectively, and 0.95 and 0.57 for m1 and m2. The statistical performances 

of the flow and the stage in the floodplain are summarized in Table 4.1. The top 

three rows of the table (‘Using observed hFP’) represent a model that does not use 

the calculated floodplain stages as input in following time steps, but apply instead 

the observed floodplain stages from the hydrodynamic simulation results. This 

simulation allows to assess the model performance without the propagation of 

errors. The last three rows demonstrate model performance in “full simulation 

mode”, meaning that the model employs previously calculated floodplain water 

levels as inputs for subsequent time steps. At each time step, the model follows 

calculation scheme 1 (see Figure 4.2) using a piecewise linear hypsometric curve. 

Table 4.1: Statistical performances of Eq. 4.14 for the calibration event (a) and 

the two validation events (b and c) for FP1 when using observed and calculated 

(i.e., full simulation) values of the stage in the floodplain as input. 

  Flow  FP stage (hFP) 

 NSE  
[-] 

RMSE 
[m³/s] 

Bias  
[-] 

MAE  
[10-3 m] 

Using 
observed hFP 

(a) 0.644 (a) 3.980 (a) 1.271 (a) n/a 

(b) 0.934 (b) 1.051 (b) 1.070 (b) n/a 

(c) 0.707 (c) 4.202 (c) 0.886 (c) n/a 

Using 
calculated hFP 

(a) -3.445 (a) 14.072 (a) 1.073 (a) 22.2 

(b) 0.923 (b) 1.129 (b) 1.031 (b) 20.3 

(c) 0.389 (c) 6.064 (c) 1.043 (c) 22.0 

 

The model succeeds only moderately in emulating the flow series when 

presenting observed floodplain stages. When the model relies on self calculated 

floodplain levels however, the accuracy drops dramatically for two out of the 

three investigated events. It is clear that the carefully chosen rigid functional form 

does not suffice for approximating the flow. Therefore, the use of more complex 

methods and model structures is necessary. 
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4.5.2 Evaluation ANFIS approach 

4.5.2.1 Floodplain 1 

Two different ANFIS identification techniques, namely grid partitioning (GP) 

and subtractive clustering (SClust), both discussed in §4.2.2.1, are examined by 

modelling floodplain ‘FP 1’. Moreover, two input sets are considered to 

investigate in a model-based ad-hoc approach which tackles the most 

uncertainties entailed by the presented modelling methodology. Depending on 

the results, a selected identification technique and input set will be utilized to test 

model performance on the data of FP 2 – 4. For larger floods, an H-H 

relationship can be incorporated as well. This relationship is shown in Figure 4.1 

for FP1. The same hypsometric curve was employed as in the evaluation of the 

rigid form approach (§4.5.1) in all cases. This led to 8 different models, 

summarized in Table 4.2.  

First, the fuzzy rule-base determination of the TS model and membership 

function initialization was done using the GP method. Models were automatically 

built with the following membership function (MF) types: triangular (‘trimf’), 

trapezoidal (‘trapmf’), generalized bell curve (‘gbellmf’), Gaussian curve 

(‘gaussmf’) and two-sided Gaussian curve (‘gauss2mf’). The number of MFs was 

varied between 2 and 5 for each of the antecedent variables. Their parameters 

were optimized on the training data set through back propagation. The training 

set contains the data from event 1 and comprises 65 and 297 points for ANFIS 1 

and 2 respectively. The parameters of the consequent parts were calculated using 

a linear least squares method (see §4.2.2.2). The training epoch number for the 

optimization was set to 100. As indicated earlier, event 2 was used as checking 

data to prevent overfitting. The checking set contained 67 and 264 points for 

ANFIS 1 and 2 respectively. The ANFIS structure was chosen according to a 

minimum checking error criterion. Of all examined models, the one with lowest 

RMSE of training and checking data was retained. The preserved structures and 

the number of parameters are added to Table 4.2. 

The ANFIS identification and parameter computation was also done using the 

SClust method. In order to find the most appropriate model, the cluster radius ra 

was varied between 0.1 and 1 with steps of 0.05. The squash factor, accept ratio 

and reject ratio were kept constant with values of 1.25, 0.5, and 0.15 respectively. 

The same procedure as for the GP model was performed for the optimization. 
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Again, the model with lowest RMSE of training and checking data was preserved. 

Their configurations are appended to Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Properties of the 8 retained models for ANFIS1 and ANFIS2 for FP1 

with Hriver and HFP the head above the dike, hriver and hFP the water level. 

 inputs 

ANFIS1; 

ANFIS2 

GP 
/SClust 

H-H  
module 

#rules 
ANFIS1; 
ANFIS2 

MF  
Type 

#parameters 
ANFIS1; 
ANFIS2 

Model 1-a Hriver; HFP GP Incl. 5; 5 gbellmf 25; 25 

Model 1-b Hriver; HFP GP Excl. 4; 4 gaussmf 16; 16 

Model 2-a Hriver; HFP SClust Incl. 7; 2 n/a 28; 8 

Model 2-b Hriver; HFP SClust Excl. 5; 3 n/a 20; 12 

Model 3-a Hriver, hFP/hriver; 

HFP, hriver/hFP 
GP Incl. 4; 25 gbellmf 24; 105 

Model 3-b Hriver, hFP/hriver; 

HFP, hriver/hFP 
GP Excl. 4; 16 gbellmf 24; 72 

Model 4-a Hriver, hFP/hriver; 

HFP, hriver/hFP 
SClust Incl. 3; 3 n/a 21; 21 

Model 4-b Hriver, hFP/hriver; 

HFP, hriver/hFP 
SClust Excl. 3; 4 n/a 21; 28 

 

To limit the number of required experiments, the same MF types were used for 

ANFIS1 and ANFIS2. The MF types of the models with best performance were 

retained, but it should be noted that the differences in accuracy among the tested 

MF types were small. Table 4.3 shows the values of the performance indices and 

error functions for the calibration (a), checking (b) and testing (c) events. Only 

the MAE is shown for the stage estimations, because all NSE indices of the 

floodplain levels lay between 0.97 and 1. It is important to stress that these values 

were achieved in full simulation mode, i.e., the model uses self calculated 

floodplain stages as input. 
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Table 4.3: Statistical performances of the ANFIS approach for the training (a), 

checking (b) and testing (c) events for FP1 in full simulation mode. 

  Flow   FP stage 
(hFP) 

 NSE [-] RMSE [m³/s] Bias [-]  MAE [10-3 m] 

 (a) 0.963 (a) 1.290 (a) 0.986  (a) 4.4 

Model 1-a (b) 0.972 (b) 0.522 (b) 1.005  (b) 5.2 

 (c) 0.912 (c) 1.761 (c) 0.820  (c) 3.3 

 (a) 0.949 (a) 1.516 (a) 1.027  (a) 12.1 

Model 1-b (b) 0.971 (b) 0.530 (b) 1.005  (b) 5.3 

 (c) 0.926 (c) 1.614 (c) 1.018  (c) 5.4 

 (a) 0.963 (a) 1.296 (a) 0.985  (a) 4.8 

Model 2-a (b) 0.972 (b) 0.519 (b) 1.004  (b) 5.5 

 (c) 0.913 (c) 1.749 (c) 0.821  (c) 3.6 

 (a) 0.946 (a) 1.565 (a) 1.035  (a) 11.8 

Model 2-b (b) 0.971 (b) 0.533 (b) 1.012  (b) 4.6 

 (c) 0.925 (c) 1.621 (c) 1.025  (c) 4.6 

 (a) 0.972 (a) 1.120 (a) 0.986  (a) 5.7 

Model 3-a (b) 0.961 (b) 0.612 (b) 1.004  (b) 6.0 

 (c) 0.895 (c) 1.920 (c) 1.074  (c) 23.8 

 (a) 0.958 (a) 1.371 (a) 1.020  (a) 13.9 

Model 3-b (b) 0.961 (b) 0.616 (b) 1.054  (b) 6.6 

 (c) 0.919 (c) 1.687 (c) 1.070  (c) 6.3 

 (a) 0.970 (a) 1.160 (a) 0.988  (a) 5.2 

Model 4-a (b) 0.962 (b) 0.610 (b) 1.039  (b) 6.0 

 (c) 0.911 (c) 1.774 (c) 0.834  (c) 3.6 

 (a) 0.956 (a) 1.412 (a) 1.034  (a) 12.3 

Model 4-b (b) 0.961 (b) 0.616 (b) 0.997  (b) 7.4 

 (c) 0.921 (c) 1.669 (c) 1.009  (c) 7.2 
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As shown in Table 4.3, the models using ANFIS perform much better than the 

investigated fixed equations (see Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4), with practically all 

NSE values of flow prediction above 90%. It is clear that the models using soft 

computing techniques outperform the model based on the rigid functional form. 

Although the differences in performance among the ANFIS based models are 

small, it is interesting to highlight some elements. 

 

  
Figure 4.4: Conceptual (dash dotted line) versus full hydrodynamic MIKE11 (full 

line) model results of stages (left) and discharges (right) for part of the calibration 

event. The utilized conceptual model uses ANFIS with 1 input each derived using 

the GP technique (model 1-b). 

Models incorporating H-H relationships manage to emulate the stages in the 

floodplain better than the models that use solely calculation scheme 1, except for 

the prediction of the testing event by ‘Model 3-a’. In that particular case, it is 

likely that the model has been overfitted, considering the amount of parameters 

involved (see Table 4.2). The differences in the flow rate predictions between 

models with and without H-H relationships are rather small, apart from the bias. 

The flow approximations of the validation event given by the models with H-H 

module seem in most cases a bit biased. Hence, when obtaining accurate stage 
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predictions is the primary goal and the discharge values are accessory, models that 

incorporate H-H relationships are preferable. 

Additionally, some differences can be noticed as another ANFIS construction 

method is employed. Construction of the fuzzy rule base using GP and SClust 

delivers generally similar results in this test. The advantage of clustering 

techniques is that the generated rules are more tailored to the input data than they 

are in a FIS generated without clustering. Hereby, the problem of combinatorial 

explosion of the rules is reduced when the input data has a high dimension. This 

is also reflected by the retained model structures listed in Table 4.2: the models 

built using the SClust technique contain in general fewer rules. However, since 

the dimension of the input is only one or two in this setting, the number of rules 

will likely not cause insuperable difficulties. On the other hand, the GP technique 

can apply different types of membership functions, whereas the degree of 

fulfilment in SClust is always calculated in terms of the distance to the defined 

cluster centers (see Eq. 4.10). This reduces the flexibility of the ANFIS 

somewhat. The differences in accuracy between models built using GP and 

SClust are negligible in this study though. Hence, both antecedent identification 

techniques are equally suitable in this case. Because the selection of appropriate 

cluster centers requires close examination of the inputs and obtained results, the 

easier to use GP technique is applied when modelling floodplains 2 to 4.  

Finally, a distinction can be made based on the basis of the chosen input set. 

Incorporating multiple inputs augments model complexity, but also increases 

model flexibility and prediction potential. Figure 4.5a shows the (normalized) 

outcome of ANFIS1 obtained via the SClust technique in function of the inputs 

Hriver and hFP/hriver. The outcome of ANFIS1 is factor C1 which is used to correct 

the primary discharge estimation in Eq. 4.15. Figure 4.5b represents two cross 

sections of the surface plot on the left, which show the normalized and averaged 

output in function of Hriver and hFP/hriver respectively. As expected, the 

multiplication factor C1 is a monotonously increasing function of Hriver. This 

relationship resembles for instance the increasing width of the overflow with 

augmenting water level in the river. On the other hand, C1 will decrease with 

hFP/hriver striving to unity. This reflects the increasing damping of the flow rate as 

both water levels converge, similar to for instance the submerged character of 

flows. Hence, the used models in combination with appropriate input sets 

succeed in generating meaningful ANFIS. The performance of all models using 

ANFIS with two inputs surpasses that of their simpler counterparts for the 

calibration event (e.g. ‘Model 1-a’ versus ‘Model 3-a’, etc.). For the validation 
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events however, the models seem to be more inaccurate. As stated earlier, this is 

likely caused by the higher number of parameters that require calibration in these 

more complex models. Thus, when using solely one event as training data, the 

models are somewhat overparameterized. Therefore, the use of only one input 

for each ANFIS is recommended when calibration data is scarce.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.5: Three dimensional normalized outcome of ANFIS1 created via the 

SClust technique in functions of its two normalized inputs, with Hriver and HFP 

the head above the dike, hriver and hFP the water level (a). Two orthogonal cross 

sections with averaged values of the surface plot (b). 
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4.5.2.2 Floodplains 2-4 

To check the robustness and accuracy of the chosen modelling approach, three 

other floodplains are modelled. Only one input is used for each ANFIS model to 

reduce the risk of overfitting. The GP technique is employed to identify the rule 

base and antecedent variables. The calibration procedure is the same as earlier. 

No flooding occurred in floodplains 3 and 4 during the second event. To provide 

checking data and obviate overfitting in these cases, the data of event 1 was 

divided in a randomly unsupervised manner into 70% training and 30% checking 

data. Such random division is possible since the model structure is not 

autoregressive and the inputs do not rely on consecutive (differences of) system 

states. Again, a univocal relationship between the stages in the river and the 

floodplain is used above a certain threshold value, meaning that calculation 

schemes 1 and 2 are employed. Model properties are summarized in Table 4.4, 

together with the results for the examined events.  

Table 4.4: Properties of the retained models and the statistical performances of 

the ANFIS approach for the training (a), checking (b) and testing (c) events for 

floodplains 2 to 4 (FP 2-4)  in full simulation mode. 

 
# rules 

ANFIS1; 
ANFIS2 

MF  
Type 

 Flow   FP stage  
(hFP) 

 NSE  
[-] 

RMSE 
[m³/s] 

Bias  
[-] 

 MAE  
[10-3 m] 

   (a) 0.943 (a) 0.975 (a) 0.806  (a) 16.4 

FP 2 3; 2 Gaussmf (b) 0.452 (b) 1.02 (b) 0.958  (b) 12.5 

   (c) 0.684 (c) 1.484 (c) 0.935  (c) 7.3 

   (a) 0.973 (a) 0.337 (a) 0.963  (a) 1.5 

FP 3 2; 3 Gaussmf (b) n/a (b) n/a (b) n/a  (b) n/a 

   (c) 0.922 (c) 0.389 (c) 0.987  (c) 1.6 

   (a) 0.966 (a) 0.152 (a) 0.703  (a) 1.8 

FP 4 5; 2 Gaussmf (b) n/a (b) n/a (b) n/a  (b) n/a 

   (c) 0.966 (c) 0.094 (c) 1.044  (c) 1.8 

 

Again, the lumped modelling approach manages to mimic the full hydrodynamic 

model adequately. The predicted floodplain stages show in general very low 

errors. NSE values for the calculated flow series are close to unity for the 
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calibration events, while the efficiency dropped only little for the validation 

events. The model of the second floodplain (FP 2) seems to have difficulties to 

emulate the results for the second and third events though. Close inspection of 

the retained models is advised, in particular for ANFIS models due to their great 

flexibility. Hence, simply selecting the model with a best performance statistic 

could lead to poor predictions for other events. 

4.5.3 Computational efficiency 

Finally, the calculation speeds are compared of the presented methodology and 

the original full hydrodynamic implementation in MIKE11. Calculation scheme 1 

was entirely implemented in the programming language C. Of course, 

determining the outcome of ANFIS is a computationally demanding issue. The 

examined systems merely have one or two inputs and therefore, it is expedient to 

create a one or two dimensional lookup table. This table is filled prior to 

simulation, containing the predicted discharges obtained via calculation scheme 1. 

During a simulation, intermediate values are calculated via linear interpolation. 

The finer the mesh of the table, the closer the predictions will be to the ANFIS 

model. A dense grid means an increased computation time however. In this 

experiment, a two dimensional table was created that uses the stages in the river 

and floodplain as inputs with a spatial resolution of 0.005 m.  The maximum 

heads in the river and the floodplain above the dike of the training event were 

extrapolated 15% to cope with values outside the training space, although already 

a storm with a return period of 100 years was used during training. This dense 

resolution resulted in a 300 by 600 grid. Simulating the first event via calculation 

scheme 1 took 0.017 seconds (averaged over 10 runs) on a computer equipped 

with an i3 processor using a single core, including calling and saving costs. It is of 

course to be expected that if the computationally less demanding calculation 

scheme 2 was also adopted, the calculation time would even drop further. The 

simulation of event 1 in the MIKE11 model with a time step of 24 seconds on 

the same computer took approximately 41 minutes. The entire model consists of 

3013 calculation nodes. The floodplains are incorporated in a computationally 

efficient quasi-2D setting (Willems et al., 2002). In this case, FP 1 is described by 

55 calculation nodes. Assuming that the total calculation time of the model is 

directly proportional to the number of calculation nodes, predicting the 

floodplain levels and discharge takes 44.91 seconds. Hence, the conceptual model 

is more than 2500 times faster than the detailed hydrodynamic model in this 
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experiment. Note that this computational gain is case specific and will differ for 

other setups. 

4.6 Conclusions 

This chapter presented a lumped data-based modelling approach to calculate the 

water level in a floodplain and the flow rate between river and floodplain, 

emanating from the level in the river. The developed approach is an extension to 

the conceptual modelling methodology presented in Chapter 2 and is not 

included in the CMD software given its complexity and since the CMD software 

can already simulate the vast majority of floods with sufficient accuracy. The 

methodology presented in this chapter can be highly effective though when 

dealing with complex floodplain interactions, or very high simulation accuracies 

are required. 

First, a fixed set of general weir equations is used to predict the flow rate based 

on the levels in the river and the floodplain. Next, a slightly modified form of the 

equations is examined in combination with a dynamic multiplication factor which 

should tackle the altering response characteristics of the system. Two adaptive 

neuro fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) are employed with different input sets 

and build-up methods (grid partitioning (GP) and subtractive clustering (SClust)) 

to parameterize the dynamic parameter. Neuro-fuzzy systems have become 

popular in water engineering due to their capability for identifying complexities 

underlying non-linear systems. However, they do not exhibit a clear declarative 

knowledge structure. The proposed methodology has an architecture which 

combines the benefits of the neuro-fuzzy modelling structure with a priori 

knowledge of the underlying processes. Still, attention must be paid during model 

set-up to avoid overfitting. Finally, levels in the floodplain are derived from stage-

volume relationships, or directly from the water level in the river. This led to two 

different calculation schemes. 

The developed methodology was tested on four floodplains along the river 

Dender in Belgium. Due to the lack of accurate measurement data, simulation 

results of three events from a detailed full hydrodynamic model were used. The 

rigid equations manage to mimic the target flow values adequately during 

calibration, but fail entirely when previously self-calculated values of floodplain 

stages are reemployed. In contrast, several performance criteria indicated that the 

modelling approach using ANFIS delivered precise results: the Nash-Sutcliffe 
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efficiency values are very close to unity for all calibration events, while they only 

dropped slightly during validation. The results of models built with GP and 

SClust performed almost equally, although the GP technique is preferred because 

of the simpler calibration process. Solely the incorporation of one or two input 

variables suffices, facilitating the interpretation of the obtained system.   

The presented methodology predicts discharges and stages in the floodplain more 

than 2500 times faster than the full hydrodynamic model for the examined case 

study. Although the spatial resolution of the water level estimations is limited, the 

developed methodology has numerous direct applications. Using the presented 

methodology, floodplains can easily be incorporated explicitly in other models 

describing the flow in the river. 
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5 Modelling hysteretic discharge-

stage curves 

5.1 Introduction 

Rating curves, which relate a water level in a river to a discharge via some 

predefined relationship, play an eminent role in water management. Simple 

univocal relationships between the water level and discharge rarely exist in reality 

due to various effects. Most often, these relationships are characterized by 

hysteretic behaviour, meaning that they have a non-univocal or looped 

relationship. This problem proved to be an interesting topic to apply, examine 

and compare different model structures. The research on capturing hysteretic 

behaviour has great potential for modelling rating curves as demonstrated in this 

chapter, but the investigated structures were subsequently also incorporated in 

the general conceptual modelling approach for rivers and sewers presented in 

Chapters 2 and 3. Their use is not limited to solely simulating flows based on 

water levels (as in rating curves), but the structures were employed in various 

settings. 

This chapter focuses on several methods for discharge estimation based on time-

series of stage data, while accounting for the hysteretic behaviour of the 

relationship. Since usually in practice only stage-discharge couples are available to 

set up rating curves, this research concentrates on the use of rating curves that 

rely solely on this information. Hence, approaches are investigated that try to 

emulate looped rating curves when twin stage or velocity measurements are 

 5 
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unavailable. To restrain the problem’s complexity and obviate measurement 

uncertainties, only data is used from numerical simulations with models that solve 

the complete de Saint-Venant equations. Two fundamentally different case 

studies are examined to assess the performance of the selected modelling 

methodologies. The stage and discharge data employed for the first case study are 

gathered at a specific location where variable channel storage and significant 

backwater result in a large looped rating curve. The rating curve of the second 

case study is characterized by numerous smaller hystereses, caused by tidal 

influences downstream. This location is also affected by nearby floodplains 

during floods. Other influencing factors such as vegetation, sedimentation and 

erosion are not incorporated in the detailed hydrodynamic models used to 

generate the case study data and are therefore not taken into account in this 

research.  

First, an introduction on the importance and use of rating curves is given, 

together with a synopsis of different approaches to model rating curves. Section 

5.3 extensively discusses the investigated case study areas and available data. 

Next, Section 5.4 presents four different approaches to model rating curves. The 

most commonly used single rating curve approach is discussed, followed by a 

variant of the Jones’ formula in which the conventional rating curve is corrected 

by a time varying parameter to acquire greater flexibility. This should allow the 

model to account for the unsteadiness, backwater and variable channel storage 

effects. A state dependent parameter (SDP) algorithm is used for the non-

parametric identification of the dynamic parameter. In addition, two expert 

systems are discussed, namely the rarely used M5’ model tree and artificial neural 

networks. Section 5.5 examines the results of each modelling approach for both 

case studies. Section 5.6 investigates the model’s sensitivity to small data sets for 

configuration, discontinuities or outliers in the calibration data, and how each 

structure behaves during extrapolation. 

This chapter is based on the following publication: 

WOLFS, V., WILLEMS, P. (2014). DEVELOPMENT OF DISCHARGE-STAGE CURVES 

AFFECTED BY HYSTERESIS USING TIME VARYING MODELS, MODEL TREE AND 

NEURAL NETWORKS. ENVIRONMENTAL MODELLING & SOFTWARE, 55, 107-119. 
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5.2 Problem statement 

Discharge-stage curves, also referred to as rating curves, play an essential role in 

hydrology. It is common practice to obtain discharge estimates using stage 

measurements in combination with river stage-discharge relationships. These 

stream flow data form, in turn, a key source of information in virtually all 

hydrological applications, such as calibration and validation of rainfall-runoff 

models, boundary conditions of flood inundation models, stochastic modelling of 

river flow time series, river sediment studies, etc. Another application is the use 

of conceptual models that try to emulate results of detailed hydrodynamic 

models. In such case, the stage-discharge relationship is utilized in the reverse 

way than described above for the common use of these relationships. 

Modelling stage-discharge relationships is difficult due to the large number of 

influencing factors. Boyer (1964) composed a conclusive list of factors affecting a 

rating curve: 

 Backwater effects – changes in the downstream conditions such as the 

effects of control constructions and confluence of downstream 

tributaries. Note that constant backwater, as caused by rigid section 

controls for instance, will not affect the simple stage-discharge relation 

detrimentally (Herschy, 1995); 

 Unsteadiness of the river flow; 

 Variable channel storage – overflow streams onto floodplains during 

high discharges, thereby resulting in different surface slopes and 

unsteadiness effects; 

 Channel modifications due to dredging, construction works, etc; 

 Sediment transport – growing and receding bed forms during floods alter 

bed roughness, which causes looped rating curves (see e.g. Simons and 

Richardson, 1962). In addition, sedimentation and erosion can change 

the cross-section and bed slope of the channel, hereby also affecting the 

rating curve; 

 Vegetation – effect on the roughness and hence the stage-discharge 

relationship; 

 Ice. 

These factors can result in rating curves with looped trajectories, denoted as 

hysteretic behaviour. During flood events for instance, the water surface slope 
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will depend on whether the discharge is increasing or decreasing. As the discharge 

increases, the surface slope becomes greater than the slope for steady flow at the 

same stage. Hence, the discharge in the river is greater than the steady rating 

curve would suggest. This is also illustrated in Figure 5.1: a measured stage Smeasured 

yields via a univocal rating curve a discharge value Qcalc that differs from the real 

values during a flood event (Q1 and Q2 in the rising and falling limbs 

respectively). Note that the size and form of a hysteresis is different for each 

flood (Fread, 1975). More details on the physical background of hystereses can be 

found in literature (e.g. Chow, 1959; Henderson, 1966; Fenton and Keller, 2001). 

 
Figure 5.1: Discharge-stage data couples affected by unsteadiness effects showing 

a looped trajectory (full line) versus the steady rating curve (dash dotted line). 

Since hystereses can have a significant influence on the rating curve, it is essential 

to include this behaviour in the mathematical models describing the stage-

discharge relationship. Logically, all hydrologic investigations and practical 

operations that rely on rating curves can be affected by these hystereses. During 

highly dynamic floods for instance, the peak discharge could be significantly 

under- or overestimated. Di Baldassarre and Montanari (2009) showed in a 

numerical study on the River Po that the errors in discharge estimation when 

significant flood waves occur may exceed 15% when a flow rating curve is 

employed that does not take hysteresis into account. Moreover, the arrival time of 

the peak discharge could be in error and hence influence flood warning 

predictions, since maximum stage and maximum discharge do not necessarily 

coincide (Dottori et al., 2009; Fenton and Keller, 2001). Similarly, the calibration 

of unsteady flow models can be distorted because of incorrect discharge estimates 

obtained via univocal rating curves. 
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Numerous approaches can be found in literature that deal with rating curves, 

each with its own advantages and limitations. The simplest and at the same time 

most commonly used approach is the single (steady) curve methodology. This 

approach links the measured water level univocally to a discharge, thereby 

neglecting effects such as unsteadiness and backwater. The widely known rising 

and falling curves approach is highly similar to the single rating curve. Prior to the 

curve estimation, the data set is divided into two groups.  One group represents 

the data for the rising branch, the other the data of the falling branch. By 

calibrating different curves to both data sets, hysteretic behaviour can be captured 

to some extent in contrast to the single rating curve approach. However in 

practice, the classification into the two sets is subjective and not always 

straightforward. Secondly, discharge estimates obtained via this approach can 

show sudden drops and rises when shifting between the rising and falling curves 

(Tawfik et al., 1997). To overcome this issue, most standard hydrometric 

literature (e.g. Boyer, 1964; Mander, 1978; Herschy, 1995; ISO, 1998) 

recommends the use of Jones’ formula (Jones, 1916) to correct the single rating 

curve when unsteadiness effects are significant. This approach has been the 

subject of many investigations since its publication. Numerous elaborations and 

variations of the Jones’ formula exist, each valid under different assumptions (e.g. 

Henderson, 1966; Di Silvio, 1969; Gergov, 1971; Birkhead and James, 1998; 

Fenton and Keller, 2001; Perumal et al., 2004; Petersen-Øverleir, 2006). 

However, these methods focus on unsteadiness effects solely, thereby 

disregarding variable backwater effects. To account for backwater effects, 

techniques involving two stage gauging stations at adjacent cross-sections were 

developed (Fenton and Keller, 2001; Arico et al., 2008; Dottori et al., 2009). 

However, the application of formulas using simultaneous water level 

measurements was criticised for lowland meandering rivers, where the water level 

gradient can be smaller than the measuring accuracy of the gauge (Koussis, 2010; 

Dottori and Todini, 2010). To overcome the practical concerns and limitations 

own to the twin level gauges approaches, Hidayat et al. (2011) proposed the use 

of velocity measurements in combination with only one stage measurement.  

Aside from the more theoretical methods originating from the dynamic flow 

equations, soft computing techniques have recently been applied for the 

modelling of rating curves. A significant advantage of these approaches is that 

they do not  impose a rigid model structure for transforming the input into an 

output. The performance of different types of artificial neural networks and the 

more complex adaptive neuro fuzzy inference systems were examined and 
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compared in multiple earlier studies that focus on rating curves (e.g. Deka and 

Chandramouli, 2003; Lohani et al., 2006). Such techniques were already discussed 

and used extensively in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. However, their “black box” nature 

and proneness to overfitting are two major disadvantages to be considered when 

applying these approaches, despite the satisfactory results they yielded in the 

reported case studies. 

5.3 Data 

5.3.1 Case Study 1: Marke River 

Simulation results of a detailed full one-dimensional hydrodynamic model of the 

Belgian river Marke were employed in this study. The hydrodynamic model was 

built using the InfoWorks RS software and discussed already in §2.6.1. This 

InfoWorks RS model is also employed in Chapter 6. The river’s flow is controlled 

by multiple gated weirs whose crest levels are regulated via fixed logical rules. 

Floodplains are also incorporated in the model based on field surveys and digital 

elevation data. Both these floodplains and the controllable hydraulic structures 

will greatly influence the rating curves as discussed below. Through the use of 

such full hydrodynamic model, measurement uncertainties are avoided, but 

effects of backwater, unsteadiness and variable storage can be examined.  

Five events with hourly data of one month or less are investigated: ‘Mar2008’ 

(25/02 – 27/03/2008; 745 samples), ‘Feb2010’ (10/02 - 14/03/2010; 769 

samples), ‘Aug2010’ (16/08 – 31/08/2010; 356 samples), ‘Nov2010’ (01/11 – 

30/11/2010; 673 samples) and ‘Jan2011’ (20/12/2010 – 19/01/2011; 721 

samples). During these periods, significant floods occurred along the river. All the 

stage and discharge data used in the examined approaches for the modelling of 

rating curves are retrieved from simulation results of the InfoWorks RS model at 

one location, at which flooding occurs if the stage surpasses 37.4 m. The latter 

two events show strong hysteretic behaviour, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The 

results during the model’s initialization phase (approximately the first 24 hours) 

were removed prior to this research. The events ‘Mar2008’ and ‘Nov2010’ were 

combined into one data set and used for calibration. The aim of selecting 

complete events as calibration data is to capture a wide range of conditions, 

including steady state situations and rapidly varying water levels that cause 

hysteretic effects. Since the examined approaches are data-driven, a runoff event 

resulting in a looped rating curve (‘Nov2010’) should be included in the 
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calibration data to ensure that the obtained models can emulate such behaviour. 

The other three act as validation data in all analyses. After the model 

construction, the performance is assessed and reported for both calibration 

events individually.  

 
Figure 5.2: Discharge - stage couples for the 5 examined events (left) and the gate 

level of the weir downstream of the selected location with the gate’s sill level as 

zero reference (right) for (part of) the event ‘Nov2010’. 

Approximately two kilometers downstream of the selected location where the 

stage and discharge data were acquired, a gated weir with changing gate level 

influences the flow. The gate opening depends via a complex blend of fixed rules 

on several observed water levels, including one upstream and one downstream of 

the controlled gated weir. In general, when the water level upstream (i.e., at the 

examined location) rises, the gate level augments as well, forcing the water to flow 

into the neighbouring floodplains. A safety measure is also included which lowers 

the gate level if the stage surpasses a specified threshold value. This varying gate 

level will affect the flow in the river significantly via backwater effects, and this is 

probably one of the main causes of the hysteresis shown on the left in Figure 5.2. 

The gate level between 12/11/2010 and 17/11/2010 is shown on the right in 

Figure 5.2. Before and after this period, the gate level is zero, which means the 

gate is fully opened. The rapidly fluctuating gate level between B and C (Figure 

5.2) causes an additional complexity for the modelling of the rating curve. A 

similar course of the gate level occurred during the event ‘Jan2011’, whereas the 

gate remained always fully opened during the other three events. There are no 

gated weirs upstream of the selected location.  

The accuracy of the flow predictions would likely increase if gate level readings 

are included in the prediction model. However, this research addresses a more 

general problem, namely that of mimicking flow data when only stage 
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measurements are available as is often the case in practice. Hence, information 

about what causes the backwater effects (in this case the varying gate level) is 

deliberately not incorporated in the rating curve models in this research. 

Therefore, the examined approaches should handle backwater effects caused by 

other factors, such as tributaries or ponds, in a similar way.  

5.3.2 Case Study 2: Dender River 

All the data used for the second case study are extracted from simulations with a 

MIKE11 model of the Dender River in Belgium. The calibration and validation 

of the hydrodynamic model was executed in the same manner as the InfoWorks 

RS model described for the first case study. This MIKE11 model is also used in 

Chapter 6 to configure a conceptual model, which was then used to quantify the 

impact of retention basins on river floods. The hourly simulation results of five 

different events of approximately one month are analyzed: ‘Jan1995’ (15/01 – 

15/02/1995; 714 samples) and ‘Nov2010’(1/11 – 30/11/2010; 714 samples), and 

synthetic runoff events with return periods of 25, 100 and 250 years (denoted as 

‘T25’, ‘T100’ and ‘T250’ with 714, 714 and 840 samples respectively). These 

synthetic events represent input hydrographs for given return periods. See 

Willems et al. (2002) and Willems (2013) for more details on these synthetic 

events and the simulations. The historical flood ‘Jan1995’ and the synthetic event 

‘T100’ were combined into a calibration set, the other three were used for the 

validation. By using an event outside the calibration range (i.e. ‘T250’) as 

validation data, the extrapolation capabilities of the methodologies will be 

assessed. 

The location in the model where stage and discharge couples are collected is 

situated approximately 10 kilometers upstream of the confluence of the Dender 

with the Scheldt River. A combination of a gated weir and two vertical sluices 

inhibit the flow from the Scheldt River into the Dender during high tide in the 

Scheldt River. The hydraulic structures are reopened after the maximum stage of 

the high tide is reached. Hence, water coming from upstream in the Dender River 

is temporarily retained during high tide and released into the Scheldt River during 

low tide. Thereby, the stage time series in the downstream part of the Dender 

show a 12 hourly oscillation with the tide. Between the selected location and the 

group of hydraulic structures controlling the flow at the confluence with the 

Scheldt River, a second smaller gated weir has been installed along the Dender 

River. This weir prevents the stage of lowering below a specified threshold, 
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making navigation possible at all times. The time series of the stage and discharge 

for the event ‘T100’ is shown in Figure 5.3.  

 
Figure 5.3: Time series of the water level (top) and discharge (down) for the event 

‘T100’ at the selected location. 

For stages between 6.5 and 8 metres, the influence of the tide can clearly be seen. 

When the stage in the Scheldt River surpasses that of the Dender River, the 

hydraulic structures at the confluence close and the water level quickly rises. 

When the stage in the Scheldt River lowers again, the structures are reopened and 

the water is released into the Scheldt. The associated drops of the water level 

cannot be seen in Figure 5.3, since a second gated weir rises to maintain a 

specified minimum stage. Because of backwater effects occurring between the 

selected location where the stage-discharge couples are extracted and the location 

that determines the gate level of the smaller gated weir, the selected threshold 

value for the minimal stage cannot be seen in Figure 5.3. The synergetic effect of 

the different hydraulic structure and the tide yields a rating curve with many small 

hystereses (see Figure 5.8). 

5.4 Modelling approaches 

5.4.1 Simple rating curve 

The simple rating curve (SRC) approach uses a one-to-one mapping of river stage 

to discharge estimates. The curve disregards any effect that downstream 

backwater and unsteadiness might have, as well as all other influencing factors 
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described earlier. Commonly, the following power-law function is used in 

hydrometric practice (Herschy, 1978; Dymond and Christian, 1982; ISO 1998): 

                (5.1) 
 
with Q the discharge [m³/s], h the stage measurement [m], a and c constants [-] 

and b a datum correction [m]. In this study, the three unknown parameters are 

optimized in a least squares sense via a trust-region-reflective algorithm, which is 

based on the interior-reflective Newton method (Coleman and Li, 1994, 1996), 

using the non-linear equation above. Note that experiments showed that 

performing a (natural) logarithmic transformation followed by a linear least 

squares optimization delivered inferior results compared to the (more complex) 

non-linear optimization. This is probably due to the errors which are not log-

normally distributed. 

5.4.2 Rating curve with state dependent parameter estimation 

Jones’ formula (1916) is a well-known and established method for calculating the 

discharge from stage measurements at a single location, which also incorporates 

effects of unsteadiness: 

    

     
    

 

      

     

  
 (5.2) 

 

with Qr(t) the steady rated discharge [m³/s] corresponding to stage h(t),    the 

mean slope of the stream [-] and c(t) the kinematic wave speed [m/s]. The steady 

rated discharge can be approximated via Eq. 5.1 using stage measurements and 

knowledge of the cross-section’s geometry (e.g. Fenton and Keller, 2001). The 

expression is accurate for waterways with flood waves moving as kinematic 

waves. Although this methodology can be successful under certain conditions 

(Perumal et al, 2004.), the kinematic wave equation fails to capture backwater 

effects (e.g. Tsai, 2005; and see §1.2.2.1). 

This research investigates a similar approach as that of Jones by multiplying the 

outcome of an SRC (cf. Eq. 5.1) with a time-varying (TV) state dependent (SDP) 

parameter. Hence, parameter a in Eq. 5.1 is made time-dependent to account for 

the dynamic effects encountered, while parameters b and c remain time-invariant. 

The latter two parameters are determined as in the SRC approach, before the 
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estimation of the TVPs. Instead of the rigid equations proposed by Jones and 

others (see above), the TVPs allow for a more flexible model.  

Because the time variability is not known prior to the analysis, a stochastic model 

is associated with each TVP during estimation. Jakeman and Young (1979, 1984) 

assume a generic Generalized Random Walk process to describe the stochastic 

evolution of each parameter. This association simply acts as a statistical device to 

allow for the estimation of parametric change. Next, a Kalman Filter is employed 

in a forward pass (i.e., the data is handled sequentially in temporal order) for 

parameter estimation, followed by a backward pass through an optimal recursive 

smoothing (see e.g. Bryson and Ho, 1969; Norton, 1986). The latter is done via a 

Fixed Interval Smoothing (FIS) algorithm. This way, the obtained estimate at 

sample t is based on all available data instead of only the data up to sample t. 

Hence, the phase lag associated with the forward-pass filtering estimate is 

removed. In this study however, it is likely that the TVP itself depends in turn on 

the input variables (see for instance Eq. 5.2), yielding a truly non-linear system 

with rapid variations. In such case, the TVP estimation technique described 

above has to be altered to include the inherent state dependencies. Prior to FIS 

estimation, the data series are sorted in ascending order to obtain a smoother 

course, eliminating partly the quick temporal changes. If multiple SDPs are 

involved, each parameter is sorted (and estimated) in turn applying an iterative 

backfitting procedure. This results in a non-parametric relationship between the 

rapid parameter variations and the associated state. Finally, these relationships can 

be parameterized via various techniques such as simple regression, artificial neural 

networks and adaptive neuro fuzzy inference systems. In this study, several linear 

relationships are used for this purpose to ensure transparency. The above 

discussed procedure is described entirely in great detail in Young et al. (2001) and 

references therein. The mentioned algorithms are incorporated in the CAPTAIN 

Toolbox (Taylor et al., 2007; Young et al., 2007) for MATLAB.  

As in Jones’ method, the SDP correction is made dependent on the stage 

measurement and the difference in stages between two measurements: 

                                           (5.3) 
 
with a1(h(t)) and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) both SDPs that depend on the stage and difference 

in stages respectively.  
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This procedure fits in the data-based mechanistic philosophy (e.g. Young, 2003) 

in which model structure and parameters are chosen so that the model adequately 

represents the data, while also allowing for physical interpretation of the 

underlying system. The followed methodology should yield a parsimonious, 

efficiently parameterized model.  

5.4.3 Artificial neural networks 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are employed increasingly for prediction in 

water management, including rainfall-runoff modelling (e.g. Shamseldin, 1997; 

Wu and Chau, 2011), river flow forecasting (e.g. Akiner and Akkoyunlu, 2012; 

Kalteh, 2013), and the modelling of rating curves (e.g. Ajmera and Goyal, 2012; 

Bhattacharya and Solomatine, 2005; Jain and Chalisgaonkar, 2000; Tawfik et al., 

1997).  ANNs are also incorporated in the developed conceptual modelling 

methodologies for rivers (see §2.3.1.2) and sewer systems (see §3.3.3.4) thanks to 

their flexibility and potential of emulation complex dynamics. This study uses 

ANN for the modelling of looped rating curves, so their potential and accuracy 

can be compared to the other evaluated methodologies. 

This study employs the feedforward Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) ANN, which 

is the most widely used type in hydrological studies (Maier and Dandy, 2000; 

Maier et al., 2010). Such an ANN consists of a number of neurons that map the 

(multidimensional) input to a crisp output via a transfer function, grouped in 

multiple layers. Each neuron in a layer is connected to all neurons in the 

following layer. The transfer functions of the neurons in the input layer are 

identity functions (Fausett, 1994), i.e. the output is equal to the input. Neurons in 

the hidden and output layers function in two stages. Firstly, the net input of each 

neuron is obtained by taking the sum of all inputs multiplied with their 

corresponding weights plus a constant weight (bias b). Next, the net input is 

transformed into the output via a non-linear function. Many types of transfer 

functions exist (see e.g. Fausett, 1994), but in this study the commonly applied 

logistic function is used.  

The development of ANN models necessitates an increased attention to good 

practice, as they are built using available data and not explicitly based on 

underlying physical principles (Maier et al., 2010). Therefore, a brief description is 

given on the development procedure of the ANNs employed in this study. The 

ANN’s inputs are the stage and the gradient of stage, as in the examined SDP-RC 

approach. The inputs are rescaled to the interval [0, 1] to ensure that all variables 
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receive equal attention during the training process, and to increase the efficiency 

of the training algorithms (Dawson and Wilby, 2001). Next, the calibration data is 

divided into training and validation subsets in a randomly unsupervised approach 

for 5-fold cross-validation. Hence, these training and validation subsets are used 

in the model optimization process. The Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation 

algorithm is applied for network training with 100 epochs. One of the major 

concerns in ANN development is the selection of a suitable number of hidden 

layers and neurons. A balance should be found between the network complexity 

and the model’s generalization ability (Maier et al., 2010). Networks with only one 

hidden layer are exploited in this research for the sake of simplicity and due to the 

successful results in other studies with these network architectures (see e.g. 

Chapters 2, 3, 6 and 8). The optimal number of neurons in the hidden layer was 

based on a trial-and-error procedure. Too few neurons restrict the model’s 

capabilities, whereas too many increase the risk of overfitting. Finally, the 

performance of the obtained ANNs is tested on an independent set of data, 

denoted as ‘testing’ data (i.e. events ‘Feb2010’, ‘Aug2010’ and ‘Jan2011’ for case 

study 1, and ‘Nov2010’, ’T25’ and ‘T250’ for case study 2). This research applies 

the algorithms from the Neural Network Toolbox for MATLAB.  

5.4.4 M5’ model tree 

M5’ trees were already introduced in Section 2.3.3, but are elaborated in this 

section in more detail. Decision trees are commonly applied in machine learning 

and data mining as a comprehensible knowledge representation. In general, a 

decision tree is a tree in which each branch node represents a choice between a 

number of alternatives and each leaf node represents a classification or decision 

(Hand et al., 2001). Regression trees emulate a non-linear function by a piecewise 

constant one, rather than dividing the data set in discrete categories. These trees 

are based on the well-known CART analysis (Breiman et al., 1984). Quinlan 

(1992) pioneered techniques for dealing with continuous-class learning problems 

by introducing “model trees” and the M5 (“M5” stands for “Model trees, version 

5”) learning algorithm. They have a conventional decision tree structure, but the 

leaves consist of linear functions instead of discrete class labels. Wang and Witten 

(1997) improved this technique and called it M5’. The latter technique will be 

applied in this research using the MATLAB toolbox developed by Jekabsons 

(2010).  

In the first stage of model construction, a decision-tree induction algorithm is 

used to build the tree. The M5’ algorithm splits the data based on the values of 
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predictive attributes, which minimize intra-subset variability. An in-depth 

description of the splitting criterion can be found in Wang and Witten (1997). 

After the tree has been grown, M5’ computes a linear model for each interior 

node using standard regression. The attributes will be dropped one by one if they 

decrease the error estimate. Once a linear model is in place for each interior node, 

the tree is pruned back from the leaves. The modeller has to pick the minimum 

number of training data cases one node may represent. Too low values will 

reduce model’s flexibility, whereas too large values increase the risk of overfitting. 

Hence, this parameter has a similar effect as the number of neurons in a hidden 

layer in ANN.  

During model prediction, a smoothing procedure can be applied to compensate 

for the discontinuities between adjacent linear models. This process uses the leaf 

model to compute the predicted value, and then filters that value along the path 

back to the root, smoothing it at each node by combining it with the value 

predicted by the linear model for that node. The procedure is described in detail 

in Quinlan (1992). 

Model trees have several advantages over alternative data mining techniques. The 

models can be represented by multiple if-then statements in combination with 

linear equations, making these models simple to understand and interpret. There 

is no implicit assumption of the underlying relationships between the predictor 

variables and the dependent variable. Hence, model trees are very flexible and can 

handle non-linear mapping. Moreover, little a priori knowledge or data 

preparation is required for the construction of the trees. Despite these clear 

advantages and the straightforward usage of the M5’ algorithm, its use in water 

resources management is rather limited. Model trees have been applied in rainfall-

runoff modelling (Solomatine and Dulal, 2003), flood forecasting (Solomatine 

and Yunpeng, 2004; Singh et al., 2010), statistical downscaling (Goyal and Ojha, 

2012; Goyal et al., 2012) and also the modelling of rating curves (Ajmera and 

Goyal, 2012; Bhattacharya and Solomatine, 2005). 

5.5 Results 

5.5.1 Performance evaluation 

A proper evaluation of the obtained models is vital to establish confidence in 

their performance. The position paper of Bennett et al. (2013) provides a 
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comprehensive overview of performance evaluation techniques and suggests a 

five-step procedure. Different methods are used to characterize the accuracy and 

suitability of the models. First, two (relative) residual methods are employed to 

assess model performance, namely the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE, 

Eq. 5.4) and the root mean square percentage error (RMSPE, Eq. 5.5). The use of 

percentage errors facilitates the comparison of different data sets since they are 

scale-independent. Both are expressed in percentages and have an ideal value of 

zero.  

     
   

 
   

                        

           
 

 

   

 (5.4) 

 

            
 

 
  

                        

           
  

 

   

 (5.5) 

 
with N the number of data samples and Qi the river flow of time step i. The 

simulation results of the hydrodynamic models act as ‘observed’ discharges, 

whereas the output of each obtained model is used as ‘predicted’ discharge. The 

adjusted R² (denoted as    , Eq. 5.7) value is also calculated, which is defined as: 

     
                             

   

                                
   

 (5.6) 

 

 
 

          
   

     
 (5.7) 

 

with p the number of parameters included in the model structure. The adjusted R² 

tries to tackle the phenomenon of generating higher accuracy metrics by 

including additional variables that have no explanatory power. Note that the 

adjusted R² value is always lower than the R² measure and has an ideal value of 

one. In addition, the observed and predicted values are visually compared by 

showing scatter plots together with a linear fit and R² values, or by concurrently 

plotting discharge-stage couples. The latter figures preserve the time-indexing, 

which is important when characterizing hysteretic behaviour.  

Moreover, different model identification techniques exist that try to indicate 

whether a model has been overfitted by including too many parameters (e.g. 
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Jakeman and Hornberger, 1993). The Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike, 

1974) for instance is a parameter-based metric that is often used to compare 

different models with each other, but is unable to evaluate the model in absolute 

terms. This criterion is generally very useful during the model identification 

phase, but is not examined in this study since the number of data points 

(observations) is several orders of magnitude larger than the number of 

parameters. This will inevitably lead to the full acceptance of the model with 

lowest residual sums of squares, and hence rejection of all other models, thereby 

not providing further insight into the accuracy and explanatory value of the 

different model structures. Secondly, the SDP-RC, ANN and M5’ models do not 

have a prescribed model structure, making the number of parameters used highly 

case specific. Instead, a qualitative model evaluation is performed that focuses 

amongst others on the model adaptability and ease of the model build-up, and 

assesses the reliability and performance under different circumstances (see §5.6) 

(Nguyen et al., 2007; Krueger et al., 2012). Such qualitative and perhaps 

subjective analysis allows for the consideration of different elements that are 

often impossible to quantify, but that can be crucial to set-up accurate and 

reliable models that meet the intended aim. 

5.5.2 Simple rating curve 

5.5.2.1 Case study 1 

First, the constant parameters of the Simple Rating Curve (SRC) approach are 

determined. Optimization yields 4.28 for coefficient a, 35.08 m for the datum 

correction b and 0.74 for c. The statistical properties of the fitted discharge series 

can be found in Table 5.1. 

Due to the form of Eq. 5.1, this rating curve cannot capture hysteretic behaviour. 

The univocal rating curve endeavours the generally optimal result, leading to a 

compromise solution. Figure 5.4 shows the approximation for three events. Two 

events are not shown, because they are characterized by univocal relationships 

and all models emulate these well. Obviously, the events with hystereses 

(‘Nov2010’ and ‘Jan2011’) have significantly poorer fits than the other three 

events (see Table 5.1), which lie approximately on a single curve. The model 

manages to emulate the validation events relatively well, with statistical properties 

that even surpass some of the calibration events. The better fit for the Jan2011 

event in comparison with Nov2010 is caused by the smaller hysteresis (see Figure 

5.2). 
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Figure 5.4: Fit of the different models in function of the observed stage for the 

calibration event ‘Nov2010’ (left) and validation events ‘Feb2010’ (middle) and 

‘Jan2011’ (right) for the first case study (Marke River). 

Table 5.1: Statistical properties of the Single Rating Curve (SRC), State 

Dependent Parameter – Rating Curve (SDP-RC), Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) and M5’ Model Tree (M5’) for the first case study. 

  Calibration Events Validation Events 

  Mar2008 Nov2010 Feb2010 Aug2010 Jan2011 

 RMSPE (%) 12.01 29.79 10.53 16.59 19.38 

SRC MAPE   (%) 9.79 14.94 7.91 13.55 12.69 

 adjusted R² 0.94 0.74 0.96 0.97 0.82 

 RMSPE (%) 5.66 14.86 4.13 14.01 13.04 

SDP-RC-1 MAPE   (%) 4.99 6.34 3.54 11.23 5.48 
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  Calibration Events Validation Events 

  Mar2008 Nov2010 Feb2010 Aug2010 Jan2011 

 adjusted R² 0.99 0.87 0.99 0.99 0.92 

 RMSPE (%) 7.28 12.38 4.96 15.97 10.89 

SDP-RC-2 MAPE   (%) 5.87 6.35 3.79 12.64 4.12 

 adjusted R² 0.99 0.88 0.99 0.99 0.95 

 RMSPE (%) 6.34 6.28 3.72 16.95 11.02 

ANN MAPE   (%) 4.99 4.20 3.06 13.04 4.38 

 adjusted R² 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.77 

 RMSPE (%) 4.11 12.42 3.97 7.97 7.57 

M5’ MAPE   (%) 3.17 5.33 3.23 6.34 3.25 

 adjusted R² 0.99 0.92 0.99 0.99 0.96 

 

5.5.2.2 Case study 2 

Optimization of the SRC for the two calibration events yields 49.73, 5.51 m and 

1.09 for parameters a, b and c respectively. The performance of the SRC is shown 

in Table 5.2. Again, the obtained SRC is a generally optimal solution. Because of 

the smaller hystereses in the data for case study 2 in comparison with case study 

1, the adjusted R²-values are closer to unity. 

Table 5.2: Statistical properties of the Single Rating Curve (SRC), State 

Dependent Parameter-Rating Curve (SDP-RC), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

and M5’ Model Tree (M5’) for the second case study. 

  Calibration Events Validation Events 

  Jan1995 T100 Nov2010 T25 T250 

 RMSPE (%) 13.49 7.60 41.25 8.87 7.03 

SRC MAPE   (%) 9.47 6.14 21.70 7.11 5.14 

 adjusted R² 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.93 

 RMSPE (%) 11.20 5.85 26.70 8.13 3.67 

SDP-RC MAPE   (%) 8.18 4.51 13.69 6.77 2.62 

 adjusted R² 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.99 

 RMSPE (%) 10.03 5.58 43.51 8.46 4.86 

ANN MAPE   (%) 7.14 4.21 19.98 6.91 3.47 
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  Calibration Events Validation Events 

  Jan1995 T100 Nov2010 T25 T250 

 adjusted R² 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.96 

 RMSPE (%) 9.76 4.56 15.49 8.20 3.86 

M5’ MAPE   (%) 6.51 3.28 8.53 6.82 2.73 

 adjusted R² 0.95 0.98 0.98 0.93 0.98 

 

The rating curves and the approximations obtained by the different models are 

not explicitly shown for this case study. Such figures would be unclear because of 

the high variability and scatter of the rating curves (see e.g. Figure 5.8).  Instead, 

Figure 5.5 shows the observed (i.e. data retrieved from hydrodynamic 

simulations) versus the predicted discharges for the different methodologies. A 

least squares linear fit is indicated by the full line, together with the equations and 

R²-values. It is clear that the SRC approach underestimates the higher discharges 

(e.g. event ‘T250’) significantly. The scatter regularly exceeds the ±10% bounds 

(indicated by the dashed lines). 

 
Figure 5.5: Observed (extracted from hydrodynamic simulations) versus the 

predicted discharges of the four examined approaches for all events of case study 

2. The observed discharges ±10% are indicated by the dashed lines. The full lines 

indicate a linear fit, together with the equations and R² values. 
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5.5.3 State Dependent Parameter Rating Curve (SDP-RC) 

5.5.3.1 Case study 1 

Next, the in this research proposed State Dependent Parameter Rating Curve 

(SDP-RC) approach is examined. The parameters a, b and c of Eq. 5.3 are 

optimized in the same manner as in the SRC approach, but only the event of 

Mar2008 was employed as calibration data. The discharge-stage couples exhibit a 

univocal relationship for this smaller event (see Figure 5.2) and are therefore 

considered to approximate a steady rating curve. Thereby, the SDP correction is 

entirely aimed at tackling the hysteresis caused by variable factors. If an event 

with hysteresis was included in the calibration data, the SRC optimization would 

yield a curve that deviates from the steady rating curve. This would impede the 

physical interpretation of the SDP outcome. Optimization yields 34.97 m for the 

datum correction b, a value of 1.25 for exponent c and a constant value of 4.80 

for a. This latter value is solely used for comparison with the sum of a1(h(t)) and 

a2(h(t)-h(t-1))  (cf. Eq. 5.3) obtained after the SDP analysis. 

The following analysis is performed on the complete calibration data, namely 

events ‘Mar2008’ and ‘Nov2010’. Integrated random walk processes, also known 

as smooth trend models, are associated with a1(h(t)) and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) separately. 

The parameters of these integrated random walks are optimized in the first 

backfitting iteration and are kept constant for the remaining three iterations. The 

FIS algorithm delivers discrete values of the two time varying parameters shown 

in Figure 5.6, together with their 95% confidence intervals.  

Several elements of the acquired SDP model corroborate its physical context. 

Parameter a1(h(t)) shows an approximately constant value for stages between the 

minimum observed stage and 36.9 m. The average estimate of a1(h(t))  in this 

interval is 3.06. The averaged value of a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) for stage differences plus or 

minus 0.05 m is 1.68. Hence, these parts of both SDP are, as expected, very 

closely related to the alleged steady rating curve estimation. More striking is the 

steep drop of the a1(h(t)) estimates for stages between 36.9 and 38.1 m. This 

corresponds almost perfectly with the augmenting gate level of the downstream 

gated weir. For stages surpassing approximately 36.6 m, the gate level rises (see 

point A in Figure 5.2). This varying gate level causes variable backwater effects, 

thereby inhibiting flow and creating hystereses. To mimic this hysteretic 

behaviour accurately, the second SDP a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) is required. This SDP 

determines, as in the widely known rising/falling approach, on which branch the 
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data samples are located and applies a suitable correction factor. Finally, the fast 

rising part of a1(h(t)) for stages above 38.1 m accounts for the more extreme 

values of the gate level. When the gate level reaches its maximum allowable 

position (3.85 m above the gate’s sill level) and the stage keeps rising, it is likely 

that the inhibitory effect of the weir diminishes. At this stage, remember that 

numerous factors affect the river’s state, including flood, the fluctuating gate level 

(see points B and C in Figure 5.2) and other unsteady dynamics. Despite all these 

challenging elements and uncertainties, the SDP analysis still manages to find 

estimates showing a trend. 

 

Figure 5.6: Parameters a1(h(t)) and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) as identified using the SDP 

algorithm (dots) together with their 2x standard error confidence intervals (dotted 

lines) for the first case study. The parameterization was done using piecewise 

linear relationships for each SDP (solid lines).  

The SDP estimates shown in Figure 5.6 yield an exceptional value of 0.998 for R² 

for the calibration data. Of course, these SDP estimates have to be parameterized 

based on their states before they can be exploited in a simulation model. For this 

purpose, simple piecewise linear relationships are used to accentuate the 

simplicity and preserve the transparency of the final model. After manually 

selecting breakpoints, linear relationships were fitted to the data between two 

adjacent breakpoints. The resulting piecewise linear relationships are shown in 

Figure 5.6. Due to the parameterization, the R² coefficient of the calibration data 

dropped to 0.896. Next, simulations were performed for all events using the 

obtained model. The results are summarized in Table 5.1 under ‘SDP-RC-1’. It is 
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clear that the model emulates the full hydrodynamic results much better than the 

SRC approach. All adjusted R² values exceed 90%, except for the second 

calibration event.  

Because of the rough parameterization of the SDP estimates, optimization of the 

parameters b and c in Eq. 5.3 might be beneficial given the values of a1(h(t)) and 

a2(h(t)-h(t-1)). Simultaneous optimization of parameters b and c and SDP 

estimation is not possible due to the implementation of the SDP algorithm. The 

non-linearities introduced by the time varying parameters can simply be imposed 

upon the model as time series, since their values can be calculated for the 

calibration data via the chosen piecewise linear equations. Optimization using the 

calibration data delivered values of 34.99 m and 1.19 for b and c respectively. The 

individual events were simulated again and the performance indicators are 

appended to Table 5.1 under ‘SDP-RC-2’. Figure 5.4 shows the discharge-stage 

couples for the events ‘Nov2010’, ‘Feb2010’ and ‘Jan2011’. The statistics of the 

two events with the poorest approximations ameliorated. Moreover, it is notable 

that the performance of the validation event showing hysteresis (‘Jan2011’) has 

better performance statistics than the calibration event with hysteresis, although 

its shape differs significantly from the supplied data during calibration. This 

indicates the good generalization capabilities and confirms the physical meaning 

of the model. In the falling branch of the rating curves, the predictions deviate 

from the observed values. This is caused by the higher uncertainty for the SDP 

estimates of a2(h(t)-h(t-1)). Using solely a modest amount of observed discharge-

stage couples, the SDP analysis managed to deliver an accurate model that can 

even account for the gate level variations downstream. The obtained model is 

highly transparent and has great generalization capability, which is proven by the 

good error statistics for the validation events. Note that it is likely that even better 

approximations can be acquired when more flexible methods are employed for 

SDP parameterization, such as neuro-fuzzy techniques, although the expected 

gain is limited. In such case, the structure of the non-linear system can still be 

used, but the SDP estimates are calculated using an adaptive neuro fuzzy 

inference system. 

5.5.3.2 Case study 2 

The same procedure as in case study 1 was followed for model calibration. Both 

calibration events, namely Jan1995 and High100 were used for the estimation of 

parameters b and c in Eq. 5.3, yielding of course the same parameters as in the 

SRC model (cf. §5.5.2.2). The SDP estimates are shown in Figure 5.7. The 
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averages of a1(h(t)) and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) are also calculated and indicated on Figure 5.7 

by the horizontal lines. Both averages are almost equal (24.771 and 24.768 for 

a1(h(t)) and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) respectively) and their sum approximates the optimized 

value of a in the SRC approach (49.73, cf. §5.5.2.2). 

 

Figure 5.7: Parameters a1(h(t)) and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) as identified using the SDP 

algorithm (dots) together with their 2x standard error confidence intervals (dotted 

lines) for the second case study. The averages of each parameter are marked by 

the horizontal full lines. 

Again, a physical interpretation can be given for the estimates of each parameter. 

To facilitate the explanation, the estimates of a1(h(t)) are divided into five zones, 

labelled ‘A’ to ‘E’ on Figure 5.7. As in the first case study, parameter a1(h(t)) 

corrects the general shape of the rating curve. It tries to find a compromise 

solution through the hystereses as in the optimization of the SRC. In contrast to 

the SRC approach, parameter a1(h(t)) depends on the stage and is therefore time-

varying, allowing for a closer emulation of the data couples. The rating curve in 

the form of Eq. 5.1 with constant parameter a equal to the averaged sum of 

a1(h(t)) and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) is shown in Figure 5.8 for the calibration data. It is clear 

that the rating curve systematically over- and underestimates the calibration data 

in some areas. In fact, an “S-shaped” (sigmoid) rating curve seems more 

appropriate, but the imposed model structure (see Eq. 5.1) impedes such form. 

This shape can be caused by the variable backwater and unsteadiness effects 

occurring for stages between roughly 6.5 and 8 m, or varying cross-section 
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geometries. In zone ‘A’, the constant rating curve overestimates the calibration 

data: most points are situated on the left of the rating curve. Hence, for stages 

lower than approximately 6.1 metres, the estimates of parameter a1(h(t))  are 

below its average value. In zone ‘B’, no clear under- or overestimation can be 

noticed. Most data points of zone ‘C’ lie on the right side of the SRC 

approximation and therefore, a1(h(t)) is slightly higher than the average value. 

Zone D is characterized by overestimations by the SRC model, which are 

corrected by the lower a1(h(t)) estimates. For the highest stages of the calibration 

set, the backwater effects diminish, no hysteresis can be noticed and logically, the 

SRC approach underestimates the data couples significantly. The latter is 

corrected by the increasing a1(h(t)) estimates. 

 

Figure 5.8: Calibration data (‘Jan1995’ and ‘T100’) together with the SRC 

approximation (cf. Eq. 5.1) with parameter a equal to the averaged sum of the 

estimates of a1(h(t)) and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) from the SDP-RC analysis. The arrows 

indicate the effect of parameter a1(h(t)) for each zone. 

Again, as in the first case study, parameter a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) accounts for the 

hystereses. A steep drop in the a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) estimates can be observed for rapidly 

increasing stages with narrow uncertainty bounds. This corresponds with the 

earlier explained sudden closure of the hydraulic structures when the stage in the 

Scheldt River surpasses that of the Dender due to the tide. When the hydraulic 

structures prevent water from flowing into the Scheldt, the stage rises fast and 

backwater effects occur. Hence, the higher a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) estimates correct for this 

phenomenon. It can be argued that such sudden rises of the stage could also 

occur during very extreme flood waves. In such case, the given explanation does 
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not apply and a different behaviour could be noticed. Therefore, the performance 

of the SDP-RC approach will be validated on an extreme synthetic runoff event 

with a return period of 250 years (‘T250’) as well. For faster declines of the river 

stage, the situation is a bit fuzzier. In general, estimates of a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) lie above 

the average value, which corresponds to the decreasing backwater effects when 

the hydraulic structures are reopened. However, the estimates fluctuate 

significantly for differences in subsequent stage recordings just below zero. This 

likely originates from the complex interactions between the gated weir in the 

vicinity that prevents the stage of dropping below a specified threshold on the 

one hand, and the hydraulic structures at the confluence downstream on the 

other hand. 

The SDP estimates result in a value for R² of 0.986. As in the first case study, the 

parameterization of the estimates was done using a piecewise linear relationship. 

A new segment of this relationship for a1(h(t)) starts at the beginning of each zone 

shown in Figure 5.7 (the breakpoint between zones ‘D’ and ‘E’ was shifted 

slightly to the left). The parameterization of a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) includes four linear 

equations (a first one up to -0.05m, a second and third to emulate the peak 

around zero and the last one starting at 0.15m.). Next, parameters b and c (cf. Eq. 

5.3) were optimized again using the calibration data to account for errors 

introduced by the parameterization of the estimates. The performance criteria for 

the two calibration and the three validation events are appended to Table 5.2. 

Notice the good error statistics for the largest event (‘T250’), indicating the great 

extrapolation capabilities of the model. This is also confirmed by the comparison 

shown in Figure 5.5. The steep drop of a2(h(t)-h(t-1)) for fast rising stages does not 

affect the performance negatively. The least squares fit shown in Figure 5.5 has a 

slope that is very close to unity. 

5.5.4 Artificial neural networks 

5.5.4.1 Case study 1 

Calibration of the ANN was done using 5-fold cross validation. The number of 

hidden neurons was varied between 2 and 7 and training was conducted with 100 

epochs. The results showed that neural networks with 6 hidden neurons led to 

the lowest sum of the RMSEs of the ‘training’ and ‘validation’ subsets (both part 

of the calibration data). The ANN contains 25 weights and biases, which is much 

lower than the number of samples used for training (1155). Next, the 
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performance was examined on the independent ‘test’ set (i.e. events ‘Feb2010’, 

‘Aug2010’ and ‘Jan2011’).  

The ANN approach delivers outstanding predictions for the calibration events, 

with values for adjusted R² close to unity (see Table 5.1). However, the 

calibration event of Jan2011 has poor predictions, with even larger errors than 

the SRC yielded. This indicates that the model could have been overfit, despite 

the carefully conducted calibration procedure. The ANN’s very flexible 

architecture makes this type of model prone to overfitting. More (diverse) data 

during training and accompanying cross-validation is absolutely required to obtain 

models with better generalization abilities. 

5.5.4.2 Case study 2 

The same procedure was followed as in case study 1. The cross-validation led to 

the inclusion of 6 hidden nodes. The error statistics are included in Table 5.2. 

Again, the ANN model emulates the calibration data very well, although the 

differences with the SRC and SDP-RC approaches are smaller in comparison to 

the first case study. The error statistics of the independent ‘test’ sets (i.e. events 

‘Nov2010’, ‘T25’ and ‘T250’) are close to each other and adequate, but are all 

surpassed by those of the SDP-RC approach. The emulation of the event outside 

the calibration range is poor as indicated by Figure 5.5: the highest discharges are 

significantly underestimated by the ANN approach. 

5.5.5 M5’ model tree 

5.5.5.1 Case study 1 

Finally, the M5’ model tree approach was tested. As in the latter two approaches, 

the stage and gradient of stage (h(t)-h(t-1)) are used as inputs. The minimum 

number of training data cases one node may represent was set to 5. A smoothing 

coefficient of 12 was applied as proposed by Wang and Witten (1997). Training 

resulted in a model tree with 10 leaves (consisting of 27 parameters in total), each 

representing a linear model. The performance criteria are listed in Table 5.1. This 

model yields in general the best results of all examined approaches. As in the 

SDP-RC approach, the error statistics of the validation event with hysteresis 

(‘Jan2011’) surpass those of the calibration data.  

Close inspection of the model’s architecture and parameters learns that most data 

samples are situated on a single curve, denoted earlier as the steady rating curve. 
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It is therefore logic that the M5’ algorithm employs several linear relationships to 

approximate this curve. Small errors on individual estimates in this region are 

quickly enlarged in the final error statistics because of the great number of 

samples. The second input, namely the difference in subsequent stages, is only of 

importance for stages surpassing 36.32 m. For these stages, the second input 

argument determines, as in the SDP-RC, whether the data sample is located on 

the rising or falling branch of the hysteresis. Because of the inclusion of the 

second input itself in the linear relationships, the shape of the hysteresis can vary. 

A disadvantage of this approach is that ‘discontinuities’ can occur in model 

prediction when the model switches from one relationship to another. The 

smoothing factor should tackle this problem, but the jumps can still be noticed 

(e.g. the rising branch of ‘Jan2011’ in Figure 5.4). Secondly, the falling branch is 

approximated too roughly by the M5’ algorithm. The user could however 

manipulate the relationships manually, although obtaining an improved model in 

this way is not a sinecure. Despite the mentioned shortcomings, the automation 

and objectivity of the model construction and the greater flexibility puts this 

approach well in favour of the ubiquitously used rising/falling approach.  

5.5.5.2 Case study 2 

The error statistics of the M5’ approach are added to Table 5.2. Training yielded a 

model with 92 leaves (i.e. linear equations) that consists of 199 parameters. The 

satisfactory performance of the trained M5’ model for the validation events 

indicate that the trained M5’ models are probably not overfitted. The highest 

discharges of the validation events are slightly underestimated as shown in Figure 

5.5, but the overall agreement is very good as indicated by the high R²-value. 

Because of the high number of equations, the transparency is greatly reduced, 

which was one of the major advantages of this kind of model. The number of 

leaves can be lessened by increasing the minimum number of data cases one node 

may represent. 

5.6 Performance assessment using measurement data 

The presented research obviates several difficulties by relying on simulation 

results of detailed models. This discussion addresses how the examined 

methodologies will behave in situations that are often encountered in practice, 

namely when only a small number of samples is available, the models are used for 

extrapolation, and the data set contains discontinuities or outliers.  
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If merely a limited data set is disposable, purely data-driven models, such as ANN 

and M5’ model trees, are affected most. These approaches solely depend on data 

to identify the model structure and calibrate the parameters instead of relying on 

physical principles. If too little information is presented during model built up, 

these models are easily overfitted. This is demonstrated by the ANN construction 

in the first case study, where the performance of a validation event (‘Jan2011’, see 

Table 5.1) is even poorer than that of the SRC approach. The SDP-RC approach 

is less affected by this issue. The obtained SDP estimates are also data-driven, but 

can easily be interpreted. The modeller can still incorporate expert knowledge and 

alter the proposed relationships. 

In the second case study, the extrapolation capability of the different approaches 

was tested by validating to an event which is much more extreme than the 

calibration set (‘T250’). It is shown that all models manage to yield adequate 

predictions. As with all regression and data-driven methods, a prerequisite is the 

inclusion of the most important principles affecting the relationships in the 

calibration set. Thanks to its rather simple model structure, the behaviour of the 

SDP-RC models is easier interpretable and predictable in extreme conditions. 

Note that because of the limited number of inputs, simple two-dimensional grids 

or tables can be created that show the outcome of each model for a given input 

set. 

Discontinuities in the calibration set do not pose much trouble. In contrast to 

auto-regressive models, a precise estimate of the discharge at the first time step is 

not required. Only the difference in subsequent stage measurements, which is 

used as an input, should be corrected. If the number of discontinuities is limited 

with respect to the amount of calibration data, setting this input to zero will likely 

have negligible effects on model performance.  

To test the influence of outliers, 5% of the discharges of case study 2 was 

increased or decreased by 40%.  Figure 5.9 shows the adapted calibration set used 

to test the four methodologies. The same model built up procedure was followed 

as for the two case studies (see §5.5). The performance of the retained models is 

tested on the original (unaltered) data set. The resulting adjusted R²-values are 

shown in Table 5.3, together with their change compared to the corresponding 

models that were calibrated using the original data set (see Table 5.2).  
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Table 5.3: Adjusted R²-values of the different models (trained on a calibration 

data set with artificial outliers) for the original data series. The differences in 

adjusted R² values in comparison with the models that were calibrated using the 

original data set are indicated between brackets (·10-3). 

 Calibration Events Validation Events 

 Jan1995 T100 Nov2010 T25 T250 

SRC 0.94 (-0.7) 0.95 (+0.2) 0.96 (-1.5) 0.93 (-0.2) 0.93 (+3.1) 

SDP-RC 0.95 (-1.9) 0.98 (-1.1) 0.98 (+0.2) 0.95 (+0.7) 0.99 (+1.3) 

ANN 0.96 (-4.0) 0.98 (-5.0) 0.97 (+1.8) 0.95 (-3.1) 0.98 (+19.7) 

M5’ 0.95 (+0.6)  0.98 (-1.1) 0.97 (-10.7) 0.93 (-0.8) 0.97 (-6.4) 

 

 
Figure 5.9: Part of the original calibration set (dots) together with the generated 

outliers (circles). 

As expected, the performance of the SRC model is almost equal. In the SDP-RC 

approach, the outliers only have a paltry effect on the estimates of parameters 

a1(h(t)) and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)), but they enlarge the uncertainty bounds. As in case study 

2, five and four linear relationships are used to parameterize respectively a1(h(t)) 

and a2(h(t)-h(t-1)). Because almost the same estimates were obtained, the 

performance hardly changes. Cross-validation led to the inclusion of only four 

hidden nodes in the ANN instead of 6 (see §5.5.4.2). Therefore, the ANN is less 

tailored to the input data and manages to emulate the validation events much 

better. The trained M5’ tree comprises 79 leaves. The calibration events were 

mimicked well, but the performance of the validation events deteriorated. Hence, 
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the overall effect of the outliers is small, but they affect the ANN and M5’ 

models more. 

5.7 Discussion and conclusions 

Rating curves are often characterized by looped trajectories due to various 

influences. Neglecting this hysteretic behaviour can result in large errors in flow 

predictions and thereby affect all applications that rely on these predictions. 

Conventional modelling techniques cannot emulate hystereses, but various 

theoretically well-founded approaches exist that account for such complex 

behaviour. These techniques incorporate additional measurements, such as stage 

readings at an adjacent location or velocity estimates, but this additional 

information is often unavailable. Therefore, this study aims to emulate variable 

rating curves when only discharge and stage measurements at one location are 

present. The performance of physically based models on the one hand, namely 

the simple rating curve (SRC) approach and a proposed expansion with state 

dependent parameters (SDP-RC), and expert systems on the other hand, 

specifically artificial neural networks (ANN) and the rarely used M5’ model trees, 

are compared quantitatively and qualitatively. Data used in the experiments are 

gathered at two locations in detailed hydrodynamic models with rating curves that 

are strongly affected by hystereses. 

The conducted experiments indicate that the commonly used SRC approach 

delivers inferior results in comparison with the other tested methodologies. As 

expected, the SRC models are not capable of emulating the hysteretic behaviour. 

In contrast, a proposed time-varying form of the conventional rating curve with 

state dependent parameters (SDP-RC) manages to represent complex rating 

curves with hysteretic behaviour. The SDP-RC models deliver accurate results 

(see Table 5.1, Table 5.2, Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5) while remaining highly 

transparent. The presented methodology yielded physically interpretable models, 

as demonstrated by analyzing the SDP estimates in detail. The often applied 

ANNs outperform the SDP-RC models for the calibration data, but deliver 

poorer predictions for the validation data despite a carefully followed calibration 

procedure. The complex black box model structure and lack of physical 

background make this approach sensitive to overfitting. When only a limited 

amount of data is present and the exerted behaviour between the states is 

complex, creating an ANN with good generalization capabilities can be very 

difficult. The M5’ model trees produced in general slightly better predictions than 
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the SDP-RC approach and have a fairly comprehensible model structure, which 

consists of a simple set of linear equations at the leaves. However, the additional 

gain with respect to the SDP-RC models does not justify the lower transparency 

and additional complexity. Therefore, the SDP-RC is selected here as the 

preferred method among the tested models for modelling rating curves affected 

by hysteresis when only (a modest amount of) stage and discharge measurements 

are available.  

The research is entirely based on simulation results from detailed hydrodynamic 

models that solve the full de Saint-Venant equations. This way, boundaries can be 

picked and measurement uncertainties are avoided. Special attention was paid to 

practical concerns, such as the presence of discontinuities and outliers in the 

calibration time series, and the extrapolation capabilities of the models. Clearly 

further testing on other sites is necessary and we therefore cannot claim that the 

SDP-RC approach will be appropriate in all cases. Also, additional ANN 

structures (e.g. radial basis functions) and more complex expert systems (e.g. 

adaptive neuro fuzzy inference systems; see also Chapter 4) could be considered. 

Some important elements affecting rating curves are not investigated in this 

research, such as erosion and sedimentation of the channel, changes in roughness 

and the influence of vegetation. Future research could focus on these aspects. 

The investigated model structures were also incorporated in the general 

conceptual modelling approaches presented in Chapters 2 and 3. The simple 

rating curve (SRC) approach of this study is the default method to model rating 

curves (see also §2.3.3.1). The M5’ model trees can be used for the modelling of 

rating curves and hypsometric curves (§2.3.3.1), while ANNs can be employed 

for modelling flow (§2.3.1.2 and §3.3.3.4) and rotating water surface profiles 

(§2.3.3.2). 
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6 Application 1: Impact 

quantification of flood control 

basins in the Dender 

catchment 

6.1 Introduction 

Floods cause worldwide huge economical losses and it is likely that floods will 

even strike increasingly and more destructively due to urbanization and climate 

change (e.g. IPCC 2012; Willems et al., 2012; Arnbjerg-Nielsen et al., 2013). As 

discussed extensively in the introductory chapter, models with a limited 

calculation time will play a crucial role in future river and flood management (see 

§1.1-§1.3).  

This chapter uses conceptual river models for a case study in flood management 

to illustrate the use and several advantages of conceptual models that are 

configured using the newly developed approach. In the investigated case study, 

the reduction of water levels and discharges is quantified due to the installation of 

additional and the enlargement of existing retention basins along the Marke River 

in Belgium. In addition, different gate operation controls are explored. It is 

essential to assess the structural adaptations on the basis of a long term 

simulation, followed by a statistical analysis of the results, since this allows 

 6 
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accounting for antecedent conditions. This approach also allows calculating the 

return period of the response of the system while avoiding statistical pre-

processing of the inputs. However, performing long term simulations requires 

computationally efficient models that can simulate a long time series in a limited 

amount of time. If management strategies require optimization, it is likely that 

such long term simulations must even be performed a number of times. 

Therefore, a conceptual model is used that was configured using the conceptual 

modelling approach for rivers presented in Chapter 2. 

This chapter is outlined as follows. First, the case study area, selected retention 

basins and different gate control strategies are discussed. Section 6.3 presents the 

calibration and validation results of the derived conceptual models. These models 

represent the current state of the rivers Marke and Dender. After implementation 

of the retention basins in the conceptual models, a partial recalibration was 

performed. Such recalibration is necessary since the conceptual models are based 

on empirical relationships and therefore cannot predict the flow in the altered 

system. The derived conceptual models of the Marke and Dender were coupled 

and used to simulate the historical flood event of November 2010 and a 36-years 

rainfall time series. These results are discussed in Section 6.4 together with an 

interpretation of the obtained results. By statistically analyzing the simulation 

results of the models representing the current and future states of the rivers, it 

was possible to quantify the reduction of flood frequency and magnitude. 

This chapter is based on the following publication: 

WOLFS, V., WILLEMS, P. (2015). QUANTIFICATION OF IMPACT OF RETENTION 

BASINS ON RIVER FLOODS IN THE DENDER CATCHMENT IN BELGIUM USING 

COMPUTATIONALLY EFFICIENT MODELS. 36TH IAHR WORLD CONGRESS, 

DELFT/THE HAGUE, THE NETHERLANDS, 29 JUNE – 3 JULY 2015. 

6.2 Case study 

6.2.1 Study area 

The Marke is a non-navigable river in Belgium that mouths in the Dender River 

(see Figure 6.1). Both rivers are regularly affected by floods. The discharge of the 

Marke and Dender Rivers amount to respectively 2 m³/s and 5 m³/s at their 

confluence under normal flow conditions, which can rise to approximately 20 
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m³/s and 100 m³/s during periods of severe flooding. The flow of the Marke and 

Dender Rivers is controlled by several movable weirs. The movement of the 

gated weirs along the Marke River is determined by a set of logic controls that 

rely on multiple water level measurements, while those of the Dender River are 

controlled manually based on experience. 

 
Figure 6.1: Simplified overview of part of the Marke and Dender Rivers. The 

selected additional retention basins are shown by the red dashed rectangles. The 

locations and associated states that will be analyzed are indicated as well. 

The configuration of surrogate models demands for a large amount of 

measurements, since these models are data-driven (see §2.2.1 for a discussion on 

data necessity and consequences of limited data availability). Because not enough 

accurate measurements are available, this research employs “virtual” data sets 

generated by simulating different flood events in detailed full hydrodynamic 

models. A detailed InfoWorks RS model is available that represents the Marke 

River. The model was configured by the Flemish Environment Agency (VMM) 

and discussed extensively in Chapter 2 (§2.6.1). In addition, a MIKE11 model is 
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used that represents the Dender River. The model incorporates measured cross-

sections every 50 to 100 meters and includes all relevant hydraulic structures. The 

model was calibrated carefully using gauge measurements, field surveys, maps of 

recently flooded areas and digital elevation models. The MIKE11 model employs 

a NAM model (DHI) to transform rainfall into runoff discharges. A quasi-2D 

approach was used to emulate the floodplains in the hydrodynamic model (see 

also Willems et al., 2002). This type of modelling approach is an extension of the 

1D approach, in which a one dimensional river branch is linked to flood branches 

through link channels and lateral weirs. This method strongly reduces the 

computation time compared to two dimensional MIKE21 models, but delivers 

similar results. Both the InfoWorks RS and MIKE11 models were also used in 

Chapter 5 for the modelling of rating curves. 

Two critical locations along the Marke River are identified that are prone to 

flooding and, when flooded, could result in significant economic losses. More 

specifically, the reduction in water depths in a floodplain in Herne and another in 

Galmaarden are investigated due to the selected flood countermeasures. These 

locations are situated just downstream of the retention basins of Herne and 

Eetveldmodel respectively. In addition, the effect of these measures on the 

receiving Dender River is quantified by analyzing the reduction of flow rates at 

three locations, namely (1) at the confluence of the Marke in the Dender River 

near the city of Viane, and along the Dender in (2) Geraardsbergen and (3) 

Denderleeuw. The latter two cities also suffer from floods regularly. The 

identified locations are indicated in Figure 6.1.  

6.2.2 Investigated adaptations 

To reduce the flood risk, the installation of additional retention basins together 

with different filling and emptying strategies are considered. Along the Marke and 

its tributary the Beverbeek, four locations were selected that could be used for 

installing retention basins (see Figure 6.1). These sites were chosen based on 

different criteria, including topographic elevation, land use, the potential volume 

of water that could be retained and ecological aspects. In total, these four 

locations can store nearly 1.4 million m³ water. Since some areas of the selected 

locations coincide with already present natural floodplains, the increase in storage 

capacity due to the investigated measures is somewhat lower. Any existing dikes 

will be altered in the simulation models to increase the current capacity, and new 

dikes will be incorporated to contain the flooded water.  
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The filling of the retention basins will be regulated by existing gated weirs on the 

Marke River that are installed perpendicular to the river’s thalweg. By raising the 

gate of a more downstream structure, the water level upstream in the river will 

increase, thereby overtopping the retention basin’s embankments and thus 

storing water in the floodplain. The retention basins will empty via orifices when 

the water level in the river decreases again. By using such filling and emptying 

approach, it is not necessary to build new gated weirs for three out of the four 

additional retention basins which reduces investment costs. The retention basin 

along the tributary Beverbeek (see Figure 6.1) is much smaller compared to the 

others, and no movable hydraulic structure was present yet to control its filling 

and emptying. Therefore, it was necessary to incorporate a new vertical sluice in 

the simulation models along this tributary. The logic controls that determine the 

gate levels of the weirs are configured to limit a downstream water level to a 

specified threshold (further referred to as “set point”) to avoid floods. If the 

upstream retention basins reach their maximum capacity, they temporarily retain 

the stored water and more flow is passed downstream. To evaluate the sensitivity 

and effectiveness of the logic gate controls, three scenarios were implemented 

with high, medium and low downstream set points. The low set point is the most 

stringent approach, since it requires that more water must be retained upstream. 

This increases the risk of reaching the maximal upstream capacity before the 

actual peak of the storm has passed, thereby nullifying the installation of 

retention basins. 

6.3 Conceptual model development 

6.3.1 Modelling methodology and calibration current state 

The conceptual modelling approach presented in Chapter 2 was used to configure 

the models of the Marke and Dender Rivers. The reader is referred to that 

chapter for a comprehensive discussion of the methodology. The development of 

the conceptual model of the Marke River is also treated extensively in Chapter 2 

(see §2.6.2 and §2.6.3), and therefore not repeated in this section. The conceptual 

model of the Dender River was developed in the MSc. thesis of Vissers and 

Wolfs (2011) using a preliminary version of the conceptual modelling approach 

presented in this dissertation. The main modelling principles of this preliminary 

modelling approach are briefly repeated in this section. Flows in the Dender 

River are predominantly modelled using Transfer Functions (as discussed in 
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§2.3.1.4). Near the mouth of the Dender River into the Scheldt, controllable weir-

type equations are used with a simplified implementation of the gate rules to 

ensure tidal influences and gate movements are (in an approximate manner) 

incorporated. The river-floodplain fluxes are calculated using fixed weir-type 

equations. The flow to and from floodplains is extracted from the incoming flow 

of the Transfer Functions to ensure the water balance is closed in the river. Most 

water levels in the river are determined using simple rating curves, while the 

stages in floodplains and in the river near the mouth are calculated using 

hypsometric curves (both types of calculations are discussed more extensively in 

§2.3.3.1). The conceptual model was calibrated and validated using the historical 

events of January-February 1995 and November 2010, and synthetic runoff 

events with 25 and 100 year return periods, derived by means of an extreme-value 

analysis applied to a long-term time series of rainfall-runoff discharges covering 

the period of 1967-2003. The composite hydrograph method (Vaes et al., 2000) 

has been applied to derive the synthetic events. This conceptual model was also 

used for flood probability mapping, which is discussed in Chapter 7. 

The main findings and results of the conceptual models of the Marke and Dender 

River at the locations that are most relevant for this case study are treated below. 

The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency values (NSE, Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970; see also Eq. 

2.7) of water level and discharge predictions at the selected locations of interest 

(listed in §6.2.1) are summarized in Table 6.1. These NSE values were calculated 

based on simulation results obtained after linking all model elements in each 

surrogate model. Hence, deviations and inaccuracies can propagate through the 

system and affect predictions elsewhere. An NSE value of unity implies a perfect 

agreement between the predictions of the detailed full hydrodynamic model and 

the created surrogate model. A value of zero means that the surrogate model 

predictions are as accurate as using the mean of the full hydrodynamic model 

simulation results for all time steps. It is clear that the conceptual model manages 

to emulate the detailed model very accurately. The NSE values for the discharge 

near Galmaarden drop to approximately 0.90, which is mainly caused by small 

fluctuations in the gate operations of the hydraulic structure compared to the gate 

movement in the detailed InfoWorks RS model. Figure 6.2 compares the 

simulation results of the conceptual model of the Marke for the ‘January 2011’ 

event with the results of the hydrodynamic InfoWorks RS model for the selected 

locations. 
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The used conceptual model of the Marke River does not use the new discrete 

calculation scheme with adaptive time step (see §2.4 for a comprehensive 

discussion) as it was not fully developed yet when this case study was performed. 

Hence, the conceptual model employed in this case study differs slightly from the 

model presented in Chapter 2. To avoid instabilities, it was necessary to limit the 

time step to merely 10 seconds for all calculation nodes in this case study, 

resulting in a calculation time of 9.5 seconds to simulate a one-month event on an 

i7 processor using a single core at 3.40 GHz. As discussed in §2.6.3.3, the 

calculation time could have been reduced to just 1.12 seconds with the calculation 

scheme with adaptive time step, while retaining stable simulation solutions. The 

additional calculation time caused by the simpler calculation scheme with fixed 

time step (as used in this study) did not pose major issues in this analysis. The 

conceptual model of the Dender River uses a completely different calculation 

scheme, still written in MATLAB code. Because the system responds much 

smoother and slower than the Marke River, a time step of one hour could be 

used. The simulation time of a one month event amounts a few seconds.  

Finally, both surrogate models were coupled. The conceptual model of the Marke 

also covers the most upstream part of the Dender up to Geraardsbergen to 

ensure that the complex interactions at the confluence of both rivers were 

captured. Since there were no significant backwater effects noticed in the flow 

simulation results of the detailed MIKE11 model over the weir of 

Geraardsbergen, which is situated a few kilometers downstream of the 

confluence of the Dender and Marke Rivers, it was possible to link the two 

models using a simple piecewise linear discharge-volume relationship. The most 

upstream part of the Dender River and the entire Marke River are simulated with 

a time step of 10 seconds, while the remaining part of the Dender is simulated 

using an hourly time step.  
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Table 6.1: Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencies (NSE) for water depth and discharge predictions at the locations of interest. Events 

used for calibration and validation are indicated by the letters “C” and “V” respectively. 

 Water depth Discharge 

 Herne Galmaarden Herne Galmaarden Viane Geraardsbergen Denderleeuw 

Marke: Current state        

Mar 2008 (C) n.a. 0.988 0.959 0.867 0.901 0.990 n.a. 

Nov 2010 (C) 0.992 0.977 0.981 0.911 0.977 0.960 n.a. 

Jan 2011 (V) 0.955 0.987 0.955 0.900 0.944 0.942 n.a. 

Marke: With adaptations        

Nov 2010 high S.P. (C) 0.984 0.877 0.967 0.967 0.967 0.959 n.a. 

Nov 2010 medium S.P. (C) 0.707 0.903 0.915 0.915 0.915 0.958 n.a. 

Nov 2010 low S.P. (V) 0.946 0.906 0.917 0.917 0.917 0.960 n.a. 

Jan 2011 high S.P. (C) 0.904 -0.417 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.936 n.a. 

Jan 2011 medium S.P. (C) 0.871 0.920 0.945 0.945 0.945 0.943 n.a. 

Jan 2011 low S.P. (V)  0.604 0.546 0.839 0.839 0.839 0.940 n.a. 

Dender        

T25 (C) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.91 

Jan 1995 (V) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.94 

Nov 2010 (V) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.96 
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Figure 6.2: Validation results of the surrogate model of the Marke River in its 

current state for the January 2011 event versus the emulated simulation results of 

the detailed InfoWorks RS model. 

6.3.2 Recalibration to include the selected adaptations 

The installation of additional retention basins along the Marke discussed in §6.2.2 

entails the adjustment of dike levels, thereby affecting flows, water surface 

profiles and the storage capacity of multiple areas. To ensure that the surrogate 

models can predict the flow and water levels accurately after installation of the 

retention basins, the Marke model is partially recalibrated. Indeed, the conceptual 

model is data-driven and is not designed to predict the river’s states after such 

fundamental adjustments. Therefore, several modifications were made in the 

detailed InfoWorks RS model of the Marke and the storms of November 2010 

and January 2011 were simulated for the three gate level configurations described 

in §6.2.2. These simulation results were then used to recalibrate and validate parts 
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of the conceptual model of the Marke River. No adaptations were made to the 

Dender River. Hence, it was not necessary to recalibrate this model. 

The NSE-values for the flow predictions are comparable to those of the 

conceptual model representing the current state (see Table 6.1). The performance 

values for the water depth predictions in the examined floodplains of Herne and 

Galmaarden fluctuate however, in particular for the January 2011 storm. The 

spilled volumes to these floodplains are very small during this event. Predictions 

of water depths in floodplains are therefore very sensitive to slight deviations in 

the river water level forecasts. These deviations make the difference between 

overtopping of the dikes and hence filling the floodplains, or remaining just 

under the dike level. Since the volumes causing these anomalies in water depth 

predictions are small, they are considered insignificant. 

6.4 Results 

To quantify the effect of the selected additional retention basins and gate 

operations on floods, the storm of November 2010 and a long-term rainfall series 

of 36 years (1 January 1967 – 31 January 2003) was simulated with the coupled 

Dender-Marke surrogate model. Each period was simulated four times: once with 

the model reflecting the current state of both rivers, and three times with the 

model that includes the additional retention basins and related modifications, but 

each time with a different configuration of gate level controls.  

6.4.1 Storm of November 2010 

Table 6.2 shows the change of the peak water levels and discharges at the selected 

flood prone locations due to the installation of additional retention basins and the 

newly configured gate controls. The flood water depth near Herne is reduced by 

merely 15% (just over 10 cm in absolute height). The additional retention basins 

are much more effective in reducing the flood water levels near the city of 

Galmaarden, with a reduction up to 50% (i.e. almost 60 centimeters) for the 

storm of November 2010. The effects of the three implemented gate control 

configurations are comparable. The reduction of the flow of the Marke River 

near Viane, which is just upstream of the confluence with the Dender River, 

amounts to nearly 13%. Due to the large incoming flow of the Dender from 

more upstream situated areas, the effect of the retention basins on the flow is 
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reduced to 3% downstream of the confluence, and even to less than 1% further 

downstream. Hence, the effect of the retention basins along the Marke River on 

the flow of the Dender River is negligible.  

Table 6.2: Change of the water level and discharge peaks due to the installation of 

additional retention basins and alternative gate controls for the event of 

November 2010. 

  High S.P. Medium S.P. Low S.P. 

Water depth 
changes 

Herne -13% -16% -14% 

Galmaarden -47% -50% -46% 

Discharge 
changes 

Herne +16% -3% +1% 

Galmaarden -14% -16% -14% 

Viane -11% -15% -12% 

Geraardsbergen -2% -3% -3% 

Denderleeuw 0% -1% -1% 

 

To further examine the operation of the retention basins, the relevant states 

around the site of Galmaarden during the peak of the storm of November 2010 

are shown in Figure 6.3. The currently applied gate configuration aims to limit an 

upstream water level to a specified threshold value. Hence, during the peak flow, 

the gate is lowered to its minimal position to unburden the upstream system. The 

new gate configurations with different set points target the opposite by retaining 

water upstream in the newly created detention basins with the aim of reducing 

water levels more downstream. As expected, the gate level in the scenario with 

lowest downstream set point gate control increases the most rapidly. Eventually, 

the gate levels in all three scenarios reach their maximum positions. This value is 

imposed by the limitations of the present structure. To limit the investment cost 

of the adaptations, the current hydraulic structures remain unchanged as 

discussed in §6.2.2. In this specific case, this limitation probably does not have a 

significant effect on the flood water levels, since the stored volume of water in 

the upstream retention basin reaches almost its maximum capacity of 750 000 m³ 

as can be seen in Figure 6.3, although this maximum is attained later due to the 

gate limitations. Further research could focus on the added effect of relaxing the 

gate movement restrictions. 
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Figure 6.3: The effect of the installation of additional retention basins and gate 

control configurations with different set points (S.P.) on several river states near 

the city of Galmaarden for the peak of the November 2010 storm. The discharge 

and gate level states of Galmaarden were analyzed just downstream of the 

Eetveldmodel retention basin. 

6.4.2 Long term simulation and statistical analysis 

Usually, flood management plans are developed in an event-based manner by 

simulating peak inflows with return periods prescribed by regulations (e.g. 

Lammersen et al., 2002). Such approach encompasses statistical processing of the 

model inputs to yield the necessary design inflows. The most fundamental 
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problem associated with this approach is the implicit assumption that an input 

event with a certain probability of occurrence results in an output with the same 

probability. This is however not the case due to the non-linear character of the 

system. In addition, this technique is subjected to several large uncertainties 

(Parmet et al., 1999), such as (1) the use of a non-homogeneous discharge record 

due to climatic variability, or changes to the river system or hydrology and (2) the 

choice for a specific extreme-value distribution during the statistical processing. 

Therefore, it is preferable to use a time series-based approach, which entails the 

simulation of the entire available time series of rainfall observations. This 

approach has the advantage of avoiding a statistical preprocessing of the inputs 

and, perhaps even more important, it takes meteorological conditions and the 

catchment response explicitly into account. After such long-term simulation, a 

statistical processing is performed to yield information on the return periods of 

system states. 

This study uses the surrogate models to perform such long term simulation. The 

necessity of using surrogate models becomes clear when the calculation times are 

compared to full hydrodynamic simulations: the calculation time for simulating 

the 36-year time series amounts a little more than one hour using the surrogate 

model, while the detailed models would require more than 3 weeks. Next, a peak-

over-threshold analysis was performed on the simulation results using the 

WETSPRO tool (Willems, 2009) to select independent peak water depths and 

discharges. This process was performed for the current state and the three 

investigated adaptation scenarios. This resulted in the quantification of the water 

depth and discharge reduction at the selected locations versus the empirical 

return period (see Figure 6.4). 
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Figure 6.4: The effect of the selected measures on water depths and discharges 

for different return periods. 

The results are in line with those of the November 2010 storm: the water depth 

near the city of Galmaarden is reduced effectively, the discharge at Viane is 

lessened by circa 10 to 20% depending on the return period, and the flow in the 

Dender River is hardly affected compared to the current state. In contrast to the 

simulations of the November 2010 storm, however, there is a clear difference 

between the three different gate controls. The gate controls with medium and low 

set points respond more rapidly to peak storms, while the high set point control 

resembles more the current state. The gate of the retention basin near Herne in 

the high set point gate control in particular moves almost synchronously with that 

of the current state, resulting in the same maximal flood levels. The peak flow of 

the storm of November 2010 surpasses those of the long term simulation. This 

extreme incoming flow during the storm of November 2010 forced the gate to 
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rise, which resulted in a comparable decrease of the maximum flood level at 

Herne as the two other gate control scenarios (see Table 6.2). The peak flows in 

the long-term simulation were not extreme enough to induce gate movement in 

the high set point control however. For return periods lower than one year, there 

are deviations noticeable between the current and adaptation scenarios for the 

water depth predictions near Herne. Although the gated weir moves almost 

identical in all simulations for these lower return periods, the water depth 

prediction in the investigated floodplain is divergent. This is due to the use of 

other model structures and parameter sets in the adaptation scenarios after 

recalibration (see §6.3.2). This leads to minor deviations in the water level 

predictions in the river. The system responds very sensitive to such deviations 

when this water level approximates the dike level as discussed in §6.3.2. However, 

the spilled volumes associated with these return periods are very low, and hence 

this uncertainty does not have a significant effect on the outcome of the analysis. 

6.5 Discussion and conclusions 

The current evolution towards integrated modelling and the broadening of 

research questions, such as optimization and accounting for uncertainties, 

necessitate the use of fast mathematical models as described in the introductory 

chapter of this dissertation. This case study illustrates the use of such 

computationally efficient models, based on the developed conceptual modelling 

approach described in detail in Chapter 2, for a practical application in flood 

management. The effect of installing additional retention basins is quantified and 

different gate control configurations are assessed by simulating long-term rainfall 

series in surrogate models that comprise the rivers Marke and Dender in Belgium. 

Next, a statistical analysis yields the reduction of water depths and flows at critical 

locations along both rivers versus empirical return periods.  

The results show that the additional retention basins can lower the water depth 

with up to 60 centimeters near the city of Galmaarden for larger return periods, 

while the effect on the Dender River is insignificant. The analysis also 

demonstrates the importance of carefully selected logic controls for gated weirs 

that regulate the filling and emptying of such retention basins. Improper gate 

controls do not use the capacity of the system optimal. 
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It is clear that the surrogate models play an essential role in this analysis. They can 

simulate an event several hundred times faster than the conventional detailed full 

hydrodynamic models. This makes it possible to quickly assess different 

investment strategies statistically as demonstrated in this study, but even allows 

for optimization of management problems at catchment scale. Numerous 

alternative strategies and adaptations can be statistically assessed in an acceptable 

time frame using the proposed conceptual models. For instance, optimizing the 

most important hydraulic parameters of retention basins, such as the capacity and 

emptying or filling strategies, can take diverse criteria and factors into account, 

such as land use, topographic elevation, climate change, building costs and 

remaining potential flood damage in the entire river basin for different return 

periods. It is crucial to use long term rainfall series during such optimization 

instead of design storms, since only the former can consider antecedent 

conditions correctly.  
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7 Application 2: Flood 

probability mapping by means 

of conceptual modelling 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter uses conceptual models to generate flood probability maps for the 

Dender River. This river is part of the operational flood forecasting system of 

Flanders Hydraulics Research. The forecasting system can provide confidence 

intervals of the forecasted water levels and exceedance probabilities of predefined 

alert and alarm levels at gauged locations. A conceptual model was used to 

transform these probability density functions of the water levels at the gauged 

locations to ungauged locations and finally to water levels in the floodplains. Fast 

simulation models are required to ensure that different quantiles can be calculated 

in real time, followed by the generation of the flood probability maps. 

The first section gives a brief introduction of different river flood forecasting 

systems. Section 7.3 describes the case study area and flood forecasting system 

operated by Flanders Hydraulics Research. Section 7.4 discusses briefly the 

methodology for quantifying uncertainties, while section 7.5 provides details on 

the used conceptual model of the Dender. Section 7.6 describes the developed 

methodology for flood mapping that can be used in combination with conceptual 

models. Finally, the results are presented. Flood probability maps are generated 

 7 
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by the conceptual model of the floodplain near Overboelare along the Dender 

River at different times for the storm of November 2010, and compared to a map 

that indicates the measured flooded area of this event. 

This chapter is based on the following publication: 

WOLFS, V., VAN STEENBERGEN, N., WILLEMS, P. (2012). FLOOD PROBABILITY 

MAPPING BY MEANS OF CONCEPTUAL MODELING. IN MUÑOZ, R. (ED.), RIVER 

FLOW 2012: VOL. 2. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FLUVIAL 

HYDRAULICS. COSTA RICA, 5-7 SEPT. 2012 (PP. 1081-1085). LONDON: CRC 

PRESS, TAYLOR & FRANCIS GROUP. 

7.2 River flood forecasting systems 

River flood forecasting systems become widely used for real time prediction of 

runoff and river discharges, river water levels and inundation variables along 

floodplains. When these systems are linked to a GIS interface, flood maps can be 

produced and updated in real time. These flood maps provide a valuable source 

of information for water managers and emergency units during flood events. 

However, they do not provide information on the uncertainty of the predicted 

inundation levels. The uncertainty in the water levels in the floodplains typically 

originates from the uncertainty on the input, the model parameters and the model 

schematization of the flood forecasting system.  

In the recent past several methods have been developed to quantify this 

uncertainty, like the GLUE method by Beven & Binley (1992), the Bayesian 

Model Averaging by Raftery (1993), the Bayesian Forecast System by 

Krzystofowicz (1999), the Model Conditional Processor by Todini (2008), the 

Quantile Regression technique by Weerts et al. (2011) and the Non-parametric 

Data-based Approach by Van Steenbergen et al. (2012). Each of these methods 

are able to quantify the uncertainty in the flood forecasts at gauged locations 

along modeled river stretches. The listed methods have their advantages and 

disadvantages, which are discussed in Coccia & Todini (2010) and Van 

Steenbergen et al. (2012). In this chapter, the Non-parametric Data-based 

Approach has been applied to quantify the uncertainty. 

Next to the quantification of the uncertainty in the flood forecasts, also the 

careful communication and visualization of this uncertainty has to be addressed 
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(Kloprogge et al., 2007). One of the presentation forms are probabilistic flood 

maps, which show the probability of flooding for areas in the vicinity of the river. 

This kind of maps could help the emergency units to focus their actions on the 

areas with the highest flood probability. In addition different flood management 

strategies could be calculated in real time and the strategy which offers the lowest 

flood probabilities could be chosen. Given that these flood maps are produced 

and used during critical periods, the method and software that calculate and map 

the flood uncertainty have to be robust and with limited calculation time.    

7.3 Case study 

7.3.1 Dender River 

The Dender is a strongly channelized river controlled by 8 hydraulic gates and 

sluices (for navigation and flood control). It has a downstream tidal influence 

from the river Scheldt. The Dender basin has a total area of 1384 km² of which 

708 km² lies in Flanders. The river flow is strongly affected by rainfall over the 

upstream basin (see Figure 1.4 in the introductory chapter of the dissertation for 

an overview of the catchment). The Dender has an assymetric valley; the West 

side is relatively flat, while the East side lies in an undulating landscape with 

narrow, rather strongly incised river valleys. The dominant soil type is loam. The 

Dender basin has a high urbanization degree of 30%, concentrated in the North 

of the basin. The South of the basin is characterized by arable land. Larger 

historical floods have occurred in 1993, 1995, 1999, 2002 and 2010. Whereas the 

average discharge of the Dender at the upstream gauging station of Overboelare 

is 5 m³/s, during the recent flood period of November 2010 the discharge rose to 

more than 100 m³/s at this location, which resulted in severe floods. 

7.3.2 Flood forecasting system 

The food forecasting system used in this study is operationally run by Flanders 

Hydraulics Research and provides forecasts of water levels and discharges of the 

navigable rivers in the Flanders region of Belgium. The system contains a 

combination of catchment hydrological and river hydrodynamic models and a 

data assimilation module for real time updating. The hydrological models are 

lumped conceptual rainfall-runoff models implemented in the NAM module of 

the MIKE11 software of DHI Water & Environment (DHI, 2007a,b; Madsen, 
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2000). Also the hydrodynamic models are implemented in the MIKE11 river 

modeling system.  

The hydrological models of the gauged basins are calibrated using long term (>5 

year) rainfall and evapotranspiration series. The model parameters of the 

ungauged basins are derived from interpolation between the surrounding gauged 

basins.  

The hydrodynamic model of the Dender River has been calibrated and validated 

based on recent flood events, making use of available observations of water levels 

and discharges along the river stretches. This hydrodynamic model was already 

used in the previous chapter (see §6.3.1).  

The models are run several times a day. Each simulation period takes four days, 

consisting of a two day hindcast period and a two day forecast period. The 

hindcast period allows the data assimilation module to adjust the simulation 

results with the available observations. The data assimilation does not only create 

optimal initial conditions, but also allows adjusting the forecast results, based on 

an extrapolation of the in time correlated errors during the hindcast period. 

7.4 Uncertainty analysis 

Different methodologies can be followed to assess the uncertainty in flood 

forecasts. In this study, a technique based on statistical analysis of the model error 

is used. Typical for techniques that are based on the statistical analysis of model 

error is that they try to deduct a probability density function of model forecast 

error from explanatory variables, such as measured or forecasted rainfall, 

historical model error  and current forecasts (Montanari & Grossi, 2008).  

The used technique is a non-parametric data-based approach, which is described 

in Van Steenbergen et al. (2011, 2012). The technique starts with an uncertainty 

analysis of the forecast residuals (differences between the forecasts and the 

observations). The analysis shows that the distribution of hydrological forecast 

residuals is not Gaussian, skewed and heteroscedastic. Therefore a non-

parametric technique was proposed, which does not require the choice of an 

appropriate probability distribution. 
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The technique first divides the historical forecast residuals in discrete classes 

based on the forecasted water level and the lead time. One expects that the 

forecast predictions are less accurate for longer lead times and extreme water 

levels. For each combination of forecasted water level and lead time the empirical 

cumulative frequency distribution is derived. From this distribution different 

quantiles are stored in a so called ‘three dimensional error matrix’. The first 

dimension represents the forecasted water level class, the second dimension the 

lead time class and the third dimension the quantile value. Based on a 3D linear 

interpolation in this error matrix, the discrete probability density function of a 

forecasted water level, with a certain lead time, can be derived.  

This methodology is used in the operational flood forecasting system of Flanders 

Hydraulics Research and provides confidence intervals of the forecasted water 

levels and exceedance probabilities of predefined alert and alarm levels at gauged 

locations.  

The disadvantage of this method is that it cannot provide uncertainty estimates at 

ungauged locations or for the water levels in the floodplains. Therefore, the 

method has been extended in order to provide flood probability maps, which give 

an indication of the flood probability in a spatially variable way along the 

floodplains. In order to transform the probability density functions of the water 

levels at the gauged locations to ungauged locations and finally to water levels in 

the floodplains, relations derived from a conceptual river model are used. The 

next section describes the development of this conceptual river model. 

7.5 Conceptual model of the Dender River 

Mathematical river models are necessary to generate flood maps. Detailed 

hydrodynamic models cannot be used in this study due to their prolonged 

calculation times. Computationally efficient models are required for performing 

uncertainty analyses and the generation of multiple forecasts, especially if this 

should be done in real-time. Instead of using the available detailed MIKE11 

model, the conceptual model configured by Vissers and Wolfs (2011) is used. 

This conceptual model was already described and used in Chapter 6 (see §6.3.1). 

Figure 7.1 shows calibration and validation results respectively for the water level 

simulations in the Dender River in Overboelare, which is the location of interest 
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in this study. Figure 7.2 shows a validation result of the conceptual model for the 

water level in the left floodplain of the Dender River near Overboelare. 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Calibration (top) and validation (bottom) result of the water level in 

the river Dender upstream the weir at Overboelare for the historical event of 

1995 (top) and the synthetic runoff event with a 100 year return period (bottom). 

 

Figure 7.2: Validation results of the water level in the left floodplain of the river 

Dender near Overboelare for the synthetic event with a 100 year return period. 
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7.6 Flood mapping 

In a final step the probabilistic flood maps were produced. The flood maps were 

generated using the technique developed in Vissers and Wolfs (2011). The 

technique comprises three steps. First, the digital elevation model of the 

investigated area is preprocessed and stored in a 2D matrix (denoted as DEM 

matrix) with a fixed grid size (4m x 4m in this study). Each cell of this matrix is 

linked to a specific floodplain in the conceptual model. Naturally, cells that do 

not correspond to a floodplain are not interfaced with the model and cannot 

inundate. Next, the conceptual model simulates an event and the obtained water 

levels are filled into another matrix with the same size as the preprocessed DEM 

matrix. The simulated water levels are compared to the level of the terrain stored 

in the DEM matrix: if the flood level exceeds the terrain level in a cell, that 

specific cell is marked as flooded. The flood depth is equal to the simulated water 

level minus the terrain data, and can consequently also be calculated. Finally, the 

generated maps can be visualized in GIS software or MATLAB. Note that the 

conceptual model lumps the floodplain, and only calculated one single water level 

for the entire flood area. The simulated water level will thus be extrapolated over 

the entire floodplain.  

The conceptual model was used to simulate different quantiles of water levels in 

the floodplains, based on the quantiles of water levels at the gauged locations 

along the river. This was done using results of the uncertainty analysis given in 

§7.4. In this study the 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 50, 80, 90, 95 and 97.5% quantiles of water 

levels were calculated. For each of these quantiles, the associated water level in 

the floodplains was derived. Here the advantage of the conceptual modeling 

technique becomes clear, because the calculation time to derive these different 

water levels in the floodplains is very limited (in the range of 1-2 seconds). If the 

same calculations would have to be made with a hydrodynamic model, the 

calculation time would be significantly longer and this time is not available in 

flood crisis situations.  

7.7 Results 

The method was tested for the flood event of November 2010. The flood 

probability maps have been calculated for the floodplains in the region of 

Overboelare and are shown below for different times of forecast in Figure 7.3. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(d) 

Figure 7.3: Inundation probability (%) map for the next 48h for the river Dender 

at Overboelare on (a) 13 November 2010 05:00; (b) 13 November 2010 10:00; (c) 

on 14 November 2010 01:00; and (d) Observed flood extent derived from 

helicopter images on the 15th November 2010. 

In Figure 7.3a, a low flood probability is noticeable. Results five hours later show 

that the flood probability has increased significantly (Figure 7.3b). The increase in 

flood probability prosecuted, as can be noticed in Figure 7.3c. When the flood 

probability map of Figure 7.3c is compared with the observed flood extent of 

Figure 7.3d, a clear similarity can be observed. The locations with a high flood 

probability are effectively flooded, which shows the usefulness of the method. 
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7.8 Conclusions 

This case study showed how the uncertainty in the flood forecasts can be 

visualized in flood probability maps. Conceptual models play a pivotal role in 

generating these maps.  The conceptual model calculates quantiles of water levels 

at selected locations along the river in a very short time frame, allowing a fast 

production of the probabilistic flood maps. The method has shown to be very 

efficient for the flood event of November 2010. The observed extent of the flood 

matches very well with the extent shown in the flood probability map. This study 

demonstrates the accuracy and short calculation time of the developed conceptual 

modelling methodology. It also shows the applicability of the developed flood 

mapping module and that flood extents can be visualized precisely. 

By making use of these flood probability maps in the future, water managers and 

flood crisis managers could focus their actions on the areas with the highest flood 

probability. If these maps would become available online in real time, people 

could check the locations of their houses and take proactive measures to reduce 

the personal damage. 
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8 Application 3: Impact analysis 

of CSOs on receiving river 

water quality 

8.1 Introduction 

Sewer overflows can have a devastating effect on the water quality of receiving 

rivers. To quantify the impact of CSOs on the river water quality, models of the 

river and sewer systems should be coupled. This ensures that the bilateral 

interactions, in which both the river and the sewer systems potentially affect each 

other during simulations, can be taken into account. As discussed in Section 1.2.3, 

the use of detailed hydrodynamic models for integrated modelling suffers from 

several major shortcomings and disadvantages. Therefore, the complementary use 

of conceptual and detailed models was advocated in Section 1.3. Such conceptual 

models are due to their model parsimony, computational efficiency and flexibility 

well suited for large scale integration. This case study illustrates the proposed 

generic framework for integrated modelling and water management (see Section 

1.3) in practice for a specific case study in the Molse Nete catchment in Belgium. 

Conceptual river and sewer quantity models are calibrated based on simulation 

results of detailed hydrodynamic models according to the developed modelling 

approaches discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The water quality of the river and 

sewer systems is also modelled conceptually. The conceptual water quality model 

was set up by PhD researcher Ingrid Keupers, according to the methodology 

 8 
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outlined in Keupers and Willems (2015a). Next, all conceptual models are 

coupled to form one simulation model. This model is then used to quantify the 

impact of CSOs on the river water quality via a long term simulation. Due to the 

computational efficiency of the conceptual models, such long term simulation can 

be performed in a very short time span. The impact on the river water quality is 

quantified by comparing the 90th and 99th percentiles with and without taking the 

extra discharges that enter the river through the CSOs into account. 

This chapter is organized as follows. First, the study area, available data and 

models are discussed. Section 8.3 elaborates on the used conceptual modelling 

methodologies, with special attention to the integration of the two different 

model types. Section 8.4 summarizes the calibration and validation results of all 

conceptual models. Finally, Section 8.5 presents the results of the impact analysis. 

This chapter is based on the following publication, worked out in collaboration 

with PhD researcher Ingrid Keupers who focused on the water quality aspects. 

The water quantity part was developed within the scope of this PhD. 

KEUPERS, I., WOLFS, V., KROLL, S., WILLEMS, P. (2015). IMPACT ANALYSIS OF 

SEWER OVERFLOWS ON THE RECEIVING RIVER WATER QUALITY USING AN 

INTEGRATED CONCEPTUAL MODEL. PROCEEDINGS OF THE 10TH CONFERENCE 

ON  URBAN DRAINAGE MODELLING (10UDM). INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 

ON URBAN DRAINAGE MODELLING. QUÉBEC, CANADA, 20-23 SEPTEMBER 2015. 

8.2 Study area, available data and detailed models 

The study area is the Molse Nete catchment, located in the northeast of Belgium 

(Figure 8.1). The catchment has an area of 83 km2 and is flat, with an average 

slope of 4‰. The Molse Nete catchment is highly urbanized with 29% of the 

land classified as urban and built up. Agriculture plays a main role as 48% of the 

land is used as grassland or cropland. The remaining 23% are natural forests, 

rivers and permanent wetlands. There are two waste water treatment plants 

(WWTP) to treat the sewage water produced in the catchment of which one 

discharges its effluent into the Molse Nete River and the other transports water 

outside of the catchment. There are four industrial sites that directly discharge 

their untreated water in the river, but they only emit on average 0.03 m3/s 

together. Their average loading is included in the model. Besides these point 

sources, the rainfall runoff entering the river has a pollution load mostly 

originating from agricultural activities. The rainfall runoff flow is modelled using 
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the VHM approach developed by Willems (2014) and its pollution loads are 

predicted by a SENTWA model (Van Hoof, 2003; Willems et al., 2005). 

 

Figure 8.1: Location of the Molse Nete catchment in Belgium (left) and the 

modelled catchment and river network with indication of the locations of the 

CSOs, WWTP and water quality monitoring sites (right). 

Rainfall is the driving force for both the sewer and river systems. Since the sewer 

system has a short response time to rainfall, it was decided to use an historical 15-

minutes measured rainfall time series as input for the sewer models. It was based 

on the nearest rain gauge at Varendonk. Missing periods were filled based on the 

data from neighboring stations. For the river model, hourly rainfall records at 

stations of the VMM and HIC authorities were applied, corrected for the rainfall 

volumes at the closest, more accurate rain gauge of the Royal Meteorological 

Institute of Belgium (Vansteenkiste et al., 2014). There is no river flow gauging 

station in the catchment of the Molse Nete River, but the river model could be 

calibrated as part of the larger Grote Nete catchment in which four river flow 

gauging stations with an hourly time resolution are available. There are seven 

water quality monitoring points spread out over the catchment (Figure 8.1). The 

temporal resolution of the water quality observations are, however, limited: one 

sample approximately once a month, hence providing about twelve 

measurements per year. The water quality data can be applied for evaluating the 

overall water quality concentration variations in the model, but their temporal 

resolution is too limited to allow evaluation of the temporal dynamics at higher 

resolutions. 

Simulation results of the detailed InfoWorks CS models of the cities of Mol and 

Geel were available. These models are highly detailed and include expected 
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changes for the coming five years. They include in total almost 8000 nodes, and 

have a contributing area of 5311 hectares and a population of 68749 people 

equivalents. The flow in the sewer systems is highly regulated: the models 

comprise 120 pumps and over 350 other hydraulic structures, such as weirs, 

orifices and flap valves. 

A detailed water quality model has been set up in MIKE11 – ECO Lab which 

allows a continuous simulation of the hydrodynamic, advection-diffusion and 

water quality transformation processes. The hydrodynamic river model has been 

set up and validated in a previous study (Keupers & Willems, 2012). The total 

length of the modelled Molse Nete River is 11.5 km. Cross-section information is 

included every 50 meters on average. The MIKE11 river model has been 

extended to water quality considering oxygen, organic matter and nitrogen 

nutrients. The water quality state is described by seven variables, namely dissolved 

oxygen, BOD, ammonia, nitrate, orthophosphate (OP), particulate phosphorus 

(PP) and temperature using the “level-4” template of ECO Lab (DHI, 2014a). 

This model is considered applicable to study the effects of discharges from 

municipal and industrial waste and agricultural runoff (DHI, 2014b). 

8.3 Conceptual water quantity and quality modelling 

approaches 

Separate conceptual water quantity and quality models are created for the Molse 

Nete River and sewer systems of the cities Mol and Geel based on simulation 

results of detailed models. Individual calibration and validation is crucial to 

ensure each model has a physically correct representation of the considered 

subsystem (Rauch et al., 2002). The conceptual models were therefore calibrated 

and validated against simulation results of detailed models. No detailed model 

was available of the water quality of the CSOs. Due to the limited knowledge on 

the physical-chemical, biological and transport processes occurring in sewer 

systems (Bertrand-Krajewski, 2007) and limitations in sewer water quality data, 

such detailed models are difficult to construct, calibrate and validate. Therefore, 

an alternative configuration procedure was employed to set up the conceptual 

water quality model of the CSOs using measurements. 
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8.3.1 Water quantity 

The newly developed conceptual water quantity modelling approach was used in 

this study to configure the conceptual models of the river and sewer systems. The 

modelling methodology for rivers (see Chapter 2) and urban drainage systems 

(see Chapter 3) are comprehensively described in other parts of the dissertation, 

and are therefore not repeated here. Note that the dynamics of the WWTP were 

not modelled explicitly. Instead, the influent discharges of the WWTP (which is 

modelled via nine pumps in the conceptual sewer model of Mol) are summed to 

obtain the effluent of the plant. 

8.3.2 Water quality 

The conceptual modeling approach for the river water quality is based on the 

same principles as the water quantity models. The physically based advection-

diffusion and water quality transformation processes are being lumped in space 

and time as the river is represented by a series of interconnected reservoirs or 

storage cells. This lumping allows using a much larger calculation time step, 

which in turn leads to a significant reduction of the computation times. A detailed 

description of the conceptual water quality modelling approach applied for the 

river system can be found in Keupers and Willems (2015a). Additional 

information on the used conceptual water quality model is given in Keupers et al. 

(2015). 

An ANN was configured by PhD researcher Ingrid Keupers to model the water 

quality of the CSOs, which was set-up according to the approach discussed in 

Keupers and Willems (2015b). It was not possible to apply the same conceptual 

modelling approach for the CSOs due to the absence of a detailed physically-

based model. It was assumed that the CSO pollution load could be approximated 

by the measured influent concentrations at the WWTP. Only for these influent 

concentrations, water quality measurements are available in the sewer system, but 

these are limited to weekly values. 

8.3.3 Integration of the conceptual models 

After individual configuration of the water quantity and quality conceptual 

models, the different models are coupled so interactions between the river and 

the sewer systems can be simulated. More specifically, the simulated overflow 

discharges of the urban drainage systems of the cities Mol and Geel and the 
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estimated effluent discharges of the WWTP of Mol are considered as inputs for 

the water quantity and quality model of the Molse Nete River. Since many of 

these overflows spill into tributaries of the investigated Molse Nete River instead 

of directly into the modeled part of the river, an additional routing is performed 

on these overflow discharges. This routing is implemented by a cascade of linear 

reservoirs (see e.g. Viessman et al., 1989). The mean travel time is estimated based 

on the velocity of the water flow and the distance from the overflow to the 

mouth of the tributary into the Molse Nete River. 

The calculation schemes of the models are written in C code (see also §2.5.1 and 

§3.4.5), which is not only computationally very efficient, but also ensures 

straightforward interfacing of the different models due to their explicit numerical 

calculation scheme. The interface is implemented in MATLAB to ensure user-

friendliness when creating and running the models. 

8.4 Calibration and validation results of the conceptual 

models 

8.4.1 Conceptual water quantity models sewer systems Mol and 

Geel 

Separate models were configured for the urban drainage systems of the cities Mol 

and Geel, because there were no interactions between both systems. The main 

goal of these models is to predict overflow discharges and volumes accurately. 

The sewer systems of Mol and Geel are each divided into 13 storage cells. The 

division of a model in storage cells is case specific and depends on the intended 

use of the model. Throttles, pumps and other hydraulic structures usually 

demarcate these cells. Note that it is not necessary to partition the system at every 

hydraulic structure, since this would lead to extremely interlaced and complex 

model topologies. This typology for the conceptual sewer models was chosen 

after identification of the most important hydraulic structures and after assessing 

multiple configurations. The aim of such typology is to strike the balance between 

achieving model parsimony (minimize the number of calculation nodes and 

increase model robustness) and retaining sufficient accuracy. Figure 8.2 shows the 

defined conceptual model topology of the sewer system of Mol.  
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In total, there are 80 and 31 connections where flow is estimated between the 

cells of Mol and Geel respectively, of which 57 and 25 lead to locations where 

overflow constructions are installed. Many of these connections are congregates 

of several neighboring individual pipes and overflow constructions, since this 

leads again to a more parsimonious model. These connections only aggregate 

flows of the same urban drainage type (i.e. combined or storm sewer). Thus, 

different quality parameters can still be linked to each type of overflow. Of these 
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overflow connections, only 24 (Mol) and 6 (Geel) lead to the investigated 

segment of the Molse Nete River. However, the entire system, thus including all 

pipes and overflow constructions, is captured in the conceptual model. This was 

necessary since all storage cells are (directly or indirectly) connected to each other. 

Because the complete sewer system is modeled, additional rainfall events can also 

be simulated. 

Calibration was performed using simulation results of the detailed InfoWorks CS 

models for composite storms of 2 days with frequencies and return periods of 

(denoted as ‘F’ and ‘T’ in the event names) 20 (F20) and 1 (F01) per year and 5 

(T05) and 20 (T20) years. Validation was performed on the events F10, F07, T02 

and T10. The time step of the data is 300 s. More information on these 

composite storms can be found in Vaes and Berlamont (1996) and Willems 

(2013). Due to the large number of modeled states in the systems, it is impossible 

to show goodness-of-fit criteria for every simulated variable. Instead, only the 

three overflows of each system are presented that spill the highest volumes, since 

these will deteriorate the water quality most. Table 8.1 lists the relative volume 

error of the simulated spilled volume of the overflows in the conceptual model 

compared to the results of the detailed InfoWorks CS models, together with the 

simulated spilled volume of the InfoWorks CS results. The results for both the 

calibration and validation events are collected in this table. It is clear that these 

volumes are emulated accurately by the conceptual model, although there are 

some discrepancies for the events with higher frequencies. However, the 

magnitude of these incorrect volumes remains limited. Including additional (and 

preferably historical) events with lower return periods will put more emphasis on 

these smaller flows during model configuration and will improve model 

performance. The average Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) for the volumes of the 

cells that are linked to investigated outfalls (and thus drive the flows to these 

outfalls) is 0.81 and even 0.94 for the sewer systems of Mol and Geel, 

respectively, for all validation events. This shows that the conceptual models have 

good accuracy.  
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Table 8.1: Overview of the calibration and validation results of the conceptual model. The relative volume errors of the 

spilled volumes of the 3 largest overflows in the conceptual model of Geel and Mol are compared to the results of the 

detailed InfoWorks CS models. The spilled volume in the InfoWorks CS simulation results is shown between brackets. 

 Geel F_d Geel F_e Geel F_c Mol O_d Mol F_c Mol O_c 

 T20 (C) 1% (30311) 7% (26710) -2% (18608) -1% (14782) 1% (7289) -17% (6689) 

 T10 (V) 2% (28961) 7% (25296) 0% (18860) -5% (13326) 0% (6185) -5% (5918) 

 T05 (C) 1% (27841) 7% (23625) 0% (19094) -9% (11912) 0% (5019) 3% (5160) 

 T02 (V) 0% (26600) 18% (21421) 0% (19365) -10% (9943) 1% (3675) 7% (4192) 

 F01 (C) 0 % (26132) 10% (16502) 0% (19459) -17% (8035) -1% (2536) -18% (3379) 

 F07 (V) 0 % (25574) -20% (5361) 0% (19585) -26% (3880) -4% (299) -12% (1603) 

 F10 (V) 0 % (25460) -50% (3131) 0% (19610) -31% (3165) -4% (264) -7% (1317) 

 F20 (C) 1% (25237) -100% (11) 0% (19661) -32% (1766) -54% (195) -6% (800) 

 

Table 8.2: Validation results of the long term simulation of the conceptual model of Mol. The deviation compares the 

spilled volumes (summed over the entire long term simulation) of the conceptual and detailed InfoWorks CS model 

results. 

 MOL_ 
F_b 

MOL_ 
F_d 

MOL_ 
F_e 

MOL_ 
I_b 

MOL_
O_a 

MOL_
O_c 

MOL_ 
S_a 

MOL_ 
S_b 

SUM 

Deviation 0% 12% 153% 303% 31% -11% 13% 3% -2% 

InfoWorks CS 
model [m³] 

193 9200 16670 158 864 396528 37331 36789 497740 
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Next, the long term rainfall series is simulated. Table 8.2 and Table 8.3 show 

again the relative volume errors and spilled volume in the InfoWorks CS model 

for all links for which simulation results in the detailed model were stored. 

Although the results of the conceptual model deviate from those of the detailed 

InfoWorks CS model, the summed spilled volumes in the sewer system of Mol 

diverge only 2% (see Table 8.2). This also shows the self-correcting nature of the 

conceptual model due to its mechanistic set-up: if too much flow is spilled via 

one link, a neighboring link connected to the same storage cell will transfer fewer 

mass and a new equilibrium is reached. In addition, one should note that the 

spilled volumes of most links in Table 8.2 are very low compared to the largest 

relevant outfalls listed in Table 8.1, but no simulation results of the detailed 

model were stored for comparison for these connections. Note that the spilled 

volumes were accumulated over the entire long term simulation for comparison 

in these tables. Naturally, it is also possible to evaluate the accuracy on separate 

overflow events, and to assess the simulated overflow frequency.  

Table 8.3: Validation results of the long term simulation of the conceptual sewer 

model of Geel. The deviation compares the spilled volumes (summed over the 

entire long term simulation) of the conceptual and detailed InfoWorks CS model 

results. 

 Geel_F_a Geel_F_e 

Deviation 0% 18% 

InfoWorks CS model [m³] 0 431270 

 

The calculation time of the combined conceptual sewer models amounts to 1.33 s 

in total to simulate a one year period using a single core of an i7 processor, 

including routing of the sewer overflow discharges to the investigated part of the 

Molse Nete River. This is much faster than the original detailed InfoWorks CS 

models: simulating a synthetic storm of 3 days takes approximately 24 and 5 

minutes for the sewer models of Mol and Geel, respectively, using the full 

computational resources of an i5 processor.  

8.4.2 Conceptual water quantity model Molse Nete River 

The investigated segment of the Molse Nete River was divided into 9 reservoirs. 

Each reservoir represents a river reach of about 1 km on average. The boundaries 

of the reservoirs mostly coincide with bridges or culverts. The characteristics of 

the river stretches between these bridges do not change abruptly, making lumping 
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on such scales possible. Calibration of the conceptual model was based on the 

simulation results of the detailed MIKE11 model for the period from 8 March 

until 11 April 2001 with a time step of 900 seconds. Data from 12 April 2001 

until 31 December 2008 were considered for validation. Since the river is not 

equipped with controllable hydraulic structures and the influence of variable 

backwater effects is very limited, transfer functions (TFs) are ideally suited to 

model the flow of the river. Different model structures were tested and the most 

appropriate TF according to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 

1974) was retained at each flow calculation point. The AIC aims at striking the 

balance between model accuracy and model structure complexity (i.e. the number 

of weights in the TF). Finally, water levels are calculated in the up- and 

downstream parts of each reservoir using piecewise linear rating curves.  

The performance of the conceptual model is exceptionally good, with NSE-

values (see Eq. 2.7) for all flow and water level results exceeding 0.985 for both 

the calibration and validation periods. The computational time equals 0.08 s for a 

one year period with a time step of 300 s as opposed to 7 minutes required to 

simulate the same period in the MIKE11 model with a time step of 1 minute. 

8.4.3 Conceptual water quality models 

A detailed description of the configuration procedure of the conceptual water 

quality model of the Molse Nete can be found in Keupers et al. (2015) and 

Keupers and Willems (2015a). Calibration of the conceptual model was based on 

the simulation results of the detailed ECO Lab model for the period 10 January 

until 31 December 2001 with a time step of 1 hour. The mean error (ME), the 

correlation coefficient (R2) and Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE, see Eq. 2.7) were 

calculated for all state variables for each reservoir. Worst simulation results were 

obtained for DO, which can be explained by the high temporal variability of the 

processes that affect the DO concentration. These simulation results show, 

however, close agreement between the detailed and the conceptual model results. 

Lowest R2 and NSE values for all reservoirs in the validation period are 0.98 and 

0.94, respectively. This is also shown in Figure 8.3 where two years of simulation 

results for all state variables are plotted of which the first year, 2001, was used for 

calibration and the second year, 2002, which was part of the validation period. 

The computational time is 3.6 s for a one year period when a model time step of 

1 hour is considered as opposed to 10 hours required to simulate the same period 

in the MIKE11 model with a time step of 20 seconds. Such small time step was 

necessary to avoid instabilities. 
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The CSO concentrations were modelled by an ANN. For each sewer system, a 

separate ANN was configured. The calibration and validation procedure and 

assumptions are described in detail in Keupers et al. (2015) and Keupers and 

Willems (2015b), but the main model results are briefly summarized in this 
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section. Table 8.4 shows that the concentrations of BOD, NH4, OP and PP can 

be estimated satisfactorily for the sewer system of Mol.  

Table 8.4: Results water quality model sewer system Mol. 

 BOD NH4 NO3 OP PP 

# samples 103 102 39 102 102 

R2 training 0.70 0.93 - 0.94 0.91 

R2 validation 0.69 0.94 - 0.95 0.92 

 

Table 8.5 shows that the ANN model accuracy is not very high, especially during 

the validation. This can probably be attributed to the large distance of the nearest 

available rainfall station for the WWTP of Geel, which is almost 11 km away and 

might not represent peak discharges over the sewer catchment accurately. This is 

in contrast to the WWTP of Mol where a rainfall station is situated within a 

radius of 7 km. 

Table 8.5: Results water quality model sewer system Geel. 

 BOD NH4 NO3 OP PP 

# samples 155 133 15 132 131 

R2 training 0.66 0.93 - 0.89 0.80 

R2 validation 0.63 0.85 - 0.85 0.63 

8.5 Impact analysis 

The impact of the CSOs on the river quality is assessed by calculating the 90th 

percentile of the simulation results of the integrated model, as prescribed by the 

Flemish environmental regulations (VLAREM, 2010). The results show that the 

CSOs do not affect the conclusion on the overall compliance with the water 

quality standards for any of the considered water quality variables, namely DO, 

BOD, NH4, NO3, OP and PP. The top of Figure 8.4 illustrates this for the BOD 

result. This could have been expected though, since the modeled CSOs are only 

spilling for 8% of the time on average. However, when evaluating the impact on 

the extreme concentrations, i.e. 99th percentile values (Figure 8.4 bottom), an 

increase of almost four times the BOD concentrations can be observed at 

specific locations (i.e. at distance 2.3 km from upstream). The effect of these 

higher extreme concentrations is visible until the end of the modeled river reach. 
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Figure 8.4: 90th percentile (top) and the 99th percentile (bottom) BOD 

concentration including and excluding the input of the CSOs. The arrows 

indicate the locations of CSOs. The percentage of the time each CSO is active is 

indicated (%). Note that the color scales are different of the top and bottom 

figures to clearly illustrate the effect of the CSOs for both percentiles. 
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8.6 Conclusions 

In support of integrated river (catchment) management and policy making, there 

is a need for an integrated modeling framework. Linking the existing detailed 

models not only poses technical difficulties, but also does not allow for 

performing long term simulations due to the excessive calculation times of the 

complex detailed models. Such long term simulations are however required to 

statistically assess the impact of CSOs. Therefore, the available hydrodynamic 

models were converted into conceptual models according to the methodology 

presented in Chapter 2 (rivers) and Chapter 3 (sewer systems). Separate 

conceptual models were created that simulate water quantity in the river and 

urban drainage systems. Linking the conceptual models of the different 

subsystems leads to an integrated conceptual river (catchment) model that is 

practical because of the reduced computation times. Application to the Molse 

Nete catchment shows a reduction of the integrated model computation times 

with a factor 10 000 or higher. 

As a demonstration of integrated conceptual models as decision support tools, 

the impact was studied of the CSOs along the Molse Nete River. It is shown that 

these CSOs do not have a discernible impact when evaluated for water quality 

status indicators based on 90th percentile values. However, a strong impact on the 

river water quality is observed for the evaluated extreme events based on the 99th 

percentile values. These CSO impacts may be devastating for the river ecological 

state, necessitating further research. It shows the importance to conduct long 

term model simulations and statistical analyses of the simulation results. The 

presented surrogate conceptual models make such simulations practically feasible.
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9 General conclusions 

9.1 Recapitulation 

Water management is constantly evolving. Focus has long been shifting from 

short term objectives and local strategies to finding efficient and future-oriented 

solutions in a multidisciplinary context. Trends, such as the rapid urban 

expansion and climate change, pose new needs and challenges to water 

management. Risks and uncertainties have to be accounted for in order to 

develop sustainable strategies that remain cost-effective on the long term. Also, 

the need and potential benefits of a transdisciplinary and integrated approach are 

being acknowledged increasingly by both researchers and practitioners. 

Mathematical simulation models play a crucial role in support of developing water 

management strategies due to the intricate complexity, scope and scale of the 

investigated problems. These models are continuously changing to keep up with 

the evolutions in water management. For decades, the main objective of 

modellers has been to emulate reality as closely as possible, thereby increasing 

model detail and complexity. However, these highly detailed models do not meet 

the requirements for present and future water management due to several 

principal and insuperable shortcomings as discussed in §1.2.3. Therefore, the use 

of conceptual models, in addition to the detailed hydrodynamic models, is 

advocated increasingly in literature. Their open, lumped and simplified 

representation results in several essential advantages, such as a very limited 

calculation time, greater flexibility, enhanced integration capabilities and model 

parsimony, making these models ideally suited for numerous applications in water 

management. The literature overview revealed several fundamental deficiencies in 

 9 
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the gamut of conceptual modelling approaches. Existing methodologies do not 

meet the model requirements formulated in §1.2.1. The need for a pragmatic and 

effective conceptual modelling approach resulted in the definition of three main 

objectives. 

9.1.1 Objective 1: Development of a conceptual modelling 

approach for river and sewer hydraulic simulations 

Three subtasks were defined to achieve this objective: (i) research on different 

model structures, (ii) generalization, adaption and integration of the investigated 

model structures to form a consistent and generic conceptual modelling 

methodology, and (iii) investigation of the numerical model stability during 

simulations. The results of this research are presented in Chapters 2 to 5. 

a. Research on model structures 

Different model structures were inventoried, and subsequently applied on 

subcomponent level of the water system. Each structure was assessed for 

accuracy, ease and speed of the configuration, interpretability and extrapolation 

behaviour. First, model structures with widespread use in hydrology were 

investigated, adjusted and improved. 

 Transfer functions (TFs), which are extensively documented and 

exploited in system identification theory, were linked to linear reservoir 

theory. TFs were interpreted in both the discrete and continuous 

domain, enabling interpretation of the structure and parameters in 

physically meaningful terms. Constrained real and complex pole 

optimization was investigated to ensure a steady state gain of unity, 

implying that the cumulative outflow is equal to the total incoming flow. 

Therefore, the water balance is closed, which is a necessary key feature 

for many analyses. TFs were applied for rainfall runoff modelling, flow 

routing through urban drainage systems and open channel flow. The TFs 

can be expanded with a non-linear transformation (NLT) to form a 

Hammerstein-type model as introduced by Villazon (2011) to account 

for floods. 

 Equations that describe the flow over (controllable) hydraulic 

structures were investigated. The parameters of these higher-fidelity 

equations can be related directly to physical characteristics of the 

structure, such as a weir or sluice. Equations of movable structures also 
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account explicitly for gate levels, enabling easy integration in various 

model-based optimization applications that involve explicit consideration 

of hydraulic structures, such as real time flood control. 

 The static and dynamic theory, originally developed by Vaes (1999), 

was investigated and generalized for sewer flow routing. This 

methodology was also linked to the TF theory. 

 Ordinary piecewise linear relationships (PWL), which relate one state 

in the system to another, were also applied for flow and stage 

predictions. 

In addition, a broad range of state-of-the-art machine learning techniques and 

expert systems was investigated that are not yet established in the field of 

hydrology, but are frequently used in other (engineering) analyses and 

applications. 

 Extensive research was conducted on the use of artificial neural 

networks (ANNs) as an emulator of complex dynamics. Different 

calibration techniques were investigated to avoid overfitting, including 

the basic early stopping approach, Bayesian regularization and using 

ensemble ANNs to improve generalization. Special attention was paid to 

the robustness and extrapolation of the networks during simulations. 

ANNs were employed in studies (i) to calculate the flow from and to 

floodplains, but also in pipes in urban drainage systems characterized by 

backwater or other dynamic effects; (ii) to estimate water levels and 

account for rotating and quickly varying water surface profiles; and (iii) 

to tackle hysteretic behaviour in rating curves. 

 The more complex adaptive neuro fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) 

of the Takagi-Sugeno type were employed to calculate flows to and from 

floodplains. An optional algorithm to constrain target training values 

was investigated based on the generalized random walk theory to ensure 

proper ANFIS configuration. Two techniques for antecedent training 

were compared, namely subtractive clustering and grid partitioning.  

 Different model structures were expanded with time varying 

parameters (TVP) to emulate complex phenomena, mostly using non-

parametric state dependent parameter (SDP) techniques. Hence, 

parameters are made dependent of one or more system states, and 

subsequently parameterized using PWLs. This approach was applied to 

the modelling of rating curves to tackle hysteresis. The transparent 
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parameterization and structure allows a thorough physical interpretation 

of the system, as illustrated by two case studies. 

 M5’ model trees were applied successfully to model rating curves and 

calculate water levels. These models use classification rules in a tree-like 

structure with simple linear models at the leaves, making them easy to 

interpret.  

 

b. Integration of model structures to develop a conceptual modelling 

approach 

Separate methodologies were developed for rivers and urban drainage systems 

that share the same modelling principles, but their model topology and structures 

are tailored to each system. The two approaches are discussed extensively in 

Chapters 2 and 3. The key features are listed below. 

 The two approaches have a data-based mechanistic nature to achieve 

the desired level of model accuracy, computational efficiency, 

interpretability in physically meaningful terms and flexibility. The 

methodologies are primarily aimed at nominal emulation of detailed 

hydrodynamic models and simplify the system on two levels, namely the 

model topology and the momentum equations used to estimate the 

system’s states. 

 The topology of the conceptual models was outlined and formalized 

based on the storage cell concept, meaning that the river, floodplains 

and urban drainage system are divided in interconnected reservoirs. The 

topology for sewer systems is further discretized in fluxes and subfluxes. 

In each reservoir, the water balance is closed explicitly during 

simulations. The elected structure of the conceptual model topology is 

highly flexible and enables the modeller to focus on the dominating 

processes. 

 A modular setting was implemented so modellers can select the most 

appropriate model structure, depending on the behaviour of the system 

and the intended use. It is possible to freely connect and combine 

different structures in a single model, without introducing additional 

relationships or transformation modules. A wide range of model 

structures was incorporated based on the research from the previous 

subtask, ranging from more classical hydrological models such as linear 

reservoirs, PWLs in various settings and TFs, to machine learning 
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techniques and expert systems such as ANNs and M5’ model trees. This 

wide range of structures allows capturing very complex dynamics. The 

different model structures were generalized and adjusted to fit in the 

modelling approach. The static and dynamic theory (Vaes, 1999), for 

instance, was adapted to comply with the modular setting and conceptual 

model topology. In addition, special attention is paid to the transparency, 

extrapolation performance and interpretability of each model structure 

during calibration, and the impact of limited data availability. 

 The developed approach was tested on various case studies. The results 

proof that the methodology meets the model requirements defined in 

§1.2.1, and overcomes many limitations of other conceptual modelling 

approaches. Some interesting results are highlighted below: 

o The approach manages to model backwater effects, and 

pressurized and reverse flows in urban drainage systems 

accurately for the investigated case studies of Ghent, Mol and 

Geel. Such complex dynamics are emulated by the data-driven 

model structures. These structures were configured using 

simulation results of detailed full hydrodynamic models that 

included such dynamics. 

o Flood levels, volumes and flows of rivers and floodplains 

were modelled accurately for all investigated case studies, with 

Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencies (NSE) exceeding 90% for almost all 

investigated variables. 

o A flood mapping module was validated for the Dender River 

for the storm of November 2010. This study demonstrated that 

the conceptual models can simulate flood extents correctly.  

o Inaccuracies induced by the conceptualization of the 

system are negligible compared to the uncertainties and errors 

of detailed hydrodynamic models for the investigated cases. 

o The derived conceptual models are computationally very 

efficient. The calculation times were reduced with a factor from 

2∙10³ to 106 compared to hydrodynamic models for the 

examined case studies, depending on the level of detail and 

chosen structures in the conceptual models. 

o The modular setting and flexible model topology allow for 

lumping processes on different levels, as demonstrated by the 

various case studies. 
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o Elements that are important for scenario analyses, such as dike 

levels and weirs, can be modelled explicitly, which is a unique 

feature in conceptual modelling. 

 

c. Numerical stabilization 

To prevent and resolve numerical instabilities during simulations, a new three-

phase discrete and explicit solver with self-adjusting time step is developed 

that mimics the variable time step solver of continuous solutions. When 

activated, the solver analyzes model calculations constantly during simulations to 

detect erratic behaviour. The instability detection criterion is based on the size of 

fluctuations of the simulated states around a linear trend line. If this criterion 

surpasses a specified threshold, the solution of a storage cell is classified as 

unstable and the solution is rejected. Next, the calculation of this cell’s states is 

reiterated with smaller time steps. The solver is particularly efficient if the model 

comprises one or more instability-prone cells that require smaller calculation time 

steps than the majority of cells, since the time step can vary both in space (i.e. 

different for each storage cell) and time.  

9.1.2 Objective 2: Development of a semi-automatic tool for 

conceptual model configuration 

A semi-automatic software tool, named Conceptual Model Developer (CMD), 

was developed that incorporates the new conceptual modelling approach. The 

tool guides the user in a step-wise manner through the entire configuration 

process. Separate tools were developed for rivers and urban drainage systems, 

allowing easier software maintenance, expansion and future implementation in 

other systems. The features and functionality of the tools are discussed in 

Chapters 2 and 3 and summarized below: 

 The CMD tools are programmed in MATLAB and equipped with 

graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to improve user-friendliness.  

 An interfacing with hydrodynamic software was foreseen to import 

simulation results from InfoWorks and MIKE softwares. In addition, 

information of the model network, parameters (such as those of 

hydraulic structures or catchment characteristics) and logic controls (of 

both hydraulic structures and abstractions) can be imported from 

InfoWorks models. Both tools are also compatible with spreadsheet data. 
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 The CMD tools are designed to handle all data in the background: data 

and already calibrated model structures are stored in data bases and 

invoked automatically during model set-up when needed. 

 Both tools interpret the defined conceptual model topology and 

“learn” how all elements of the model are interconnected. This is a 

crucial feature, since it allows supporting and automating the model 

configuration profoundly. In addition, once the model has been set-up, 

the tool completely automatically assembles all configured elements into 

one model script that simulates selected events. 

 The calculation scheme is generated in C programming language, 

which runs several orders of magnitude faster than tests with Simulink 

and MATLAB models. The code has been optimized via extensive 

profiling to ensure maximum calculation speed and best memory usage. 

 Certain adaptations to configured model structures are automatically 

performed during model set-up. For instance, TFs are solved in the 

discrete domain during simulations to obviate costly solutions requiring 

convolution. Before implementation in the calculation scheme, TFs are 

discretized for the correct sampling time using a zero- or first-order hold 

method, since the parameters of a discrete-time TF are dependent on the 

sampling interval. To simplify the incorporation of ANNs, their structure 

is converted to, depending on their dimensionality, a vector, matrix or 

tensor. These structures can have a variable resolution to maximize 

computational efficiency: erratic spaces can be incorporated with more 

detail, while more smooth spaces have a larger grid size.  

9.1.3 Objective 3: Application of conceptual models in various 

water management studies 

Various applications in water management were elaborated in which conceptual 

models played a vital role. The applications were selected carefully to ensure that 

the models could be evaluated in very diverse settings and for multiple objectives. 

Three of these applications are discussed in detail in the dissertation. 

 The impact of flood control basins was quantified on floods along 

the Dender and Marke Rivers (see Chapter 6). Supplementary basins 

were implemented and existing storage areas were enlarged along the 

Marke River in the model. In addition, alternative gate regulations were 

evaluated. Conceptual models with a high computational efficiency were 
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used to perform a long term simulation, which allows accounting for 

antecedent conditions correctly. Reckoning with such conditions is 

essential in this study, since basins might not run empty between two 

consecutive storms, thereby reducing the original storage capacity. Due 

to the mechanistic setting of the modelling methodology, the investigated 

measures could easily be incorporated explicitly in the conceptual model. 

Statistical analysis of the simulation results yielded the reduction of water 

levels and flows at critical locations along both rivers versus the empirical 

return period. Future research could focus on assessing different 

investment strategies statistically and optimizing, amongst others, the 

design of retention basins and operation rules. 

 Conceptual models were also used for generating flood probability 

maps along the Dender River (see Chapter 7). The model translates 

prediction uncertainties calculated at gauged locations using a non-

parametric data-based approach (Van Steenbergen et al., 2012) to flood 

probability maps. Conceptual models are required due to their fast 

calculation times to perform all requisite simulations in real time, so 

emergency units can respond rapidly to threats. Validation on the basis 

of the storm of November 2010 demonstrates that the conceptual model 

can simulate flood extents very accurately. 

 Finally, an impact analysis of combined sewer overflows (CSOs) on 

the river water quality was performed (see Chapter 8). This application 

is a demonstration of the proposed framework towards integrated water 

management discussed in §1.3. Conceptual models are well suited for 

such analysis due to their fast computation speed, model parsimony, 

flexibility and integration capabilities. Conceptual models of the Molse 

Nete River and the urban drainage systems of the cities of Mol and Geel 

were configured based on simulation results of hydrodynamic models. 

These models were integrated and coupled to conceptual water quality 

models. Finally, a long term simulation and a statistical analysis of the 

results were performed. 

In addition, the use of conceptual models was crucial in other studies that were 

not adopted in this dissertation. One study focuses on model-based real time 

control of hydraulic structures to minimize flood damage in the Dender 

catchment (see Van den Zegel et al., 2014 and Vermuyten et al., 2014). The 

conceptual models are used for model predictive control (MPC) combined with 

genetic algorithms to run a huge number of simulations in real time, after which 
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the best control strategy is retained and applied. The explicit incorporation of 

hydraulic structures in the conceptual models facilitates the model integration in 

the MPC framework. A second interesting study quantified the impact of source 

control and end-of-pipe solutions for river and urban floods (see De 

Vleeschauwer et al., 2014). An integrated river-sewer conceptual model was 

configured that included three different adaptation strategies. This model was 

used to simulate a 100-year rainfall series. The flexible and open conceptual 

model structure allowed to easily incorporate the different strategies and to 

integrate all models. 

9.2 Concluding remarks 

Although the developed modelling methodology meets the requirements defined 

in §1.2.1 and conceptual models were already successfully employed in diverse 

case studies, several limitations of the conceptual modelling methodology are 

summarized below. 

 The data-driven character of the conceptual modelling methodology is 

both one of the greatest strengths and cause of most limitations of the 

approach. Due to its data-driven nature, more complex dynamics, such 

as variable backwater effects and rapidly varying flows in sewer pipes, 

can be simulated accurately in most situations. To ensure such good 

emulation capabilities, some of the incorporated model structures do not 

have a fixed prescribed form or do not depend on a predefined 

parameter set, but can be modified in order to capture these complex 

dynamics. Although the structures can be interpreted in physically 

meaningful terms after identification and calibration, thus being 

mechanistic, such purely data-driven structures themselves and their 

parameters can often not be linked directly to physically measurable 

quantities. Examples of such structures are the incorporated machine 

learning techniques, such as ANN, ANFIS and model trees, but also the 

simple PWL. Thus, the identification and calibration of the most suitable 

structure and parameter set is purely based on data of the calibration set. 

Consequently, dynamics that are not included in the calibration data 

are not necessarily emulated accurately. For instance, the optional 

module introduced to account for non-univocal (or rotating) water 

surface profiles (see §2.3.3.2) makes use of an ANN. After calibration, 

this module can, in most cases, precisely emulate the water surface 
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profile in a river stretch for the calibration data under varying conditions. 

However, it is possible that the conceptual model fails to emulate 

dynamics that are not exhibited by the calibration data. The same holds 

for the data-driven structures used to mimic, inter alia, pressurized flows 

or variable backwater effects. Consequently, a deliberate choice of 

calibration and validation data is very important. Naturally, the 

limitations on the use of data-driven model structures also allude to 

extrapolation beyond the calibration range. However, several measures 

are incorporated in the modelling methodology and configuration 

procedure to assess and improve the extrapolation capabilities of the 

derived conceptual models (see e.g. §2.6.3.2). Finally, note that not all 

included model structures are purely data-driven. The hydraulic structure 

equations that calculate flows, for instance, are directly adopted from the 

hydrodynamic InfoWorks models and most of their parameters can be 

linked to the (measurable) characteristics of the hydraulic structure itself. 

Thus, flows over such structures can be simulated precisely under all 

conditions for a given set of up- and downstream water levels. 

 The data-driven nature of certain model structures also limits the 

conceptual models’ applicability for scenario analyses that involve 

fundamental changes to the water system itself. Indeed, analyses that 

require alterations of the river or sewer system that cause (new) variable 

backwater effects or fundamentally change the system’s response in any 

other way, necessitate model recalibration. Such model recalibration 

allows capturing the new dynamics of the system. The developed 

modelling approach allows for partial recalibration: only those segments 

of the model that are affected by the changes require recalibration, while 

others can remain unaltered. System modifications that potentially 

require such recalibration are, amongst others, the change of dike levels 

and the inclusion of new controllable hydraulic structures. 

 The developed conceptual modelling approach for sewer systems 

does not simulate water levels, which limits its use for certain 

applications. Often, the design of (new) sewer systems involves 

requirements for maximal allowable water levels for certain return 

periods. Consequently, the modelling approach cannot be employed to 

check such design criteria. Also, conceptual sewer models cannot be 

applied for flood mapping purposes at this moment. However, 

extensions of the approach to meet these needs appear feasible. 
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 All used calibration and validation data are simulation results of detailed 

hydrodynamic models. In many cases, not enough accurate in-situ 

measurements are available to do a thorough calibration and validation 

of the conceptual models. The use of simulation results implies that the 

conceptual models can only be as accurate as the original 

hydrodynamic models from which they are derived. It is assumed 

that the simulation of the detailed hydrodynamic models with the de 

Saint-Venant equations represent reality accurately, although of course 

such hydrodynamic models are also a simplification of the true river or 

sewer system. The developed approach is not confined to a single 

hydrodynamic software platform or model type, but aims to be more 

generic. Thus, modifications to the simulation engine and more 

specifically the assumptions made in the used InfoWorks and MIKE 

hydrodynamics models will likely not affect the conceptual modelling 

approach fundamentally. It moreover may be useful in some cases to 

refine the conceptual model calibration – after the initial calibration to a 

detailed model – based on the available field observations.  

The conceptual modelling approach was formalized and automated to a great 

extent by the developed software. Some elements cannot be automated fully 

though. In addition, the modeller must be familiar with the basics of 

mathematical modelling in order to use the software and to configure conceptual 

models properly. Therefore, expert judgment and some manual operations 

remain necessary for several aspects. The full configuration procedure for 

conceptual models is briefly outlined below. For each phase, the elements 

requiring expert knowledge or important manual operations are listed. 

 The first, and arguably the most important, element involving expert 

judgment when setting up conceptual models is a clear definition of the 

intended use of the conceptual model. Will it be used to solely model 

high flows, or are emulating low flows equally important? In which parts 

of the model are spatially detailed simulations necessary, and which 

processes can be lumped in space? Defining the correct objectives and 

error tolerances prior to model calibration are crucial and affect the 

entire configuration procedure. 

 Secondly, a deliberate choice of calibration and validation data is 

essential. As stressed repeatedly in this concluding chapter, part of the 

modelling approach is data-driven. Only dynamics exhibited by the 
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calibration set can be emulated accurately by purely data-driven 

structures. Hence, the modeller should ensure that the selected 

calibration set contains a sufficient amount of diverse data that 

represents reality closely. 

 After importing the calibration and validation data, and the network 

characteristics of detailed models into the CMD software, the 

conceptual model topology can be defined. The conceptual model 

topology highly depends on the intended use, desired accuracy, available 

data and dynamics of the system. Therefore, it is impossible to give a 

conclusive list of criteria for demarcating the topology. However, based 

on experience, some qualitative guidelines where cells are usually 

demarcated for rivers and sewer systems are given in §2.2.2 and §3.3.1 

respectively. The topology needs to be defined in template sheets for 

rivers before importing them in CMD, while the topology can be 

outlined directly in CMD for sewers. For the latter, a range of auxiliary 

tools was incorporated to assist the user. Note that all data and model 

structures are handled fully automatically in the background by the CMD 

software, and thus no manual interventions are required. Also, if part of 

the model topology changes during configuration, CMD automatically 

checks how these changes affect the model structures that are already 

calibrated and undertakes the most appropriate action. 

 Next, the most appropriate model structures can be identified and 

calibrated. Different structures were incorporated in the modelling 

approach to ensure that most situations can be modelled efficiently and 

accurately (see Table 2.1 and §2.3 for a list of and discussion on the 

included model structures for rivers, and Table 3.1 and §3.3 for sewer 

systems). Each type of structure has its own advantages and limitations. 

The modeller should select the most suitable type of structure (e.g. PWL, 

TF, ANN, ...) to simulate a specific variable, if necessary via a trial-and-

error procedure. The required algorithms to identify and calibrate the 

model structure of a specific elected model type are incorporated in 

CMD. Consequently, these actions can be performed automatically in 

most cases. Some model structures require additional parameters during 

configuration, such as the number of hidden nodes in ANNs, but all 

parameters have recommended default settings. Also, measures to 

enhance the generalization capability, such as the use of ensemble 

ANNs, are performed automatically. After calibration, the results of the 
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model structure are visualized and compared to the calibration and 

validation series. 

 Finally, all calibrated model structures are assembled automatically in a 

model script by CMD to simulate events. If the variable time step 

solver (see §2.4) is used to maximize computational efficiency and 

obviate instabilities, it is necessary to specify parameters of this solver. 

Again, default settings are provided, but these can be changed on a trial-

and-error basis to improve performance. 

9.3 Future research 

Although this research addresses the main objectives, there is always a need for 

improvements. The proposed additional research below focuses primarily on 

facilitating model identification and calibration. Other listed research topics and 

adaptations are recommended to gain knowledge on model performance, or 

ensure the applicability of the modelling approach for specific demanding 

applications in water management. The suggested future research can be divided 

into three groups. 

The first group comprises additional research regarding methodological aspects 

of the conceptual modelling approach: 

 Although the developed conceptual modelling approach for urban 

drainage systems is employable for the vast majority of applications in 

water management, two methodological extensions might increase the 

applicability further. Firstly, water levels in urban drainage systems 

cannot be simulated currently, which is a requisite for certain 

applications. It is expected that due to the various dynamic effects in 

pipes, relationships between stages and other states will be highly non-

linear and non-univocal. It is recommended to evaluate the performance 

of supervised machine learning techniques, such as ANN and ANFIS 

which are already incorporated in the modelling approach, due to their 

excellent function approximation capabilities. As demonstrated in this 

dissertation, these structures can emulate such complex behaviour 

accurately. Secondly, hydraulic structures cannot be modelled explicitly 

in urban drainage systems in the current approach, mainly because they 

dependent on accurate water level predictions. The implementation of 

such equations can be a requisite for certain model-based optimization 
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applications of movable structures, although several alternative solutions 

exist in this context. Breckpot (2013), for instance, concluded that 

optimizing discharge variables directly instead of using hydraulic 

structure equations significantly simplifies the optimization problem. 

 Tides can have a major impact on flows and stages in rivers, but also on 

water quality aspects (see e.g. de Brauwere et al. (2011 and 2014) for a 

case study on the Scheldt River and estuary). Although tides were not 

investigated explicitly in this doctoral research, it is assumed that tides 

can be represented accurately by reduced complexity models. For 

instance, the tidal Scheldt River acts as downstream boundary for the 

configured conceptual model of the Dender River (see §7.5 and Vissers 

and Wolfs, 2011). The tides of the Scheldt River greatly influence the 

dynamics of the most downstream segments of the Dender River. The 

gate regulations, flows and water levels of the Dender River can be 

emulated accurately by the conceptual model, thus accounting for these 

tides. In case the tides cause variable backwater effects that lead to non-

univocal behaviour of the water surface profile, the optional module 

designed to specifically tackle such dynamics can be incorporated (see 

§2.3.3.2). Although this was not tested for tidal influences yet, it is 

expected that the model structure can easily capture such effects due to 

its versatility. Alternatively, one could resort to other methods, such as 

described in Meert et al. (2016). 

 A conceptual flood mapping module was developed for river floods. A 

similar system to generate maps of urban floods is an interesting 

expansion of the methodology with numerous applications. The dual 

drainage concept (e.g. Djordjevic et al., 1999) can be exploited to capture 

the complex interactions between the flow in the sewer and floods at 

street level, and the flow between flooded zones itself.  

 The use of conceptual models has great potential for real time 

forecasting systems. However, the forecast model must be updated on a 

regular basis given measurement data to ensure the conceptual model 

mimics reality accurately. Future research could focus on data 

assimilation and model updating techniques. Kalman filters in 

particular are widely used for this purpose in hydrology and other 

domains (e.g. Reichle et al., 2002; Clark et al., 2008, Xie and Zhang, 

2010). 

 This research assumes that all calibration and validation data to configure 

conceptual models is error-free. In addition, data availability was not an 
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issue due to the use of simulation results of detailed models. However, it 

is required to investigate the effect of limited data availability and 

outliers on the identification and calibration of the conceptual models. 

Furthermore, additional research should focus on the uncertainty of 

model structures and parameters, and uncertainty and error propagation 

during simulations.  

 The developed conceptual modelling approaches are generally data-

driven. Therefore, the extrapolation behaviour, and model 

robustness and accuracy for extreme conditions should be evaluated. 

Special attention should be paid to effect of model adaptations on 

model performance when elaborating scenario analyses, such as 

adjusting dike levels of the implementation of retention basins. Given the 

inductive character of the modelling approach, a partial recalibration can 

be necessary. This topic was addressed already in the dissertation (see 

§2.2.1, §2.6.3.2 and §5.6), but requires further research.  

 Instead of implementing programmable logic controls (PLC) explicitly to 

determine the position of movable hydraulic structures, the use of fuzzy 

controllers that emulate PLCs can be investigated. Such approach 

obviates the need of predicting every system state (such as water levels or 

flows) invoked by PLCs, which leads eventually to enhanced model 

parsimony with all associated advantages. In addition, it is likely that such 

fuzzy controller will have a smoother response and thus results in a 

greater stability during simulations. Fuzzy controllers are simple to 

interpret since they build on a set of rules that are easy transferrable to 

human language, and have been used widely in engineering applications 

(e.g. Sarvi and Avanaki, 2015). 

In addition to the methodological research above, several software 

developments for both CMD tools are expedient. None of these expansions are 

essential, but they improve user-friendliness, and accelerate and facilitate 

conceptual model configuration. 

 The existing interfacing between the CMD tool to conceptually model 

rivers and the hydrodynamic MIKE11 software can be extended to the 

same functionality as the existing interfacing with the InfoWorks 

software. Also interfacing with other hydrodynamic software may be 

useful. Furthermore, this CMD tool can be expanded with additional 

GUIs to simplify and increase the transparency of the conceptual model 
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configuration process, as already done for the CMD tool for urban 

drainage modelling. 

 The set-up procedure can be further automated. For instance, the 

CMD tools could employ Input Variable Selection (IVS) methods to 

identify the most relevant inputs for certain model structures (see e.g. 

Galelli et al., 2014). Secondly, defining the model topology can be 

automated further. The software could, based on some essential criteria 

such as the designation of locations and states of interest, fully 

automatically propose a conceptual model topology. However, the model 

topology is arguably the most important element of the entire model, and 

it is therefore of paramount importance that any automatically created 

topology is critically evaluated. In addition, it will always remain 

necessary to, if desired, manually define or alter a model topology to 

incorporate expert-knowledge. It is therefore a challenging task to find 

the optimal balance between intensive automation and manual 

configuration of the topology and its structures. 

In the end, this research strives towards the development of a model-based 

decision support system for analyzing and optimizing integrated water 

management strategies. Numerous software and methodological developments 

are necessary in order to establish such system and ensure a broad uptake. Three 

main requisite characteristics of and developments for such system are briefly 

discussed below. 

 The system should be based on an easily adaptable plug-and-play 

framework. It must be possible to freely combine different model types 

in one analysis based on data and model availability, the objectives of the 

study and the dynamics of the system. In addition, the framework must 

allow for a quick implementation of model adaptations and for 

performing scenario investigations. Examples of possible modifications 

to quantity models include inserting both large and numerous small scale 

storage basins, changing dike levels, inserting new (movable) hydraulic 

structures and varying gate operation rules. 

 The interfacing between different models is currently done manually. A 

transparent, efficient and expandable system is required to automate and 

streamline the integration of models. Developing such system 

necessitates various tasks. An overview of data standards used in 

modelling is required, and the CMD software must be made compatible 
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with these. Additional research is needed to determine how processes 

acting on different time and spatial scales can be linked efficiently. Given 

the requisite holistic approach in water management, the interfacing must 

be flexible and able to link deterministic and stochastic models, user-

defined modules and third-party software packages. 

 Finally, advancements are required on numerous fields to support and 

elaborate transdisciplinary analyses. An accurate and fast conceptual 

modelling approach is required to simulate water quality in rivers, 

floodplains, urban drainage systems and waste water treatment plants, 

that is also compatible with the in this dissertation presented modelling 

approaches. Given the far reaching impact of water systems, research 

and knowledge acquisition cannot be confined to solely water sciences 

alone. A multidisciplinary collaboration is needed that accounts for, 

amongst others, climate, society, energy, economy, ecology, agriculture 

and urban development. 
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Network topology spreadsheets 

for the CMD river software 

This appendix demonstrates the use of spreadsheets to define the conceptual 

network topology discussed in step 2 of §2.2.2 using the developed CMD 

software for river systems. Note that the CMD software for sewers does not 

require such spreadsheets as input, but relies mainly on GUIs.  

Separate spreadsheets were designed to define river reaches and floodplains, since 

the latter can have a very complex topology. All river reservoirs are defined in 

one spreadsheet, while floodplain clusters (FPC) are delineated in separate files. 

Table A.1 shows part of the topology definition of river reservoir 1, 

corresponding to the case study discussed in Chapter 2. The important river 

variables that have to be emulated are enumerated (e.g. flow (Q), rainfall runoff 

links (RR) and water levels (WL)), together with the corresponding name under 

which the variable is stored in the databases. Finally, supplementary information 

can be given depending on the type of variable, such as the hydraulic structure 

type for flows. If a movable hydraulic structure with PLC is incorporated, the 

water levels used in such PLC do not have to be specified in spreadsheets, but are 

extracted automatically by the CMD software. 

 A 
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Table A.1: Spreadsheet of part of river reservoir 1 

Reservoir # Variable Name Suppl. #1 Suppl. #2 

1 Q MK47.MK46.1 Gated Weir out 

1 RR Mopw.MDBL1.1   

1 WL MK47 MK47_MK46 up 

 

The definition of a FPC topology is done using four tables. The spreadsheets of 

FPC2 (of the case study presented in Chapter 2; see also Figure 2.9), which 

contains two cells and four fluxes, are discussed to illustrate the different 

components. First, the water levels of each cell in a FPC are defined (see Table 

A.2). Next, the fluxes between different cells are numbered (Table A.3). The 

content of each flux is defined in Table A.4. Note that multiple flows can be 

aggregated in one flux, and several river water levels can be defined for each flux. 

All these water levels will be used during model configuration. Finally, the 

modeller can optionally define a hydraulic structure type for a flux (Table A.5). 

Table A.2: Spreadsheet of FPC2 defining the water levels in each cell. 

Storage area Name data 

1 MK_RES45-46_RO 

2 MK_Res_46-42_RO 

 

Table A.3: Spreadsheet of FPC2 defining the fluxes between different cells (SA 

indicates storage area/cell in a FPC, while R stands for river reservoir). 

  R1 R2 SA1 SA2 

R1 

  

1 

 R2 

  

2 4 

SA1 

    SA2 

  

3 
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Table A.4: Spreadsheet of FPC2 indicating the content of each flux and 

associated river water levels. 

Connection # Name Q Name 
WL1 

Name WL2 Name WL3 

4 MK_SP.MK43.1 MK43 MK42  

-4 MK_SP.MK41.1 MK41    

2 MK_S2.MK46.1 MK46    

1 MK_S2.MK49.1 MK41 MK49  

3 MK_S2.MK_SP3      

 

Table A.5: Optional spreadsheet of FPC2 defining hydraulic structure types for 

certain fluxes. 

Connection # Type 

2 Orifice 
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